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NOTICES.

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
31 Exchange Street.
ESTA»LINHKD IN 1843.
Reliable Insurance in first-class American and
Foreign Co's at Lowest Kates. Losses promptly adjusted and prompt attention given to business.
wpl8 TELEPHONE 701. snly
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At 97 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
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length of column, constitutes a "square."
$1.50 per square, daily first week: 75 cents per
week after; three insertions or leis, $1.00, continuevery other day after first week, 60 cents.
ingHalf
square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; $50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of "Amusements" and "Auction
Sales," $2.00 per square per week; three insertions

less, $1.50.
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year: if paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
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WEATHER INDICATIONS.

AT

FOSTERS
Forest City Dye House
13 Preble St. opp. Preble House
sneodtf
JylO

BELDINGBRflSâCO.
Silk Manufacturers.
DRESS SILKS

Of a superior grade, excellent in quality
and iluisli.
Serges and Satin Linings for Gentle·
men's Clothing1.

HOSIERY,

Sewing Silk,
MACHINE

TWIST,

Embroidery

Washington, Nov. 6.
The indications for New England to-day are
fair weather, followed by threatening weather
and

FLOSSES.

daring the afternoon or evening.
Southerly to Westerly winds and lower barometer, with colder weather on Wednesday.
The s'.orm in the Lake region has increased
in energy, and dangerous gales are reported in
the Upper Lake region. Rain prevails tonight
in the Ohio Valley, Lake region and upper
Mississippi valley. Clear weather continues
in the districts on the Atlantic coast, with
warmer Southerly winds, and colder Northwest winds prevail at the stations west of the
Mississippi, ana a Norther in Texas, Indian
Territory and Kansas.
The following special temperatures were reported at 3 p. m. yesterday:
Washington, 66;
Norfolk, 68; Savannah, 69; Atlanta, 69; Jack-

sonville, 74; Pensaooia, T3; New Orleans, 78;
Galveston, 79; Lob Angeles, 66; San Diego, 61.
Threatening weather and rain are indicated
for the Atlantic coast daring Tuesday night
and Wednesday morning, followed
during
Wednesday by colder, clearing weather.

"Superior"
Pare Thread Knitting
Silk.
MI1LS. Kockville, Conn., Northampton, Maes.,
Montreal, Canada.
OFFICES. New York, Philadelphia, Chicago,
Cincinnati, St. Louie, San Francieoo.
CURTIS, Agents., 105 Summer St., Boston,
sndlm

MRS.
NO.

405

DRYDEJV,

CONGRESS STREET,
offers a complete line of
Bros. Λ
Co. Superior

Belding

Knitting; Silk,

Warranted made from pure thread silk. It is the
only pure thread Knitting Silk in the market.
snlm
^ Oct 19

visit to Portland !
Surgeons of the International Throat and
United States and
Lung institute of
Canada are at the Unitea States Hotel, Portland,
and will remain till the 30th of November. These
gentlemen make a specialty of the fcfeatment of Catarrh, Catarrhal Deafness, Astbma, Bronchitis ana
Consumption, using in their treatment the "Spirometer," the wonderful invention of Dr. M. Sou vielle,
•x-aide Surgeon of the French army, an instrument
which
conveys medicinal properties directly to the
•eat of the disease. They invite all who are suffering from any of the above diseases to call and consult them and have a trial of their instruments free
of charge. Head offices for New England States.
295 COLUMBUS AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.
oc 31
snlm

THE

rain

Colder, fair weather is indicated for the
Lake region, Ohio valley, Tennessee and Gulf
States on Wednesday, and frosts will extend
Southward over Arkansas, Northern Louisiana
and Central Texas on Wednesday morning.

Silk

and

oct 18

England.

Pratt's Astral Oil.

LATEST MARINE NEWS.
Wrecked Rockland ftchoon.r.

The

Lewes, Del., Nov.|5.—Schooner Bedabedec,
of Bcckland, Me., before reported to have
ww*.
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Premium* nt (he Late Hlatt Fair—Sura·
Takfu

by the Different Couatien.

Augusta, Nov. 5.—The treasurer's accounts
show that the total iece1pts of the State Fair
for 1883 in round numbers are rising $22,000.
The trotting premiums awarded and
paid

amount to $3,275, divided among

counties

as

the several
follows: Androscoggin $30; Cum-

berland, $445; Hancock, $75; Kennebec, $220;
Linooln, $150; Oxford, $45; Penobscot, $367.50; Piscataquis, $50; Somerset, $225; Waldo,
$330; Washington, $50, York, $275.00. Massachusetts took $500, first prize in free for all
race, Halifax, N. S.,$325; Frederickton, Ν. B.,
$187.50.

The last two won for running races.
The amount paid in 1882 for trotting premiums was but $2,335.00.
Col. H. S. Osgood,
Treasurer, has just received the premium
books, from the Secretary, and is now prepared to pay to each person the amount awarded.
The total amount of premiums awarded on live
Btock is $3,439.00; on agricultural implements,
at

of Poland'» Nutuuifr Houeet Qone.
Mechanic Falls, Nov. 5.—The
Island
House on Thompson's Island, in Poland, was
burned Friday night. It was owned by Mr.
One

G. H. Carpenter was broken into and entered
last night and many articles taken therefrom.
The Old Mabine.
Kocklaud, Me., Nov. 5.—The old war ship
Sabine, purchased by Capt. J. L. Snow, was

towed to this port from Portsmouth yesterday.

EDUCATION Al<·

AUGUSTA.

TELEGRAPH SCHOOL.
telegraphic facilities

in
constant demand for
telegraph operators. A school for instruction in telegraphy will be opened on Monday,
Nov. 6th, at the corner of Union and Middle streets,
A thorough course of
for ladies and gentlemen.
instruction will be given by experienced operators.
For terms, etc., apply at school or send stamp for
FifiENEY & HELLEN, Managers.
circulars.
Office h^urs: 2.30 to 6 and 7 to 9 p. m.
a
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Intelligence has just reached this city ot the
death of Mrs. Carrie E. Goodrich ill Walla
Walls, W. T., Nov. 1st, aged 35 year?, wife of
Levi J. Goodrich, Esq., and daughter of Kev.
S Allen of AugusU. Mrs. Goodrich was a
graduate of the female college at Kent's Hill
and took a high rank in scholarship.
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delivered by

FREDERIC H. GEBBJN1I. M. D.
ITIrci. Throop'e School,

at
on

WEDNESDAYS, at4

o'clock ρ
m., beginning Oct. 31st.

Course
street.

Ticket» $6.00.

To

be obtained at 61 High
octlTdtf

Instruction in ïnglish and Class
ical Studle
glren

to

privatel pupils by th

J. W.

EVENING
Of ΤΠΒ

SCHOOL

Fraternity
o'clock,
seven

EVENING,

ICth day of October.

Classes will be formed in

Reading, Penmanship,

Arithmetic, Grammar, Geography and Book-Keeping, and competent teachers have bean engaged.

Blank applications for admission may be obtained
of the Janitor at the rooms,

4 and 5iFree Street Block.

dim

Oct 13

MISS

ANNE

L.

DAVIS,

51 Moniinient Street,

Teacher of

Violia,

Pupil of Boston Conservatory of Music, and refers
permission to Julius Eichberg, W. H. Dennett,
by
Charles Grimmer, and Ira C. Stockbridge.
dl w,teod2m*
seplO

TELEPHONE 542.

FINE ARTS.
My Fall stock of Parlor
is nearly completed.
1 have all the

new

Easels

and desirable

In Artists' Materials 1 have

a

large and complete line.
Pottery and everytliiug new for
decorating.
Hammered Vases, Placqnes, Metal Card Receivers, etc., etc.

Fine Gold and Bronze Framing
done in an artistic manner.

J. T. STUBBS,
400
oel9

wn

lec-

bears en the St. Andrews road alone, but has
not kept a record of the large number he has
killed on other grounds. His only rival for the
bear slaying championship of Washington
county, is Mr. Samuel Day of Wesley, who
has killed 150 in 20 years. Mr, Hill contemplates resigning hie office of watchman, that
he may cultivate further acquaintance with
bruin.
a

There came very near being a fatal accident
at the quarries last Friday afternoon.
Chas.
S. Lane, engineer of one of the hoisting engines, was hoisting a large stone, when the
rope passing over the drum not running right,
he attempted to kick it into place, when his
overalls were caught between the rope and the
drum, drawing his leg up to the thigh under
the rope and throwing him over the drum; as
he went over he had the presence of mind to
reach over and catch the throttle and throw it
back and at the same time throw the lever to
reverse the engine; and so unwound himself.
In another instant he would have been crushed to death if it had not been for his coolness.
As it was, his leg was terribly crushed and it
will be a long time before he will be able to
work again.

the use of their workmen. Mr. John Hill has
the job.
Λ farmer in this viciuity has taken the
trouble to count the kernels on an ear of corn.
He finds one which has 601 kernels upon it,
and 1084 kernels that grew upon one stalk, the
yield of one kernel.
Mr. Charles E. Dimock of Limington Village has placed a street lamp in front of hi3
residence, which lights up the street for quite
It is hoped others
a distance in a dark night.
in the Tillage may contract the same disease.
Mr. J. F. Brackett of this town has an
apple tree of the "greening" variety, from
which he has taken upwards of 10 bushels of
apples this year, and all of the tree not bearing. This tree has produced about this crop on
every second year for a number of years.
Rev. C. E. Blake of Madison, Me., supplied
the pulpit of the Rev. T. F. Maxim at South
Limington on Sunday last.
LIVEItMOKE.

styles.

Congress St.

<Jtf

Mrs. Thomas Gylfoil met with a serious acShe went into the
cident Tuesday, Oct. 30th.
stall side of her horse, and the horse, feeling
οrosp, opened his mouth, seized hqr by the
throat and side of the neck and face and threw
her down. He then began to paw violently,
and struck her with his foot upon the side of
her chest, breaking one lib. A flesh wound
throat over the windpipe
was made upon the
and the jaw, near the angle, was bruised, and
the scalp was also bruised.
Mrs. Gylfoil is an
old lady and partially crippled by former severe injuries caused by being run away with
by a horse when not quite all the bones in her
body were broken, bat ehe says there were
"twenty-six breaks" in them at that time.
Having been thus crippled, she could not save
herself so well on this last occasion.
She is a
widow and lives about three miles south of the
of
Livermore Falls.
village
NORWAY.

John Céockett, one of the cutters at the
Norway shoe shop, has, with the aid of his
dog and gun, captured eighty partridges this

A

Banking and Trust Company

organising, having secured a centrally
located and very eligible banking rooms, in
a
deeire
Boston,
gentleman of capital and experience to become financially interested therein and
assist in its management. Best of references as to
antecedents, integrity and financial ability will be
required. Address "Η. B." box 1298, BosV>n.

ABOUT
nov5

dSt

$178.95; total, $837.77.

The court holds that the importers' understanding of the law is correct, anb that the
collector erred in apparently assuming that the
same numbei of pounds of unwashed wool was
as much as washed wool.
The supposition is
inconsistent with the fact as admitted,and with
evident meaning of the law. The law declares
that the duty upon a given quantity of washed
wool shall be twice amount duty to which it
would be subjected if imported unwashed. If
the rule adopted by the collector should prevail the amount of ad valorum duty or
hundred
washed
wool
would
pounds
be four times as great as that upon 100 pounds
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Tbe Postmaster General baa fixed the salary
of post-office inspectors at $1,600 per ai.num.
The salaries ol Division Inspector Seybolde ol
San Francisco, and Division Inspector Header·
son ol this city have been fixed at $2,500.
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HALLOWKLL.
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Will open at half-past

the
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The Calais Times says Mr. Harris Hill,
nightwatchman in Calais city, has killed 73

dtf
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143 Pearl Street.

Portland
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Franklin Freeman Hutching of West Fryeburg was thrown from his carriage Tuesday
evening, and died from the effects of injuries
then received at 5 o'clock Thursday afternoon.
Mr. Hutchins was born in Fryeburg in 1835.
He was a graduate from Bowdoia College in
the class of 1859.
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New Supreme C'onrl Reporter.
Nov. 5.—At the conclusion of
the reading ol the opinions in the United
States Supreme Court to-day Chief Justice
Waits announced the resignation of Judge
Otto, official reporter of the court, and the
appointment of J. C. Bancroft Davie to fill the
vacancy thus caused.
Deciiionii in (he United Stmcn Supreme
Conrt.
The United States Supreme Court to-day
rendered a decision in the case of the Manhattan Life Insurance Company, plaintiff, vs.
John G. Β rough toi), trustee. It was α sait
upon a policy of insurance on the life of Israel
Ferguson. The defence set up by the company in the Circuit Court was that it was expressly provided in the policy of insurance
that if the assured should die by suicide the
policy would be null and void, and the assured
did die that way—hanging himself. The court
holds that self-killing by an insane person
understanding physical nature and the consequences of the act, but not the moral aspect, is
not death by suicide within the meaning of the
conditions in the policy of insurance upon a
life, that the policy Bhall be null and void in
case he shall die by suicide.
Judgment of the
Circuit Court was affirmed with costs and interest. The opinion was by Justice Gray.
C. A. Arthur, Collector, plaintiff in error,
▼s. Henry Pastor et al., in error, to tho Circuit
Court of the United States for the Southern
District of New York. The controversy in
this case relatos to the proper duty on washed
wool, imported in 1876.
The collector, in acoardance with hie construction cf title 33 Revised Statutes, schedule
L, exacted duty as follows: On 3,294 pounds
at 20 cents per pound, $658.80; on $1,627 (its
value washed) at 22 percent, $359.94; total,
$1,016.74. The importers' calculation was : On
3,294 pounds at 20 cents per pound, $658.80; on
$813.50, (unwashed value) at 22 per cent,

LIMINOTON.

in:ν

in the Buxton lecture coarse at Grange
Hall, Buxton Centre depot, Wednesday evening, Nov. 14. His subject will be "Courtship
and Marriage."

»!
properly illustrated, will

WASHINGTON.

The children in this vicinity are doing quite
a business in the woods, picking beech-nuts.
Mr. Cyrus Small, of North Limington, and
family have moved to Fall River, Mass., to
spend the Winter.
The firm of R. S. Webster & Bros., North

A. & C. H. Goodwin have contracted to furnish 2,000 yards of stone for a new bridge in
Lowell, Mass.

ture

ON

of Sergeant Duffey as new commanding
officer at Fort Knox, has arrived with his family and has assumed charge of said fort. Sergeant Kowley is a veteran in point of military
service and has a good record, having seen continuous service for twenty-five years.
He
served all through the rebellion, and wasaader
the gallant General Lyon of Missouri, and
General Butler and Ganeral Banks in Louisiana.
He and Sergeant Duffey made a mutual
exchange of posts, by permission of the· department authorities.
A famous old solder died in Waterford on
the 23d nit.—Alexander Mills, aged 82 years.
He was on board the government transept,
Columbia, in the Seminole war, and also was
in eervice on board the U. S. revenue cutter
Jackson, stationed at New Orleans and Newport. He was on board a U. S. ship on the
coast of Africa, and was one of the crew who
landed and riddled with bullets old King
Kraka, an African king. Soon after this he
visited Arabia and the Holy Land. He was in
the war between Texas and Mexico, where he
was severely woanded on the top of the head,
the skull bearing a deep indentation nntil his
death. He assisted in the bombardment of
Vera Cruz and other places in Mexico, aud has
beenasailor on board the Macedonian, Saratoga and Torktown.
cessor

be doubled, bat would be assessed upon doable
the value of the
wool in an unwashed
condition.
This is contrary to the plain
intent
of
the
law.
of
Judgment
the Circnit court, in favor of the importer sustained. Opinion by Justics Matthews.
The
provision of the old tariff to which construction
is given in the above case remains unchanged
•in the new tariff so the decision has a present
and prospective as well as retrospective effect.
Henry Newman, plaintiff, in error va. C. A.
Arthur, collector, in error, to the Circuit court
of the United State* of the southern district
of New York. This case involves the proper
rate of duty upon cjtton cloth Known as
"cotton Italiane" which is extensively used for coat
The
collector
exacted
at
tbe
linings.
duty
rate of
cents per square yard and 20 per
cent, avalorem. Under clause 3, schedule A,
(section 2501, revised statutes) tho importer
maintained that the goods should pa? only 35
per cent, advalorem as "manufacturer's cotton not otherwise provided for"
The Court
sustains
the
action
of
the Collector
and
holds
that
"cotton
Italian's" al
in
named
the
though not expressly
law, came clearly within the description of
clause 3, schedule A, as cotton goods, exceeding 200 threads to the square inch, counting
warp and filling, colored, stained or printed.
The judgment of the Circuit Court in favor of
the collector was affirmed with costs. Opinion
by Justice Matthews.
The Court of Claim*.
A ramor was curreut today that the vacancy
in the Court of Claims, made by the resignation of J. C. Bancroft Davis will be tendered
Hon. Kenneth Kaynor, soSecretary Folger.
licitor cf the treasury, who is known to be one
of the most prominent applicants for the place,
said he (Judge Baynor) accepted hie present
position under the administration of President
Hayes, with the understanding that he should
have the first vacancy in the Court of Claims.
Promotions in tbe Army.
The Secretary of War has decided that in future promotions in the army will be governed
strictly by seniority, except in case of disability or other incompetency, consequently an officer who has been found disabled by the retiring board will not be promoted to a higher

BlDDEffOBD.

BUXTON.
Α

IN GENERAL.

Ordnance Sergeant William Kowley, the suc-

Washington,

Burglar* in Waterville.
Watkbville, Nov. 5.—The mueic store of

SESSION of the Executive Council will be
bold at the Council Chamber, in Augusta, on
MONDAY the 12th day of November next, at 4
o'elock p. m. By the Governor.
JOSEPH O. SMITH,
Secretary of State.
Oct.
1883.
oct31dlOtsn
Augusta,
30,

WINTHROF.

.A committee of the New England Insurance
Exchange visited Winthrop last week and examined the new fire apparatus, with a view of
reducing the rates of insurance, which are
It 'is nnderstood
very high there at present.
that the rates will be reduced, and that Winthrop will be put on the same basis as
all the cities and large towns of the State that
have a first-class fire department.
Sixteen new tenements have been fitted up
in the village the past season.
C. M. Bailev, Esq., offered the committee
who were raising funds for the fire apparatus,
S100 if they would throw a stream over any of
his oil-cloth factories, except the one farthest
away from tiio hydrant. At the recent trial a
stream was throwxi over each and every one of
the factories, and he
promptly handed (Tver the
money. A citizen's meeting will be held next
Friday evening, when the committee will probably report. It is thought there will be qnite
a surplus after all expenses are paid.

The

maineT

Wm. H. Hutchinson and was built last seaeon.

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT.

of

ασ auo nca

miscellaneous articles, $635.00; on
ball $385; paid to Maine State Pomplogical Society, $325.

STATE OF MAINE.

causes

viod

officers. Myrtle Lodge of Kennebunfe, Riverside Lodge of Sanford, and Mavoshen Lodge
of Biddeford. There will be a parada of the
lodge?, with Chandler's Band and the North
Berwick Band, and a collation served afterward. The festivities will end with a grand
ball in the evening, with a concert by Chandler preceding it, and his orchestra will furnish
music for the dance.
Thomas B. Davis and two of his family were
taken suddenly ill last Friday, but not fatally.
A physician pronounced it a case of poisoning
from Paris green on potatoes they had eaten.

has been floated, bat filled again quickly. The
cargo, about half oat, will be Bold in separate
accounts.

exhibits

ASK

extension

|>n>

crops and

your grocer for Pratt's Astral Oil aud see
that you get the genuine. If you inquire for
it at A. li. niLLKT I A· C 0'& you will be sur
of it, as there is being palmed off other inferior oils
for genuine Pkatt'b·
oct6sneod2m

THEtherapid
country
first-class

a

Advertisements inserted in the "Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
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fall.

FOllTEH.

Mr. Timothy Brooks, while at work felling
trees, Tuesday, Oct. 29th, was struck by a failing tree and injured so that he lived but two
and one-half hours, says the Record.
SACor

Today, Mystic Tie Lodge, K. P., of Saco,
will receive and entertain the Grand Lodge

grade.

TRAIN ROBCERS.
Fonr men Board

Two Train*

Λ

and Rob

on

the In.

dianapolis, Bloomington & Western road was
nearing this point, four men who had boarded
it some distance over in Indiana, entered tbe
passenger coach, and with drawn revolvers or-

dered the passengers to hand out their money
and valuables. About 81,200 in cash, a check,
for $1,700, and a few articles of wearing apWhen Ihe train stopped
parel were taken.
here the robbers boarded the East-bound passenger train on the Wabash, St. Liu is and Pacific road, and again presenting their revolvers
proceeded to take iu what money the passengers had about their persons. Having obtained
8800 from this train they left the car. The
bank check, an overcoat, and a number of
pocket books were fonnd this morning lying
along the track. No clue has yet been found
to the robbers, bat they boldly entered the
train with uncovered faces.
They were all
A description of
large men and well dressed.
the men has been telegraphed to various points

Precarious Condition of Affair» in the
Stun·—Another Account of the Danville
Affair.

Danville, Nov. 5.—Sentries
military continue to guard the

from the local
streets and citizens as special constables, armed with sbotgunr, patrol the town. Business is almost entirely suspended. The negroes seem quiet and
undemonstrative
The Bichmond resolution,

adopted

meeting of citizens yesterforth that the conflict here between the races was the result of conspiracy by
the leaders of the coaiitiou movement, to force
a race issue upon the whites, was bulletined
here this moruing, and has had an encowagine
at a

mass

day, setting

effect.

\
Mayor Johnson this afternoon issued a proclamation in which he says all good citizens deprecate the present disturbed condition of the
city and earnestly desire the restoration of
peace and good order. He says further "so
complete and reliable are the arrangements
for preservation of peace and protection of the
town that I feel fully warranted in assuring
my fellow citiiens that peace and order will be
maintained. I therefore call upon good citizens to resume their usual avocatious and
cease appearing upon the streets armed with
shot guns and other wapons thus by quiet conduct and conversation, things which make
peaco, you will aid and assist iu restoring peace
and good order as all good citizene should do."
Richmond, Not. 5.—The riot whioh occurred at Danville on Saturday evening, lias
produced most intense (eeling all over the State.
This forenoon a disturbance took place in
Fredericksburg which almost brought about a
serious trouble between Morris Bone, a prominent white citizen, and a negro. For a time
serious trouble was anticipated, bat it wjj prevented.
Fears are entertained that other
troubles will occur.
More arms ba?e been
sold in this State in the past ten
days than over
before in a time of peace.
New Youk, Nov. 5.—The Commercial Advertiser's Richmond special says of the Danville,Va.,riot that it was a one-sided affair.Two
white men were wounded, one at a distance by
a stray shot, aud ono who was
engaged iu firing, was accidentally shot by a friend in the
rear. Six negroes are known to be killed, ten
ΛΓ mnva
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Lumber

Grand Kapids, Mich., Nov. B.—Eice and
Messmore'e bank at Codillac, suspended payment today, after having had a run, in which
It carried the paper of
515,000 were paid out.
A. S. W. Wbittemore & Co., lumber dealers,
for 810,000. Rice and Messmore were partners
in the firm.
The lumber firm of Byrne & Co., and WetThe latter's liasell Brothers assigned today.
bilities are 8150,000. The Checkering and,oththe
failures
er
Wetsells, but they
swamped
claim that they can pay dollar for dollar.
The
Consolidated Bank of niontreal
Case*

Nov, 5.—In the Consolidated
bank case before the court today it was
shown that by the failure of 1G firme here in
1878, the bank lost 81,600,115. In the weekly
returns by tbe former cashier Bennie, the
Montreal,

amounts were set down in some
cases as less than one-fifth.

—: L'

yet to learn the exact number of wounded
It
is not known thit auy|negro93 fired on the
whites.
The difficulty originated between a
white man and a negro. The colored man accidentally trod upon the footof the white man.
The negro explained that it was an accident,
but the white man was not satisfied, and struck
the negro. This led to a fight in which acrowd
of white men and boys opened an indiscriminate fire upon the colored people who were
running in every direction. The riot was inaugurated and continued by white men and
boys, the negroes running aud offering no resistance.
One colored man was met one hundred
yards from the scene of the fight and deliberately shot dead by a man approaching the
crowd on Main street.

Washington, Nov. 5.—A letter received at
the Bureau of Internal Revenue today from
Dantille, Va., reports further trouble is feared
there, and says threats have been made against
the revenue officers.
ALABAMA CLAIMS.
l'âgée

Submitted aud Judgment) Announced

Yeaterdny.

Washington. Nov. 5.—In the Court of Commissioners of Alabama Claims today the fol-

lowing

argued and submitted:
No. 3,269, Sylvester Eldridge; No. 3,270,
Samuel S. Ellis; No.3,295,Stephen Howes; No.
3,300, Elizabeth Howes, admx.; No. 3,301, Solomon E. Hallett, admr.; No. 752, Gardner It.
Colby et al., admr.; No. 754, Charles T. Baker;
No. 759, Wm. Hilton et al.; No. 770, Grace
Batson, admx. ; No. 771, James W. Converse;
No. 782, JustinBedent et al.; No. 787, A. Lawrence Edwards; No. 797, Alex. Wheeler et
al.,
executors; No. 798, Henry O. Roberts; No. 957,
John Colley et al.; No. 1,155, Bichard F. C.
Hartley et al.; No. 1,485, Thos. Nicherson et
al.; No. 1,486, Graoe Batson, admx ; No. 1,487,
James A. Page; No. 1,488; JohnS. Berdger,
Admr.; No. 1,489, Octavius Hine; No. 1,499,
Henry Scudder et al.; No. 1,491, David Snow
et al ; No. 1,492, Bradford L. Crocker
etal.;
No. 1,493, Thomas A. Kicb; No. 1,494, Nathan
Matthews et al.; No. 1,495,
Hopkins,
Godfrey
cases were
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Edward W. Lunt; No. 1,498, Clara P. Lincoln,
executrix; No. 1,499, Audren H. Eldridge; No.
1,500, Jonathan Kinieton et al; No. 1,501,
Sarah P. Johneon, No. 1,502; Avery
Plumer;
No. 1,503, Thomas Ellis; No. 1,504, Nehemiah
P. Mann et al., executors; No. 1,505,
Lucy A.
Hooke.

Judgments were announced aa follows :
No. 3,271, Samue? Fessenden, executor eetate of
Wm. Fessenden, deceased, $232.
No. 3.272, Samuel Loud, surviving partner of
Bagnell & Loud, $38.
No. 3,773, Geo. Matthews, $38.

No. 3,274, Russell Freeman, §38.
No. 3,275, Isaac R. Chapman and Chas. W. At,
kins, administrators of the estate of Wm. Atkins
deceased, $77.
No. 3,276, Willard E. Boyden, admr. estate of
Wm. E. Boyden, deceased, $154.
No. 3,277, Henry T. Wing, admr. estate of
Henry
Wing, $77.
No. 3,278, George E. Ryder, surviving partner of
the firm of Ryder & Hardy. $77.
No. 3,279, Paul Wing, $77.
No. 3,280, David E. Butterfield, adminstrator of
the estate of Ambrose B. Simmons, deceased, $77.
No. 3,281, Rebecca H. Freeman, adinx. of the estate of Ezra B. Freeman, deceased, §660.
No. 3,282, Henry D. Tobey, admr. of the estate of
Thos. Tobey. deceased, $77.
No. 3,283, Peter E. Dolliver and Sylvester B.
Sleeper. $77.
All with interest from July 25, 1861.
No. 1,474, Rebecca H. Freeman, adinx. estate of
Ezra B. Freeman, deceased, dismissed, the amount
being embraced in judgment No. 3,281.

LAST OF THE GANG.
GooJ Detective Work Breaking Up counterfeiting in Indiana.
Indianapolis, Nov. 5.—Hobbs, the detective, who was principally instrumental in securing the arrest ol the gang of counterfeiter·
in the south-western part of the State last
Thursday, to-day brought to this city the manufacturer of the spurious stuff circulated by
the prisoners.
His name is "Tom" Comer,
and he lived near Frenchtown, Crawford
County, some distance from the homes of the
men arrested Wednesday night.
It was necessary to secure him in order to make the conviction of the remainder of the gang sure, and
Hobbs undertook to effect It.
Going directly
to the house, he pretended to have
escaped
from the officers and deMftled the arrest of
Houchins and his companions.
He gained
Comer's confidence completely, and slept in
the house with him that night unarmed.
Yesterday afternoon he induced Comer to go to
town, and shadowed him until he entered the
Post Office, when he covered him with a gun
and compelled him to put hand-cuffs upon bis
wrists. Leaving him under guard he rushed
back to Comer's house bareheaded and cried to
Mrs. Comer, "Bring me the guu."
She ran
out with a shot-gun and hunded it to
htm,
he
was
from
the
officers.
thinking
again fleeing
Then he made her a prisoner and searched the
house. Thirteen hundred dollars in spurious
coin was found, and molds and materials for
making half, one, two and a half, and five dollar pieces. It was a most brilliant piece of
work.
Comer is A mffian nf thfi wnrKt ΛβκηΗηtion, and his arrest ineures the dispersion of
one of the worst gangs of counterfeiters that
ever cursed the State with its existence.

BLEGTION RIOT.
Bingrsccfal Fight in Philadelphia—Two
Faction» Engage in a Qnarrel—.Tinny
Persons Injured.
Nov. 5.—An electioneering
riot occurred yesterday up town, near Willow
in
men and women
which
several
street,
were
badly injured. It grew oat of the had feeling
at the last Coroners Convention, when two
politicians and ex-Policeman Frank Carroll
had a rough and tumble fight with Dennis Itellesr, a rounder. Carroll went with his gang to
Kelley's house, called him out, and after throwing him do.cn, cat him badly with a knife.
Mrs. Caff, in front of whose house the fight occurred, cried Murder," which drew a crowd,
and the Carroll gang then knocked her down
and beat her. By this time Kelley's gang appeared on the scene, and then began a serious
fight with bricks, stones and clubs. Outsiders
joined in, and many heads as well as «11 the
windows in the neighborhood were broken. A
thousand people witnessed the fight and there
was, consequently, great excitement. A squad
of police came and dispersed the mob.
Keiley
and his brother were badly oat; John Doughty
received what may be a mortal wound; John
and Thimothy Danphy, brothers, were badly
cut. Carroll was also badly ased ap.
He ana
his gang escaped the police. Many others received cats.

FIRES.
A s>.'».<>(><( I.ο" to the

FINANCIAL· troubles.
A Western Bank and Several
Firms Suspend.

HORRIBLE CRIME.

Philadelphia,

the Passengers.
Danville, 111., Not. 5.—At an early hour
Saturday morning, a daring robbery took place
on two of tbe principal railroads in this city.
As the West bound passenger train

VIRGINIA RIOTS.

of the

largest

Toledo, Cincinnati
l.ouis Railway at Dayton.
Dation, Ο., Nov. 5.—At 9 o'clock last night
the round-honse and repair-shop of the Toledo,
Cincinnati and St. Louis Railroad were completely demolished by fire. The buildings were
located in the extreme eastern part of the city,
and, there being no water facilities, the fire department was nnable to do anything. Only
one hose coald be brought to bear on the
flames, and it did no good.
In less than an
hour from the time the tiames were discovered
were
in
the buildings
complete ruins. There
were five englues in the shop and a number of
cars, all of which were destroyed.
All the
machinery and engines of the repair shops,
which were very valuable, were ruined.
The
loss will exceed $70,000.
The buildings had
been completed ouly about two weeks ago, and
were the most extensive and important on the
road.
8100,000 LtM nl Port Coala, Cal.
Pout Costa, Cal., Nov. 5.—Fire yesterday
morning destroyed the business portion of this
town and eight Central Pacific cars loaded
with wheat. Lose 8100,000,
and Si.

Fond

du Lac,Wis., Nov. 5.—The little town
PrincetOD, Green Lake County, is all excitement over the murder oi a boy, aged 11
years, son of Fayette Whittemore. The particulars are briefly as follows: Mr. Whittemore

of

couple of months since decided to remove
his family to Wausau. He went on ahead A
week ago Wednesday was the
fixed for
a

day

the family removal.
At uoon they were to
take a wagon to proceed to Westfield. At 9
o'clock Charlie, the boy, got into an altercation with the son of a neighbor. Soon after
ward he left his mother to do an errand. He
never came

back alive.

The sadden

LONDON

THE

Bedy of a Boy Fouud in α Hiver with
BiûThront Cut—Brport Ihnl the Crime
\να» Committed
by the Father nuiMIin
I*nrnmoitr to Hide a Ncandal.

and

mysterious disappearance caused

some excitement, and search was made for the boy. The
family returned to Princeton and the river was
dragged daily, but no trace of the body was
discovered.
Finally the family decided to
move West, and for the last time the father
started to look alorg the river for some trace
of bis boy.
Not far from his home and at a
point which had been passed and repassed
dozens of
times, at about noon Friday, the
father found the body of his eon. It was lying
face downward in shallow water, dreesed as
when the boy left home. Only his watch was
missing. The boy's throat was cut from ear to
ear and an ugly cut was found on his
head,
whtrehe had been siruck by some blunt instrument.
His coat was also cut near the
shoulder.
An examination of the body showed that
tho boy had been dead since tho day he was
missed.
The contents of the stomach consisted of pan-cakes and other
half-digested
food such as he had taken in the day he dieappeared, but with all this the condition of the
body was such that it would show it had not
been in the water where found more than 10
houis. The general opinion is that the boy
was murdered and his body placed where
found long after the deed had been committed.
The authorities are now investigating the case.

[later.J
Princeton, Wis., Nov. 5.—Mrs. Ellen Lang,
widow, and L S. Whittemore, father of the
boy found in the river with his throat cut,

a

have been

arrested for
murder.
Bloody
wearmg up 10 tne
time of the murder were found in Mrs. Lang's
house, nod & batcher knife and two razors
stained with blood. In the wall of her premises
was found a club with blood marks. Neighbors
say a criminal intimacy has existed between
the widow and Whittemore and it was known
to bis 11 year old son, and he was probably
thai disposed of to stop the scandal. It is supposed the boy was killed by Mrs. Lang in the
cellar and that the father carried the body to
the river and hid it in the place where he
pretended to discover it ten days later Mrs.
Lang is a daughter of ex-County Judgo A. H.

■

EXPLOSIONS.

Concerning Them Increasing~ArExtradition of K«t»a Dr·
ml
ami
mnadrd.
London, Νου. 5.—The panic caused by the
recent underground railway explosions is increasing instead of diminishing. The fact
that several prominent delegates to the recent
Socialistic Congress in London were passengers
on the attacked train and severely injured by
the explosions has convinced the public that
the Socialists had nothing to do with the outThe claim of the Bossa-American Irish
rage.
that they did the deed has strengthened the
belief among the mass of the English people
that the outrage was the work of Fenians,
and at no time since the Phoenix Park assassination has public indignation against all Irish
The
secret societies been so active and bitter.
London Sunday Observer, in a leading editorial, demands that the government take
notice of these Fenian avowals by securing
the arrest and extradition of O'Donovan Rossa
and his New York colleagues. The underground railway companies, whose property has
teen immensely prejudiced by the explosion»,
have, it is said, determined ta unite in a demand upon the government for a thorough
investigation into the boasted connection oi
the Fenians with the explosions.
Alarm

PENSION

CLAIMS.

Limitation» Recommended
to Check Fraud*.
Washington, Not. 5—Judge Ferres, the
Second Auditor of the Treasury, in his annual
report says that on July 1,1882, he bad 38,340
accounts and claims on hand; that 27,592 were
received during the fiscal year 1883, that 24,104
were dispcsed of leaving 41,028 unsettled on
Λ Simule

oï

Jane 30.

The net amount drawn from the
Treasury in payment cf claims and in advances to disbursing officers was $23,878,042 49, of
which 5366,608 56 was for arrears of pay and
bounty, chiefly to soldiers who served in the
war of the rebellion, and $646,201.80 to officers
of the regular army for increased longevity allowances, under the decision of the Supreme
Court in the case of Capt. Tyler.
The Auditor reports that 16,578 applications for arrears
of pay and bounty were filed between July 1,
1882 and Jane 30, 1883, being an increase of
7.89 over the number filed in 1881, and 3,909
over 1882, and says:
The great increase in tbe number of applications for arrears of pay and bounty is some
thing anomalous, and when it is stated that not
one in ten of the applications now beiDg filed
possesses any merit, the inquiry is naturally
suggested why at this late feriod—nearly
twenty years after the war—so many claims
are filed and tbe number
increasing.
After stating that these claims are concocted
claim
by
agents who, after they get their fee of
S2 or $3 or more from the deluded soldiers or
their heirs, rarely look after them, but seek for
new victims, the Auditor says:
It is uot alone with a view of protecting the
Government from fraudulent claims, but also
for the protection of soldiers and their representatives, tbat I renew my former recommendations for tbe passage of a law of limitations.
All claims growing out of tbe late war should
be presented for payment within one or two
years from tbe enactment of tbe law. There is
no other way of checking the
growing evils to
which I have referred.

Δ
Cause*

MISPLACED

SWITCH

Accident ou a Ver m oui Rail·
road -Au Employe Charged with Throw-

ing

a

a

Sad

Mnilch in

Rerenge.

St. Albans, Not. 5.—A train on the Missisroad was thrown from the track near
North Enosburg, this morning, by a misplaced
switch, and the engine was precipitated into
The engineer, Thomas Flood,
the river.

quoi

jumped

and had both legs broken and his
skull fractured.
The fireman, Fred Hauver,
went down with the engine and was killed.
There is strong evidence to prove that the
switch was turned on to the gravel track and
then locked by Ed Ellis, a brakeman on the
South Eastern, in revenge for being forbidden
to ride on the trains without a pass.
Flood is
not expected to recover.
Parties claim to have
seen Ellis hurryiàg
through the wo 3d s at the
time the train went off the track, and a man
went in pursuit, bnt at last accounts had not
been caught.
None of the passengers were
hurt. The only thing that saved further disaster was the breaking of a rail, which threw
the passenger cars on to the side of the bank.

I LATER.]
Ellis was arrested late this afternoon at
Riohford. He confessed to passing the switch
early this morning, but claims he left it all
right. Circumstantial evidence is strong
against him.

THE
Annual

ARMY.

Report of the (Late) Nargeon (General.

Washington, D. C., Nov. 5.—The annual
report of the Surgeon General of the Army
(prepaied by the late Surgeon General Crane)
shows 5262,037 were disbursed during the year,

leaving a

balanee of $83,461 on hand. It is
recommended that a truss be furnished every
one injured in the line of duty while
serving
in the army or navy. An estimate of 55250,000
is made for medical and hospital suppliée for
the current fiscal year. Among the white
trcops the total number of cases taken on the
sick list was 37,697, being at the rate of 1802
per thousand mean strength, an increase of
123 caeeo per thousand over the previous year.
Total number of deaths among the white
troops, 214; colored troops, the total number of
cases was 4,680; total number of deaths of
colored soldiers, 26.
The Surgeon General believes a library
would bs of such importance that a copy of
every new medical work,whether in English or
other language, should be placed upon the
shelves as soon as published, and estimates
(510,000 per year would be required for this
purpose. He strongly urges the erection of a
fire.nrnnf hnUillnor

-fni·

or»

ofmo

mo/lînnl

·««

and library, believing that the destruction ot valuable collections would be irre-

eeum

parable.

FOREIGN.
Fire iu η Loudon Mupcrb.
London, Nov. 5.—The fire at the saw mills
of Lines Bros., in Hagarstown district, which
began Saturday morning, is now confined to
the lumber piles before reported burning. The
loss will not exceed £30,000.
Investigation of Wrecks.
The Board of Trade has issued a circuler
proposing the abolition of Wreck Inquiry
Courts aud Courts of Survey, and the substitution therefor of local marine courts to inquire
into the circumstances of wrecks and to cause
the detention of unseaworthy ships.
It Is also
proposed that three shipping commissioners
shall be appointed to entertain appeals f(om
decisions of the marine courts.
Lord Lome.

Liverpool, Nov. 0.—Steamer Sardinian,
fiom Quebec with the Marquis of Lome and
Princess Louise, arrived this morning.
The
Marquis aud Princess landed at noon, and
were received by the Duke of Albany and
Mayor RadclifEe, and escroted to the town hall.
The party were heartily cheered by crowds of
people as they passed through the streets. At

the town hall the Marquis and the Princess
were presented with an addrebsfrom the Major
and corporation of Liverpool, and entertained
at luncheon.
Shocking Accident nt St. John», >. F.
St. Johns, N. F., Nov. 5.—A shocking accident occurred on the south side harbor of St.
Johns this morning.
A coal shed fell in,
crushing several laborers beneath the ruins.
Two men, named Walsh and Guess, were
taken out dead, and four others, named Mention, Vitt, Kyan and King, were dragged out
seriously wounded. Vigorous hands are workiog at the ruins, fearing that others are burled
in the coal heap.

Foreign Note·.
The Duke of Castel Monte has been captured
by brigands while driving from his villa to

Trapani, Sicily.

Paris despatch says the municipal council
has rejected, by a vote of 59 to
8, the radicil
A

proposal

to

re-establish

a

national guard.

present, tnd stated his readiness

a thing as true solar time, though
hIwjjs keep mean time, a time so arranged

t'ltre is such
we

tint watches and clocks may conform thereto.
At present in legal processes you are using an

SOUTH AMERICA.
The Government Decides Not to Recognize lUontero's
Acts—Troops Greatly
Exasperated.

Lima, Nov. 5.—The Iglesias government has
decided not to recognize Montero's acts.

News has been received that Montero has
resigned the command of defending forces in
Areqaipa and thereby greatly exasperated the
troops, who had killed two of hie aide da camp.
Montero is supposed to have gone toward Fana
Λ Chilian despatch to Gen. Lynch states the
troops had seized ten pieces of cannon and
have taken possession of railway and telegraph
lines preparatory to sending an expedition to
that place.

Crop in Oregon and Washington Territory.
Portland, Oregon, Not. 5.—It ia now considered almost certain that the wheat sarplns
in Oregon and in Washington Territory will
be 100,003 tons less than was estimated.
The Wheal

GENERAL, NEWS.

By an explosion of a kerosene lamp in a
on Gooch street place, Boston, yesterday,
Mary Bobinson, aged 24, and Annie Kelley,
aged 21, were probably fatally burned.
Calvin Haines, wife and three children, reBiding at Topten, ten milea from Beading, Pa.,
were poisoned Sunday night by eating bologna
sausage. The yonngeet child has died.
A disastrous tornado visited Springfield,
Mo., yesterday. Five persons reported killed,
house

thirty

or

more

woundeO,

and

one

hundred

houses demolished.
CITY

GOVERNMENT.

Regular

Monthly Meeting of the City
Council—The 4 ity Decide» to Adopt
Mtnudard Time—The
Lower
Board
Object» to the Electric Light in Its Chamber.

The

Council
■

n

regular monthly meeting of the Citj
was held last evening.

Board of

JIujor and

Aldermen.

Present, the full Board, His Honor Mayor

Deering in the chair.
The following business
pers fiom the lower
rent

Board

transacted, pareceiving concur-

was

action:
PETITIONS RKF1ÏRBKD.

Of T. J. Little and oihers to erect a new
wooden building in the rear of 620 Congress
street.
Of C. A. & B. F. Kennard to erect and
maintain a st9am engine of fifty-horse power
at 272 Commercial street.
Of David Bobinson, for reimbursement of
expense in re-laying sidewalk opposite his
property on Center street.
Of Timothy Elliott, for reimbursement for
lost coupon on giving city indemnity.
Beferred to committee on finance.
Of Mrs. Mary J. Frazier for abatement of
sewer assessment.

Of Mark H. Sawyer and 14 others for enforcement of ordinances relating to carriages.
This last petition relates that owners of hackney carriages have hitherto paid a license fee
of 81, but that this year the city marshal has
charged 82.50 for said license fee; and while
iney aave at:on reqairea to taite oat α license,
other parties engaged in the same business
have not done so, and that the ordinances have
not been enforced against such partie·, netwithstanding complaints have frequently been
made to the officer at the Eastern depot and to
the city marshal.
That this enforcement of
the ordinance against some is an unjust discrimination for the benefit of a few, and they
pray for an enforcement of the law against all
alike, and that those not having done so be required to take out licenses, or th.»t those who
have already paid a license fee have said fee
returned to them.
Alderman Winslow moved the reference of
the petition to the committee on licenses, and
that they shall report back to the Board at the
next meeting.
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.

standing committee on streets recommended that Thomas Rafferty, who petitioned
for damages sustained by the grading of Sheridan street, have leave to withdraw.
The

The committee on new wooden buildings reported favorably on the petition of Charles E.
Warwick to erect a building on the corner of
Federal and Church streets.
The committee on

judicial proceedings and
favorably on the petition of

drains reported
Samuel L. Carleton and ethers, and submitted
an order to that effect.
The joint standing committee on finance to
wliom was referred tho communication of the
General Manager of the Orand Trunk Railroad asked for further time to consider the
matter which was granted.
The repurt of the commissioners on the Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad Company
was read.
ORDERS PASSED.

That hereafter the chairman of any committee of the City Council which ihall make
any contract binding the city to the payment
of any sum of money or for any other purpose
shall file such contract or a copy thereof with
the City Clerk and he shall record the same.
That the committee on nnblln buildincs are
hereby authorized to sell the gun house on
Gilman street at private sale or public auction
as may seem best.
That the City Treasurer be directed to pay
each assistant assessor the sum of 815.75 each
in full for seven days extra service in making
the biennial enrollment list of persons liable to

military duty.

That the City Treasurer be instructed to pay
Samuel L. Carleton the sum of $111 in fall of
all demands which bo may have «gainst the
city for damages to his building on Congress
That tl*> City Treasurer be directed to pay
Davis G. Deeriiig §100 in full of all claims
against the city for iujuries suffered by falling
on the sidewalk corner of Franklin and Cumberland streets.
That the City Treasurer be directed to
pay
John F. Proctor the sum of S>15.50 as a sum
proper to be allowed on his sewer assessment
charged against his lot on Waterville street.
That the committee on streets be authorized
to purchase 8000 square yards of granite paving
blocks, said blocks ta be surveyed when laid
by the civil engineer, and no part to be laid
until after the appropriations are made for
1884.
That the city treasurer be instructed to hold
in abeyance the sewer assessment of lot on
corner of Portland and Forest streets until each
lot shall be graded.
With reference to the
proposed change of
time the following order was passed:

Ordered, That the committee on bells and
clocke be and they are hereby authorized and
directed to cause on the 18th day of
November,
A. D. 1883, the public clocke of the
city to be
made to conform with the new standard time
then to be adopted ; to wit: That on said
day,
when by the present standard time said clocke
shall denote the hour of 12h. 18m. 59s the
hour shall be made 12 o'clock noon, and the
hours now struck upon the bells
by the city
electrician, namely, the hours of 7 a. m., 12 m.,
1 and 0 p. m., shall hereafter be struck in conformity with the said uew standard time,which
is by this order adopted as the standard time
of this city.
The Mayor stated the matter and submitted
it to the board.
Mr. Edmands, of Cambridge, Mass., who
had

come

and the change could only
arbitrary time instead of another.

arbitrary standard,
give

one

Alderman Winslow asked if it was believed
that other cities would agree to this change?
Mr. Edmands answered in the affirmative.
This had beou done in England in 1848, when
time throughout the island was made to correspond with Greenwich time, and it has worked
The large cities of New
very satisfactorily.
Eugland seem to favor tho change.
Alderman Winslow said he was in favor of
the change; if the railroads adopted it we
would have to come to it.
We might gain
some

advantage

and be

by adopting it at

up from the City Coancil room, wae

spared

some

inconveni.

once.
a

nnanimous passage.MB

Portland, Oct. 19th, 1883.
David llirnie, Esq., Chairman of the Committee on Unimproved Real Eitate, Portland.
Dear Sir:—I have yours of this date asking
to hand you early next week a written report of just what steps the M. C. It. B. Co.
propose to take in carrying out their agreement with the oity with regard to the lot of
land purchased of the city Dec. 5th, 1881.
I regret that I am unable to comply fully
with your request as no action has been taken
by the Directors which would determine that
me

question.

1 understand however that the delay has
been caused by the impracticability up to this
time of determining how to permanently lay
out and improve the property referred to, to

the best advantage considering the increased
length of road operated by us
Since the purchase of that land, we have acquired nearly 59 per cent more mileage than
we then operated, and if we had at once started upon the erection of shops suitable for our
theu^road we should have found them by this
time inadequate for our needs.
I do not think from what I know of the progress that hus been made that any damage has
resulted to Portland by the delay and I feel
quite sure that the interests of the city have
not been lost sight of in what has been done.
1 am, yours truly,
Paysok Tcckeb,
General Manager.
OTHER MATTERS.

committee of the Brotherhood of Locomotire
Firemen to attend their annual hall and band

City Hall on Thursday, November
received and accepted.
Seme amusement was created by the dicovery by Aldermau Winslow of a charge for mortar in a claim for money expended in laying a
concert at

22d,

was

sidewalk.
A little discusiion arose upon the reading of
tUvdeeds of lands sold by tho city to certain
parties. The opinion of the city solicitor wag
asked by Alderman Melcher and was given to
the effect that.the interest of the city as intended to be

guarded by

ciently protected.

the committee was suffiAn explanation of the or-

der appropriating certain extra moneys to the
assistant assessors was given by the Mayor.
Joint Convention.
Curtis and George T. Ingraham
were elected weighers of ooal.
His Honor then stated that the matter of
changing our time to conform to the new standard was to be considered and introduced to
the convention Mr. J. Rayner Edmands,
in charge of the time division of Cambridge
In

Oakley C.

Observatory.
Mr. Edmands said he purposed making no
extended remarks. The matter of change of
time had been brought to our attention by the
railroads. Scientific men had often discussed
the advantages which such a change would
reeult in, but the railroads had recently given
a practical turn to the discussion. The speaker
then illustrated by means of a large map the
cbnnffos which were proponed, and the great
benefits which would result when there should
be bnt four differeût hours for time throughout
the United States. The minute hands of our
watches will then be coincident with each
other, and if in Europe they give up their
petty meridians, as there is some talk of
doing, we would have the minute hands of
watches alike nearly round the world.
Of coursa objections to the change are
raised, but they are readily answered, and
generally to the satisfaction of the objector.
The railroads will change on November 18,
that is certain.
There is also a very general
movement in its favor throughout the country.
The coast survey, the signal service, the railτ*
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bave all accepted the new time and will be
governed by it after November IStb. The
city of Washington has voted to adopt the
change, and Boston hag passed an order to that
effect, but ia to give a pnblio hearing in older
that the objectors to the change ma; fall;
state their grounds of opposition.
If Portland adopts the sew standard, other
cities and towns in the Stite will undoubtedly
follow its example. As the railroads are Bare
to change, much inconvenience will result if
the cities deliy in the matter, and they will be
quite likely to slowly adopt the new standard.
Edmands
in
Mr,
conclusion
stated,
that perhaps questions asked by any who had
felt difficulty about the change or desired information in the

bring oat tbe
he would give an
opportunity for any one to ask questions.
No one availed himself of this invitation
however, and the convention η as forthwith
subject

more

matter

clearly,

would

and

dissolved.
Common Council.
Messrs Connellan, Russell,
In

Absent,

Fogg

and Shaw.
Records of the last
and approved.

monthly meeting

were

read

ORDERS PASSED AND SENT DP.

That the Treasurer give deeds to Sylvanus
Stevens for a lot of land, 5000 square feet, on
the westerly Bide of "B" street, at S cents a
foot; to D. W. LeLacheur, of lot on Arsenal
cents a foot; to A.
street, 3713 square feet, at
L. Emerson, corner of "A" and "B" streets,
6161 square feet at 6 cents a foot; and to A. L.
Turner, lot on Gilman street, 4891 feet at C
cents a foot.
That the Auditor report to the City Council
at tbe regular meetings of the Conncilin May,
July,September,November, January and March
the amount of each appropriation, the amount
of each expended, and the amount remaining
each appropriation.
to the credit of
Mr. Noyés explained the order presented by
him in regard to theAuditor,stating that,by the
rales and orders, the chairman of each committee was ordered every two months to report the condition of his committee appropria-

tions, bat as, daring his experience in the City
Council, it was difficult to obtain these reports·
the order he offered would make it practicably
easy to do so.
was tabled.

In the upper

board

Moine Account of the Truth Annual
vi utiou nt
Detroit, Michigan.

the order

President Kelsey offered the bill of the Central Wharf Tow Boat Co., for the services of
the tug Belknap, May 30tb and Nov. 6th, 1882,
amounting to SI,700. The bill was referred to
the next City Council and sent up.
THX ELECTRIC LIGHT.

Mr. Noyes offered the following résolution:
Resolved, That the Mayor be, and is hereby
requested to remove the electric light from the
Council room.
Mr. Turner, from the committee on pablic
buildings, explained that the light was simply
There had been
on trial, as in experiment.

arrangement made to keep it in the room.
Mr. Marr thought the Council were on trial
Its effect on his eyes
rather than the light.
no

very trying.
Mr. Denison thought the light a nuisance.
Mr. Noyes said if the light was put in aa an
experiment, he would, the Council permitting,
withdraw his resolution, but he hoped the
committee would understand the experiment
was

h»d been tried.
The Council permitting, the resolution was
withdrawn.
Papers from the upper board passed in concurrence.

A newspaper correspondent who has
lately
seen Cetywayo report! that the king has recovered from hia wounds, but that he is in a
Ile has no army,
very gloomy frame of mind.
and his adherents number only about
sixty
men and women.
The correspondent referred
to and an Englishman, Mr.
Grant, are the
only white men Cetywayo has reen since the
battle, or rather massacre, in which he loit his
two favorite wive* and two
children, and
where nearly all the Zulu chiefs were killed.

Can

To the Editor of the Preu:
The teiith annual convention of the National Woman's Christian
Temperance Union,
which has just closed a (our days' session at

Detroit, Mich.,

has been ia some respects th·
successful meeting ever held by that organization. Especially is this the case in the
extent of territory represented
by its officers
and delegates. Maine and Washington Terrimost

tory met together. Louisiana and Canada exchanged friendly greetings with each otherRepresentatives of these, also of most of the
States and Territories within these boundaries!
sat in counsel to consider the all-important sab*

jec', intemperance,

and its cure.

Representatives of homes from every part of
our beloved land, with sectional strifes and animosities buried, sectional prejudices
laid
aside, came with one heart and one mind to do
what they were able to help wipe out this blot

from our nation's history, and who shall say
that 50,000 (number of active members in this
society) wives, mothers and' sisters of this land,
banded together in Christian union; accepting
the Most High as their leader; looking to Him
for strength, which ho will sapply, can not do
something toward banishing this terrible evil
from our midst.
Maine was represented in the convention by
ils State president, Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens,
Stroudwater; State rocording secretary, Miss.
8. C. Lord, Kennebunk; delegates, Mrs. P. A.
Bent, Portland, ard Mrs. E. Prescott, North

Berwick.

From the annaal address of the president,
Miss Frances E. Willard of Illinois, giving a
comprehensive review of work done, and making wise suggestions with regatd to future
work, we give the following extract:
In less than three weeks (November 18) we shall
have completed nine years since ear national onion
ww organized at Cleveland.
Then the light of the
gospel temperance movement was nebulous; aow it
shines In the steady blaze of stars and constellations. Then thousands ef oar noble sisters stood
upon the pedestal of "woman's sphere," oold as
Pygmalion's statue toward the world's awful hsartaehe; but now, smitten Into newness et life by the
divine spark of Christ's love, tbey have struck out
into the common world about them, to act a mother's part toward thousands worse than motherless.
Dten the sky of hope lay low above us; now its
arch is boundless.
Then we were raw recruits,
now we are soldiers drilled and disciplined.
Then
we thought only of cure, now we are occupied with
then we wept; now we rejoioe. Tbao
we said, "God bo pitiful," now we say, "Uod be
Then we called ourselves a national unon, now we are national In very deed.

preventioiy

{■raised!"

Recognizing the fact that prevention is bet-

ter

than cure, the establishment of free kinder-

garten schools is recommended. The president
"Next to

says:

The order which came from the Common
Council that the auditor sbould audit report·
of committees every other mouth, was after
some discussion laid on the table.
An invitation to tlie City Council from the

RECENT*.

Ν. W. C. T. U.

any

Alderman Emery asked if tnis proposed
would affect tho matter of registry of
deeds or execution of legal processes.
Mr. Edmands said he could not give au
answer from a legal standpoint, bat would say

The order then had

London, Nov. 5.—The British Cabinet has.
decided that the dispute between China and
France has reached the verge of open warfare.
The most explicit and positive instructions
looking to a proper and thorough conservation
of British interests were yesterday and tc-<lay
issued to all the departments.
Inquiry at the
Admirality, where during the past forty-eigt.t
hours nnusual activity hag prevailed, has elicited the fact that the Lorde of the Admiralty
have been directed to proceed at onco to completely reinforce the British fleet in Chtnuie
waters.
It is understood that the majority of
the heavier vessels of the British fleet will be
divided between the Chinese ports, the remainder-maintained on rapid cruising duty, and
that the British traders and residents at the
different ports will be at once offered shelter.
A rumor is current in the city that orders have
been issned to the naval commanders to resist
all attempts on the part of the French to blockade any Chinese port where there exists an actual British interest above Fakhoi.

to answer

change

WAR CLOUDS.
Britain Satisfied that France and
China will Fight-Prccaliottarj1 Measures to I'rotcct British Interests.
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pyramid." Such a school has been established
in Chicago. Seventeen handled little children
from beclouded homes have here had nature
to conform the good and fight the evil of
natnre at the earliest moment practicable. Th·
result In the little ones and its blessed reflex in
their homes has been wonderfai to see. Forty
teachers have also been ander training.
This year has witnessed the establishment of a
Woman's Christian Temperance home at 44U Hut
&7th street, New York, the lait sacred enterprise
of our noble and now promoted friend, William E.
Dodge, so that we have now In the Eastern metropolis a place where wealthy women who are victims of
strong drink can have the chemical cures applied
to their diseased bodies and tho Gospel cure to their
diseased souls. The Martha Washington Home in
Chicago supplies this need for the Vvest, while our
"Kehobnh" in the saine city is doing a magie work
for friendless women.
Similar Institutions should
be multiplied under the care ef our societies in all
the leading cities.
The time daring the convention was given
mostly to reports of superintendents of departments, among the moet Important of which
were heredity, hygiene, juvenile work, scientific instruction, temperance literature, training
schools, evangelistic work, prison, jail and police station work, flower missions, and legislation and petitions.
Δ special feature of the
association is the work among the colored people of the South, and among the Germane and
Scandinavians.

Of this gathering the Detroit Free Fim
says:
It is seldom that so fine a body of women is seen
together, the grandam, the daughter, and the grand
daughter being liberally represented by ladies,

whose

faces,

attire and

carriage

show that

they

are

thoroughly in earnest In their work, determlnoa to
exercise to the best of their power their right to
protect their husbands, fathers and brothers from
the cursc of intemperance.
Z.
Free Trade Itleutphwr*.
"We have compared the rejeotion of free trade to
the rejection of the fundamental propositions cf astronomers and geologists.
There is a better comparison. The present posiHon of the theory of natural selection and of the survival of the tttteat,bears
a close analogy to the pesitlon of the principle of
free trade."—[Boston Sunday Herald, î<ov. 4,
"ïea, "natural selection and the survival ot
the fittest" means the selection ot English
manufactures and the survival of English man-

ufacturing corporations, and the decadeooe ol
They have bragged that they would,

oar own.

within a year, drive all oar manufactures out
of existence.
See Robert Porter's letters in
the New York Tribune.
"lint just as certain established religious
dogmas
about an interested opposition to the
theory
tie BUTTiral of the fittest, so certain established
industries bring about an interested opposition to
free trade."—[Herald,

briog

of

Yes. the "interested established Industries"
consist e. farmers, mechanic», manufacturer·
and wo.-kingmen, who form a large integral

proportion; yes, even a majority of the citizsna
and voters of the United States. And free
trade means the crowding of oar markets with
English manufactures, the destruction of a
large food market for farm products, the exportation of all our stock of gold, the impov·
erlshment of wealthy manufacturers, a glut of
cereals, and of the silver coinage, whioh the
financial idiots in Congress porsist in keeping
alive, and the discouragement of the vast
fields now occupied in agriculture.
Verily, the survival of the fittest would seem
to be, in the view of all bat these dictionariee,
the survival of the anfittest.
0.

Notes about Notable People.
Gen. Butler was 65 years old yesterday. Hon.
George D. Robinson will be SO on the 20th of

January.

Rev. John 8. Xnsklp is reported helpless and
speechless from « stroke of paralysis.
Pope Leo's health is far from improving, and
it le thought that the anxiety evineed during
the past two years for his welfare is well
grounded.
Joseph Pulitzer of the New York World baa
gone to Europe.
Mrs. Rernin of Newington, Conn., has just
celebrated her 105th birthday.
Several of the works of Herbert Spencer

have been translated into Japanese.
Pere Hyacinthe is "doing" Washington

thoroughly

under the escort of relatives.
Mr. Marvin H. Boyee of Wisconsin, who has
considerable notoriety through his persistent
efforts in many part) of tbe country toward the
abolishment of capital punishment, intends to
visit the Législature· of all Southern States
during the coming winter, and discuss this
question before those bodies.
Senator Anthony is the only senator in service now who answered to his name at the roll
call on March 4, 1861, when the Southern members resigned. Of the eight men who took the
oath of efiice as senator in 1859, Senators An—J α.-i.k
-*"i
--—

»

Judah P. Beojamui Is practicing before tba
English bar; Simon Cameron of Pennsylvania,
Daniel Clark of New Hampshire, Senator Yulea and Jefferson Davie are resting
quietly tn
private life; Thomas Clingman of North Carolina anticipates a fortune from e'ectrical Inventions; Lyman Tramball is still practicing
law ; Hannibal Hamlin is yet vigorous in his
declining years, and Harlaa of Iowa is a judge.
It ia repotted tbat Crown Prince Carlo· cf
Portugal is abont to be betrothed to the Arch*
dnchess Maria Valeria, the
youngest daughter
of the Emperor of Austria.

Causes of Crime.
meeting of the social science congress
in London, two weeks ago, Mr. Howard
Vincent, director of criminal investigations
for London, read a most interesting and Instructive paper on the causes, remits, prevention, detection and punishment of crime.
At

a

He said the direct cost of crime in England,
Scotland and Wales is $30,000,000 annually.
The

number of magistrates, police,
prisofficials, etc., Is. 74,000. In 1881 there
were apprehended or cited for criminal offenses 825,057 persons, or nearly one in
every thirty-six of the population.
Of these
94,868 were for offenses against the person,
122,761 for offences against property, and
the remaimlng three-fourths for minor offenses. In 1882, there were only 101 more
convictions than in 1871,
notwithstanding
the increase in the population of 3,500,000.
Mr. Vincent attributes this to the
temperance
movement, home missions, board
schools, reformatories, and the increased
efficiency of the police. Comparing London with Paris, Berlin and Vienna, for
1880-82, he said Paris had proportionately
on

the most murders and robberies with violence, Berlin the most forgeries, Vienna the
most burglaries, and London the most larcenies from the person. Mr. Vincent closed
his paper by recommending flogging for robbers who resort to violence, and .hanging
fnr those who maliciously taUe life, but for
offenders for the first offense he
would be very merciful, permitting them to
a system similar
20 free on probation under
to the one which had proved eo successful
in Massachusetts.
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Δ New Time of Day.
The City Council at its meeting last evening, vcted to adopt as standard public time
of the city the new railroad standard which
goes into effect on the 18th of the present
month. What this is, we have heretofore
fully explained in these columns. Simply
stated, It is that the railroads of the country
have mutually agreed to change the standard
time by which they run their trains so that
there shall bo in use but five different
times in the country, the tjme in each section
varying from that in the section immediately East or West just one hour. Instead of
each city trying to keep the precise lime of
its (jwn meridian, all the places between
established North and South lines will keep

Campaign.

Hebndon, Va., Nov. 3d, 1883.
Mb. Editob:—I notice in your issue cf
the 1st inst., in an article on the coming
elections, you close in words as follows,

viz:
"The Virginia contest le a purely personal one. It
is a st Aggie on the part of Mahone to retain his supremacy, and it Is waged with great bitterness
Mahone's defeat at this time would probably prove
his political extinction. There is very little merit
in the contest."

Now 1 wish to say, with all due regard to
your good judgment in political matters generally, that when you say that the contest in

personal one you certainly
judgment or of knowledge in relation to politics in this State. If
ever a State contest was fought for
principle
the contest in Virginia is being so fought, ae
far as the coalition party is concerned. Saying nothing about the debt question, which
the Democrats at Lynchburg accepted as
the same time, so that for example at any
settled, the coalition party within the last
moment the time by the railroad clocks in
three years doubled the free schools, abolPortland, Boeton and New York will oe ex- ished the
capitation tax as a pre-requisito to
actly the same. West of a certain North
abolished the whipping post, made
voting,
and South line for a distance of 15 degrees
the penitentiary'a paying Institution, and
longitude, the time, of all the railway reduced the taxes 20
per cent. Every declocks will be an hour later.
Most of the
partment of the Slate government is in betlarge cities have determined to conform in ter condition now than when
they came into
their public time to the standard to be
power. Nine-tenths of the Republicans of
adopted by the railroads. The standard for the State are in full
sympathy with and
Portland and for the whole section of the
hard for the triumph of these prinworking
United States, East of the Alleghanles will
ciples. All the advance made by the colored
be within a minute of the true time at Philpeople of the State has come through this
adelphia. The sun will rise and set, it will coalition, and
they are almost to a man supbe noon and midnight,some twenty minutes
porting that party.
later by the clock than heretofore.
Now I ask you, why are there no princiIf we could return to the ways of our
ples involved? I asknowledge that «s far as
fathers and give up railroads and telegraphs,
the bourbon party is concerned it is a peror move into the woods, we should not need
sonal fight against the man who has led the
any exact standard of time. Any cheap hosts onto their
destruction. In conclusion
clock would serve our purpose. It Is be- I
wish to say that I am a staunch Republicause we have to keep appointments punccan ; born, and lived in Maine till within a
tually that we need an accepted standard. few
years. I expect to see Virginia join the
And by far the larger number of the aplist of Rfin»hlii»an Sfafpfi ηΛτί.
eh mil H
pointments which require such exactness the coalition triumph in this fight, not othare with railroads, or with men in or from
erwise.
Subscriber.
distant points. The sun is our first standThe
in
Planets
November.
ard; but men have had to partially give him
Neptune is morning star until the 12th,
up, clocks cannot be made to keep time with
when he becomes evening star.
him. Hence "mean time" hai' to be inventHe retains
ed, although our clocks thus get a quarter of until that time his pre-eminence among the
planets on the morning roll, being the first
CfriKslJLiabClJ iaaici
this State is

purely

a

show a lack of
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and slower.
Bat many communities bave
determined to give up their own mean time.
By far the larger part of the cities of New
England, for example, have discarded their
respective local times in favor of the time
to be used by the railroads running through
them.
Heretofore Portland has not been in the
position of a city all of whose roads need a
time differing from her own local mean
time, and therefore she has found it convenient to hold her own in connection with
some ef her railroads.
But now all the
roads propose to give up both the Boston
and Portland time in favor of the 75th meridian time, which is exactly five hours behind Greenwich mean time, and which will
be known as "Eastern time." And Portland
will conform.
In the year 1848 all England, together
with Scotland and Wales, adopted Green"
wicb mean time as standard. Some communites were thereby called upon to
change
their clocks more than twenty minutes, and
many conservative* people feared that trouble wonld follow. But the trouble never
came, and Great
Britain uses uniform
Greenwich time throughout the Island.
This change which is to be made bas been
opposed on varions grounds most of which
appear to us to be fanciful or unimportant
In comparison with the-obvious
advantages.
Bat it is now certain that the experiment is
to be made, and it will be well not to
magnify the inconveniencies if there are any real
ones.
All that is needed is that individuals
should conform to the standard which the
public convenience saems to require.
Let
all clocks an«V watches \>e set by the railroad
and public clocks and few will at the end of
a week realize that there is
anything unusual in the conditioos of their lives.
An Oberhn (Ohio) druggist has
Congregational minister for libel,
uouiogc·

αυ

xie asserje

φου,νυυ.

sued

a

fixing

ioai ne sens

liquor only for mechanical and medicinal
purposes, bat the defendant, in the midst of
an excitement on the temperance
qnestion,
used in a sermon the following language
concerning him, which, by the way, turns
oat to have been stolen from an old lecture

by Mr. Beecher:

"The ghastly deeds of the
past shall stretch out their skinny hands and
push thee. Thou shalt not die unattended.
Despair shall seize thee, agony shall tender
to thy parched lips her fiery cup, remorse
shall feel for thy heart and rend it open.
Good men shall breathe freer at thy death,
aifd utter thanksgiving when thou art gone.
Men shall place thy gravestone as a monument and a testimony that a plague is
stayed, and as borne on the blast thy guilty
spirit whistles towards the gates of hell, the
hideous shrieks of those whom thou hast
destroyed shall pierce thee, hell's first welcome."

Burgeon-general Crane's, successor is
soon to be appointed.
The candidates are
Medical-Purveyor Baxter, Surgeons Kobert
Murray, Charles Sutherland and J. S. Billings. As to their ciaims Surgeons Murray and Sutherland are the ranking medical officers, with the rank of colonel.
Surgeon Murray has been in service since
1840, and Sutherland since 1852. Surgeon
Billings ranks almost at the bottom of the
list of majors, but for attainments is the
best known man of the medical staff, having
been the organizer of the Army Medical
Museum and associate editor of the medical
and surgical history of the war of the rebellion. Dr. Baxter was made Chief Medical Purveyor by President Grant in recognition of the services of the volunteer surgeons
during the war. He is in the prime of life
V.O ■
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place.
Democratic officials ία Missouri seem to
be bll of a feather. Mayor Ewing of St.
Louis has been threatening members of the
city council, who voted against confirming
hie nominations,'with all sorts of vengeance,
and is said to have got one nian, named
Temple, discharged from his position as
agent of the Pacific express company by entreating the officers and intimating that if
Temple was retained he would make things
uncomfortable for the company.
We are informed that Mr. F. H. Cloyes,
the city inspector of oils, gave to the Mayor
a document addressed to the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen and intended to be laid before
that body last evening; but the Mayor did
not present it to the board. Why not? Docb
he Imagine that he, all alone by himself, is
Board of Mayor and Aldermen, or that he
has any authority to withhold at discretion
reports made to that body?
Don Cameron's friends say that he is out of
politics and does not expect to appear in the
Senate again. He would resign now if the
Pennsylvania Legislature were sure to elect
a Republican to his place, and will resign at
any rate when the Senate is so constituted
aa not to need the vote of one
Republican
senator.

Democratic enthusiasm was roused at the
election at Baltimore by a ticket bearing
which rested on
an arch, one end of
of New Orthe head of the hero
leans, and the other on the harp of Ireland.
The arch bore the inscription "Jackson and

Liberty."
Gen. Sherman suggests that soldiers who
are employed in work which is not of a military nature be paid the prevailing wages for
»uch work. There seems to be no good rea•on why th's
suggestion should not be adopted.

to make his

but the vehicles of a kind of service which I
judged to be Paphian rather." Tue more,
or possibly the less, wonderful the heroic
and unexampled sacrifices which are laid upon the operatic shrine!
An impressario was
long ago defined as a person who paid all his
money for the pleasure of being blackguarded by everybody and the definition remains
so far true that the successful managers of
Italian opera who have escaped its perils
with their lives and fortunes are scattered
columns in a waste of ruins.
And yet the
seed of the martyrs of Italian opera continues to fructify.
From the lean and primitive open seasons which Kichard Grant
White not long ago commemorated in a very
Interesting series of magazine papers until
now the ''cause" has never lacked a forlorn
hope. A whole procession of Curtiuses,
each girded with an orchestra and a chorus,
and brandishing his poetieal prospectus in
his good right hand, have followed each other into the gulf of
insolvency, which obstinately declines to cloee over them. Managers who have amassed competences in the

more prosaic departments of their calling do
not consider their careers rounded until they
have embraced the opportunity to beggar
themselves in behalf of the lyric drama.
Nor is it only these altruistic servants of
"society" who burn the lamp of sacrifice

before this modern shriDe. In what other
cause of charity or of culture would it be
possible so to enlist the men of business who
have for years carried ihe New York Acadeemy of music and cheerfully throw what,
from a commercial point of view, was the
good money of assessment after the bad of
hopeless investment? In what other cause
would it have been found so brief and easy
a matter to induce 70 men of business
to
subscribe $20,000 each, in order to raise the
$1,400,000 which the Metropolitan operahouse was estimated to cost? Here there
was not only the certainty of no pecuniary
return, but the additional prospect to the
stockholders of paying their admission into
their own building like the undistinguished
throng. One of them has computed that It
will cost hira #20 to lend his box for an even-

compare this alacrity with
the struggles of the Metropolitan museum of
ait, or with the languishing condition of the
project for the erection of a cathedral by the
richest Protestant denomination, it shows
that whatever may be the nature of the hold
of Italian opera upon the "high-dlzened,
•elect populace," it is at least very power-
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the 12th, at four o'clock in the morning, the
event in his synodic period most
Interesting
to terrestial observers, takes
place. He is
then in opposition with the sun. As the
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While the earth has 180,000,take your feet with you when you visit Portland
or PASTRY at
000 miles—the diameter of her orbit—fora and call at eUft of Gold Boot and have them proper- cedented low price of
base line, Neptune sweeps round the sun in ly fitted.
φ immense orbit whose diameter, or base
PER
line for measuring the distance of the stars,
.is 5,550,000,000 miles.
But there are disadALSO
The excellence of the Flour and
vantages to counterbalance this advantage.
Small, slim, narrow feet, and wide, full, large Washburn's
the universal satisfaction it is givIt takes Neptun# 165 of our years to revolve
feet. Infants' sizes for men's sizes 8 to 12. Large
once around the sun, and astronomers there
sizes for ladies' sizes 2Y2 to 10.
ing justifies us inrecotnmending it
to
be the BEST ST. LOUIS FLOUR
must wait more than eighty yeais to make
PILLSBURY'S
made IN THIS COUNTRY.
measurements in opposite points of hie orSPECIALTIES:
GERMAN
bit.
We also have in stock several
Saturn is morning star until the 28th, and
choice brands of New Roller Proand Youths'
and
then evening star.
On the 28th, at eleven
cess, abfiut the grade usually sold
Rubber Boots.
o'clock in the evening, Saturn is in opposifor the best St. Louis, at
tion with the sun, the culminating point of
and Youths' All made from old wheat
his size and brilliancy for the present yearBoots.
at the same
He will be a superb object for observation
Children's
and
Misses'
during the month, rising now an honr and a
half after sunset, coming every evening earSchool Boots
lier above the horizon, and shining so sereneChildren's and Misses'
ly in the evening sky that he needs no one to
Heel Boots.
oat
as he travels on his way near
point him
the Pleiades and Aldebaran, with whom he
Men's Jersey GooSs in all the leading
lias long kept company.
styles. Men's hand sewed, Morocco
Very clear-sighted
leg, calf boots. Men's narrow ovobservers may see him in an elongated asershoes, Men's narrow rubbers
pect, on account of his widely open rings. Λ
of
moderate
dimensions
will
a
telescope
give
surpassingly lovely picture of this unique
ME.
planet, and every one interested in astrononovl
eod2w
my should make an effort to obtain a telescopic view of this wonder of the skies.
Non-Resi«lent taxes in the town of Baldwin, in the
counfy ol CumOn the 1st, at midnight, Saturn is in conberland, for the year 1882.
7
junction with Alpha Taurl, or Aldebaran.
list
of
taxes on real estate of non-resident owneis in the
following
TECH
town'of. Bald win, for the year
This is the second conjunction of the same
1882, in bills committed to George W. Sanborn, Collector of said town, on the twenty-second
day of
August A. D. 1882, has been returned by him to me, as remainingu..paid on the twentieth
planet and star during the year, the previous
day of\ A ueust 1883, by his certificate of that date, and now remain
one having occurred on the 13th of August,
and notice is hereby given that if the
unpaid;
laid
taxes, and interestand charges are not paid into the
at almost the same point in the sky, with
treasury of said tftwn, within eighteen months
from the date of the commitment of the said bills, so mu<:h of the real estate taxed
as will be sumcient
only a difference of 10' in declination. Thereto nav the amount due therefor, including interest and
charges,
will, without fuither notice, be sold at
foie Saturn is nearly in the same position in
public auction, at the store of Daniel T. Richardson, in said town,
on SATURDAY, the twenty-eecond
day
of March, A. D. 1884, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
the heavens he occupied in August, although
421 CONGRESS ST.
Η
<
he has been wandering in hie orbit in true
πα
Η
g
£
£
ο
ο
ο
so®
jP
g
SIGN OF THE «OLD BOOT.
*
m r*
planetary fashion, sometimes straight forξ
«
2,
Names of non-resident Description of Real Estate,
ward, sometimes backward, and sometimes
owners or unknown.
S?
stationary. Jupiter is morning star throughiMP*
out the month, and when his regal head apnov3
eod tf
3*
pears above the eastern hills star gazers pay
Beede. Susan M
Undivided % of 100 acres,
il 8 Ε
involuntary homage to the brilliant planet
20 S 75 $1.07 ? .37 »1.44
His former homestead, G. Η. IJoyt
Bowie, James Ρ
that unerringly pursues his stately course in
2Q
25Q
3 5?
3 4B
7 02
the star depths, and is visible through the
Bornell, Swasey G
of 100 acres,
11 8 Ε
20
75
1.07
38
1.45
entire night.
Observers will not need to sit
Flint, Epliraim
UndMedYaof 14 acres, souther^ ^ £
up late to obtain a glimpse of him, for he
7
50
>71
.71

Patent Flour,

Boots and Shoes

«$0

"SHAW'S OWN"

Gimps, Clienele

V. 1. C. A. Singing School.
and Thursday evenings,
w. l*
Fitch, teacher. Twenty lessons. Terms:
Gentlemen $3.00, Ladles $2 00, in advance. .Members of the Association half price.
noYOdSt

Monday

Setweezi

sept2 7

PATENT,

Men's, Boys'

Men's, Boys'
Kip

$6.50 PER BARREL.

figure.

GEO. C. SHAW &

Wholesale and Retail
585 & 587

BROWN.
—

CO.,

Assemblies commence Thursday Even·
M. B. GILBERT.

ing, Nor. 1st.

dtt

receiïï rnrnm ΙΛ iw \m

PORTLAND,

THE

Have

given

advantage

an

us

competitors

over

all

rises now at half-past ten o'clock, and, rising
four minutes earlier every night, will be
above the eastern horizon at half-past eight
o'clock at the close of the month.

Mars is morning star, but contributes no
incidents to the annals of the month.
He
is in the constellation Cancer, though he
makes his way into Leo beforo the month
closes. His increase in size and ruddy color are plainly perceptible, his apparent diameter having doubled since the 1st of Octo-

Robes,
Robes,

OityJHall.

our

in

Tuesday Evening, Dec. 4th, and (In the
Stockbrldge Course) Wednesday
Evening, Dee. 5th.

MEN'S FINE UNDERWEAR.

Course

without change. Thoaeh setting now forty
minutes after the sun, at the end of the
month she will be above the horizon a little
more than an hour after sunset, and can be
easily seen. Her place will then be far south
in the constellation Sagittarius, 2" 35' south
r\P *l>n

eiinani

mm'm*

The November

moon falls on the 14th, at
forty-one minutes after eleven o'clock in the
of
None
the planets lie near the
morning.
moon's path until she nearly reaches the
full, when she is in conjunction with NepOn the
lune, the planet being 15' south.
15th, at noonday, she is in conjunction with
Observers in
Saturn, being 1° 2' south.

localities between 28° and 71° -south
declination will see Saturn occultated, making the eighth occultation of this planet during the year. On the 18 th the moon is at
ber nearest point to Jupiter; on the 20th
she is near Mars; on the 2Ï3d she is near Uranus.
Gn the 29th the new moon Is in con-

As a result of one of our
cent transactions,
we now offer

GYPSY BAND

re-

From

GUARANTEED

FOUR PIECES
—

OF

VALUE

—

erly

of

Quaker brook,

JAPANESE WOLF,
$7.00, $7.50, $8.00.

JAPANESE
Plush

WOLF,

Lined, $8.00

Fine Plush

to $10.00.

Lined, Extra Size,

..

,,

0η._.0.?*!ά.!0.'.
.Part of lot bounded

25

la^dofEphraimandBoyalSan-

BLANKETS,

Stable Use, 85c to $2.50.

WORSE

BLANKETS,

Street Use, $1.00 to $6.50

Goods sent C. O. D. with
privilege to examine.

junction with Mercury.

MERRY
Tlie Matter
2ÎÏ [MIDDLE
oet23

STRiEET,

Sign of the Gold Hat.

T&Thtf

Remodeling, Regulating,
Toning and Tuning.

by Brown's Iron Bitters.
Lewis, Iowa.—Dr. M. J. Davis says:
"Brown's Iron Bitters give tho best of sat-

class of Piano-Forte-Wobic (in connection with
hie former experience) which has been, and is at the
present day, very much needed in every town, city
and State in the Union. In this, the undersigned,
having had that experience as a maker, with a practical knowledge in the various departments, both of

their mechanism and design, which operate to constitute the merits of a musical instrument, is therefore prepared to offer advantages which lie
regards
an opportunity for special consideration.
Mr. Grover announces to the citizens of Portland that he
has made arrangements to visit their
city monthly
and all orders for tuning or other branches included
as may be required, left at W. P.
Hastings' Music
Rooms, 144ή Exchange street, will receive due attention.

oct6eodlm

STEPHEN Ci ROY JE IS.

Sole Agent for the new Par
ker Trap 011 η .Frank Wesson's Pocket Rifle*, ana the
celebrated "Holabird" Hunting iuiti. Suits
made to measure and samples of cloth furnished.
Also, the new composition Target Balls;-better
and cheaper than Glass. English and American Double and Single Guns, together with a general assort-

GUNS!

Roller and Ice Skates.
A.gent lor I>uPonl'e Powlcr, Snorting and
Blasting; Atlas Powder, Caps and Fuse, Ordere
from
Opp. Falmouth Hotel.

G.

L.

COYER YOUR STEAM PIPES

\ny

LL outstanding orders of the 'Town of Windham will now be paid on presentation to the
reaeurer, FRED S. HAWKES. WiDdham Centre,
No interest will be allowed after November 17th,
] 883.
JOSEPH W. READ,M02'
Selectmen
of
CORNELIUS N. MORI
EDWIN A. BODGE,
Windliam.1
FRED 8. HAWKES, Treasurer.
Windham, Oflt. 18th, 1883. oct2CeodSw4w43

60

225

3.22

1.13

4.

100

226

3.21

1.12

4.

100

225

3.22

1.13

4.

Ε

100

600

7.14

2.60

9.

7 Ε

100

600

11?

3.00

11'.

142

,50

β

2W

u

1(J0

novo

SXO.OO

Men's Extra Quality FANCY UNDERWEAR, at the

extraordinary

low

price

BOOK-KEEPING.
in

Book-keeping will be
rooms of the
Young Men's
Association on WEDNESDAY Evening,
Nov. 7, at 7Mi o'clock, and will meet on consecutive
Wednesday Evenings. The class will be taught by
Mr.W. A. Bich, who was so successful with last
year's class. Sixteen Lessons will be given. Terms;
Gentlemen, 82.00; Ladies, $1.60; In advance.
Members of the Astociation half price. Apply at

of

Two Suits.

the rooms.

WITH

—

one

71

can put it on.
Fireproof, I.ight and
Cheap. Call and see Sample· at

Union
Street,
JARVIS ENtUJSEERING CO.

oetl5

dtf

A

We li&ve just received

a

large rariety

of

Office, Scrap and Paper Baskets.

KENDALL&WHITNEY
0Ct31
dlw

SQ.,

At this

ruurm

same

goods

were ever

GERMAN BAND

shown in Portland,*

from Dresden,

GENTLEMEN'S FURNISHING DEPARTMENT,

Reserved seats 76c and $1.00; admission &0c; no*f
sale at Stock bridge's.
novldBt

on

ALLEN & COMPANY,

470 Congress Street,
nov2

CONCERT AND READING
A.T PINE STREET CHURCH,
Thursday Evening, Sot. 8,
by the following well-known tallest:
H». CuahiBg, Soprano; Jin. A. B. Vlorri>on. Contralto; itlr. John
Jlorgn·ι, Tenor; Mr.
John Mow, Basso; nil. Citr.liae Bonrb
»( Boston, Elocution····; Ifl. C.
iTIillikrn,
Pianist and Organist.
ADMISSIONS CENTS.

market Square.
dtf

ηοτ3

—

Great Variety of Other

GIV£

First-

Confectionery.

clas

HlST A

CAM. !

my30

dot*

Portland Roller Skating Ri,

HANDKERCHIEF

(Storer Bros.' Block, Middle Street,)

Open Every Afternoon

SALE.

MUSIC

GILBERT'S

best bargain ol the lot,
2(H) dozen Ladies* all Linen Ker-

all

ASSEMBLIES

Every Thursday Evening Commencing
Nov. 1st.
Tickets admittiog Qentiemen with Ladies 60
furnished tick-

chiefs at 17 cents.
are

«.H.WU IT\EV, Manager.

oct'JSdtf

as

These

by CHANDLER.

Sessions: Afternoons from 2 to 4.30o'clook; Evenings 7.46 to 10.16. The Elevator will run from 7.30
to H.30 eaeh evening. The
maaagement reserve the
right to refuse admistion and skates to all objectionable persons.

250 dozen Ladies' and Gent's all
Linen Handkerchiefs at special
low prices to close ont last of a
manufacturer's stock.

Also,

:ents. Former Lady pupils will be
its of admission upon application.
Class in Waltzing Monday

Evenings.

good size, hemstitched,

PORTLAND
Prank Curtis

THEATRE
Proprietor and Manager·

One Klght,

1HE

Monday, Nov. IS.

CELEBRATED

Noyeityana Burlesque

RINES
COR. CONGRESS

BROS.,
&

CASCO

STREETS,

COMPANY.

Β. Irfavitt
••red Wilson
Λ.

Sole Proprietor.

.Manager

Production of the Grand Reception Scene, entitled
·

OUR SOCIAL. CLUB !
Presenting a Phalanx
Followed by

3 iy

bandall

&

T,WAT>TTlTt

»

TF.

McMAlN,

of

the firm of McMain & Weston,

• would call the attention of
buyers and smokers
to the New Cigar which they are introducing to this
market. It is a pure cigar, free from flavoring or
coloring of the stock, and absolutely free from poi
It is a first-class, clean, and guarson of any kind.
anteed to be of the best Havana. Call for I. N.
Weston's "Leader,''strictly hand made. Also, in
connection, a brand called "Cupid" a Five Cent
Cigar. Smokers who value their health should try
the "Leader," and note the difference between the
pure and the imitation. Address

McltlAIN & WESTON, Wentfield, Maes.
For sale by Geo. C.Frye, Timmons & Hawes, H. P.
S. Gould, B. W. Jones, T. F. Β Percy, Falmouth HoseplldSm
tel, E. Dana. Jr., and J. B. Totten.

Cement Drain Pipe Work·.
sale, one of the best paving business in the
city, and is now doing a eoocl business. Satis,
factory reasons giving for selling out. Call on J. L
SMITH, corner of Cumberland and Preble streete
noyldtf
Portland, Me.

FOR

a

Specialties
expressly

?he Entire Company of Ladies and Gentlemen in
A BRILLIANT BUBLESQUE CAST
Prices as Usual. Sale of seats commences Friday
îov, 9.
noCdtd

Silk Seal Plush.

mcallistek,

A l'ure Havana Cigar.

of

DON JOSE
THE SPAMKH DUDE.

a

Commercial St. aiid 70 Exchange £f.
d3m
oc30
Telephone No. 877 A.

Olio

tompany, entitled

have
large stock
RANDALL
of the choicest coal mined for domestic purwith
for fall

70

Superb

an Extensive Coterie of
European and American
! itars. Each performance
concluding with the New
J burlesque Extravaganza, written
for this

GOAL

and winter
great care
poses, selected
use; clean and free from slate. Our stock comprises all the grades of first-class coal, from the free
burning Franklin to the hardest Big Vein Lehighs,
in all Bizes. We have also for open grates, the English
Cannel. Acadia and Virginia Grate coals,
which burn with a flame and make a cheerful tire.

of

.6-Beatitiful & Talented Lady Artists· 16

dtf

& McALLISTEIt

and Tues-

day, Thursday and Satnr»
day Evenings.

RfcSTZ-SASTLEY

Fine ChocolateDrops
A

Saxony,

26 Artiste in uniform. Assisted by Miss Etta May
Hunt, Soprano, of Boston. Harvey Murray, Accompanist. Hermann Forrester, Director.

Lime Juice Tablets,
AND

COURSE.
at uity Hall

entertainment

price we will positively show any
gentleman a line of goods correct in style, el- Wednesday Evening, Nov. 7th.
Grand Concert by the Imperial
egant in workmanship and finish, and offered at a price from SO to 40 per cent less than

Caramels,

—

novSdtf

STOCKBRIDGË

linen and have assorted
Borders.
In other large cifancy
ties these have been retailed as a
leader at $3.00 per dozen.

(DAILY)

«ASUFACTUBB8

dtd

Double Entry
A CLASS
organized at the
Christian

FOB

TEST DOLLARS.

are

—

13 MARKET

Holler Skate.

Reed's Sectional Covering.

Town of Wimllinm.Orders.

7,

β Ε
G Ε

BAILEY.

igent for the "Henley'
sep8

—

NOTICE

i2

3.37

G. 0. HUDSON

the trade tilled at lowest prices.

331 Middle Street

isfaction to those who use it."

Garfield,Iowa.—Dr.A.T.Henack eays:
"Once using Brown's Iron Bitters proves
its superiority over all other tonic preparations."

3,93

δ Ε

AT
β. GROTER, of Boston, Practical PianoForte-Maker; who for a period of 15 years,
with, close application, gave his personal attention
direotly to tne manufacture of the Piamo-Forte;
mechanically and scientifically; in every department; through every phase of their construction;
its nature and conception; from the beginning to
their final completion; and in fact, made it his
study in all that pertains to them as a musical instrument; but during the past thirteen years, he
has been giving his attention to the wants of the
musical portion of the community, by introducing a

Him!iir'T and Fishing: iioods.

Liter diseases, headache, and constipa-'
tion, caused by bad digestion, quickly cured

275

12 2W
erly eudoi lot,
17^4150 2.15
.76
2.
His former homestead, bounded
northerly by land of Thomas B.
α
Mariner.
50
600
8.67
8.
Shaw, Josiah B., hrs. of..
24 2 Ε 100
150
1.50
2.16
3.
M
Undivided 1-5 of 100 acres formTitcomb, Fannie
erly taxed to Jonathan Burnell, 11 8 Ε
20
75
1.07
.38
1.
OLIVER MURCH, Treasurer of Baldwin.
Baldwin, October 27,1883.
oct30dlaw3wTu

ment of

8

70

.38

Sanborn, Lorenio,

Repairing:,

HORSE

26

northerly by

PIANO-FORTE

Blankets.

'24

Undivided Vt of 35 acres of north-

"

$12.00 to $15.00.

Blankets,

6 Ε

23
22
23
We3ter"

2

3 W

Hungary.

They are Hungarian Gypsys. They speak no Eng
lish. There are six Violins, two Violas, one Ceio,
two Basses, one Clarinet and Cimbals, and one
Schlagzeither. They appear in >iational ("ôdtume.
Assisted by Miss Ella Cleveland Feaders^n, Contralto, of Boston. Harvey Murray, Accompanist.
Tickets, including reserved seats, 50 and δ cents.
Beady for sale or exchange this (Monday) morning,

»

So much of said lotas lies west-

ι,

Sanborn, Ephram,

some

The Martyrs of Opera.
Montgomery Schuyler in Harper's for November.]
"From a psalm of Asaph," remarked the
ate Mr. Carlyie, in one of his most bilious
ieasons of reflection, "to a seat at the Lonion opera in the Haymarket, what a road
iave men traveled !" The distempered sage
bad himself, upou one occasion, been inluced to take a seat in the London opera,
ivliich he abandoned during the ballet, upon
;he ground, as he subsequently explained,
hat he "hadn't the heart to stay and watch
ι woman with an immortal soul making a
The outcome of
Manx penny of herself."
ill the cost and of the various art that had
3een lavished upon the performance he de;lared to be "an houi's amusement, not.
imusiag either, but wearisome and dreary,
» a high-dizened, select populace of male
md female persons, who seemed to me not
nuch worth amusing."
These are extremely bilious remarks; but
t must be owned that to many persons the
[talian opera In its present estate makes no
nore appeal as a serious form of art than it
lid to Carlyie or to Wagner. The high-dizîned, select populace is very apt to wear a
bored aspect except when a 1'atti or a Nilsson or a Schalchl or a
Companini breaks in
for moments upon its apathy at the crisis of
The interest in opera is at least
in aria.
,hree parts social to one part musical. Tore!ur to our Jeremaid: "Euterpe and Melpomneue, sent for regardless of expense, were

li'"'

northerly by graveyard at West
3
Baldwin,
McKenney, Aaron,hrs of, So much of eaidlot as lies westerly of County road leading to
22
Brulgton.
<■

Robes.

star.

Venus Is evening star during the whole
month the only planet that plays this part

TTnrflu.rl..*

tickets may be exchanged for Tuesday
Evening if desired.

THE HUNGARIAN

.UndividedVs

,ι

ber.

Uranus is morning star, and pursues his
slow and solitary way among the insignificant stars of Virgo. He, like Mars, is moving in a direct course, but at present is an
object of little interest.
Mercury is morning Btar until the 26th,
and evening star the rest of the month. On
the 26th, at one o'clock in the morning, he
is in superior conjunction with the sun,
passing behind and below him, and reappearing on his eastern' side ae a morning

!

502.

dtf

FOR TWO NIGHTS ONLY.

SHOE DEALER

TELEPHONE

*

Tlie Greatest Sensation of the Day.

Grocers,

Congress and 235 Middle Sts.

class for Instruction in

a

oct23

PERFECTION,

—

Oali. and. Qroon.

I shall open

Waltzing and the German on MONDAT
EVENING, Oct. 20th. Terms for six
lessons, Gentlemen $3.00. Ladies $1.50.

—

Superlative,

Spring

shown with

; all

ΝΟΥ. 5th.

a number of years of
mnaie. The Oniy IIindie.
Don't miss «e«ing lier.
Hiudle matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2.30. Prices as usual.
o«t5
ay

Ornaments and Buttons.

and

Proprietor and Manager
Bue. and Stag© Manager

me ureal

$7 Per Barrel.

BARREL,

LYCEUM THEATRE.
MONDAY,

styles
prices
goods
pleasure.
"SHAW'S owr
LADIES' BOOTS. FLOUR FLOUR FRANK fiOUDY, 561 Congress St.

OUR STYLES

Sale of seats commences Friday,
octSHdlw

First appearance In this city in

to exhibit my Fall Novelties in

and Beaded

Satin

a

Marwick
HARVEY COLLINS

C. E.

am now

Inflation

MeSorley's

At the urgent request of many invalids in Portland and vicinity
these great natural physicians have decided to again visit this city, and
have engaged parlors at the

I

ΐον. Λ Λ β.

presenting Edward Harrigan's immensely
funny play,

—— —————

CfcO. A CAY &

Manager.

1.1 mm coi»

DBS. DAMON & WESLEY,

CONSULTATION

and

Monday mid Tuesday,

where they may be consulted on and after Monday, Oct. 29. Bemem·
ber, yonr diseases are instantly located and described without asking a
single question. Their Parlors are at the head of ladies' stairway.

price.

Proprietor

The Orcal Wew ¥ork Moccchm. Λ Room «f
Laughter.
TWO NIGHTS ONLY

Hundreds Seeking Health at the hands of

this week.

follows: Reserved seats 75 and 60c.
now on sale at Stockbridge'e

cy The returns of the election in Massachusetts
will be read from the stage as fut as received
by
direct connection wlih the Western Union Telegraph Co.
octal d6t

FALMOUTH HOTEL·
We have opened

are as

Gallery 36c. Seats
Saturday, Nov. 3d.

success.

Examinations and
derful Cures,

hi» de'.lshtful creation of M unlock'· charming
backwoods idyl,

(A Nymphouy in Leave. end
Now in its 11th year of
popularity and unprecedented success.
Presented here with New and
Pictureeque Scenery, all carried by the Manage-

new

goods, and

our

BROS.

UNUSUAL MERIT.

DAVY, CttOCKKTT.

From the Middlesex Health Sanitarinm of Lowell, Mass.

all

season.

Elegant Cloak Booms,

our

Garments being

our

STUBBS

FORMERLY

Wonderful

AN IMMENSE STOCK
We have nothing but the Latest Styles,

In

An increase of business lias forced me to seek for more room, where
can be found the largest assortment east of Boston.
AH the
New Subjects in Engravings, French Photos, and an
endless variety of Art Novelties, Fine Vases,
Brackets, Wall Pockets, Toilet Cases, Parlor
Easels, all styles and sizes. My specialty is Framing
in all the different styles. Artists' Materials, Pottery and all the
novelties to decorate. Manufactory and headquarters Temple Street,
ç>ct31

/

FRANK MAYO

Farrington Block.

Nobby Still flats in Brown and lilaek,
Jnst out.
A flea, line of Buffalo and Wolf Robes just opened, and will be sold low
Carriage llobes, Hor^e Blankets in a large Variety.
Gloves in Buck, Oil Tan, Castor from the Lightest to the Heaviest.
Hcotch Driving Caps.
Umbrellas in Silk Serges, Alpacca, Scotch Gingham and liubber, very
low prices.

STREET,

3 Doors "West Canal Nat'l Barxlc.

LIGHT AhTILLER/, WENT.

All the

Broker,

\0. 194 MIDDLE

CItyHali.

TUESDAY EVESISe, SOYKMBEii tttâ.

OF

Don't forget that we are HEADQUABTEBS for Ladies', Gents', and
Children's Underwear.

■riNJLNCIAL.

ΙλΓ Κ Itr 11 !\ 71 E.NT*.

ST0RE.TEWG0ÔD8.

NEW

we

ful.

oct I

meCJILLAnEOC»

TURNER

8RÛS.

have the exclusive sale ol' this beautiful goods in the best imitation to
the real Fur.
Garments made *o order at short
notice by the most
experienced

workmen.

TURNER

BROS.,

488 & 490 CONGRESS STREET.
oc26
>Ui

FOR CHORUS CHOIRS !
FOR QUARTET CHOIRS!
Concert Selections and Choruses in Six
Number*, each 25 cts. By L. O. Emerson.
Each number contains about 7 choruses,
mainly
>r Muaical Societies, but
quite available for Choirs,
.n admirable compilation of the best
sacred
music,
ad secular.

Church Collection.
itiepard
The newest, and

exceedingly good for its purpose,
in this respect, on a line with
Imerson's MACKKD <(l ΛΚΎΕΤΜ,
99.
inereon'B M*LE VOICE CHOI
30 c.
K,
:nureon's CHl'BCH
OFPEKINCt, gl.-JS
iank'3
ΛΝΤΗΕΠ 8EKVÏCE8,
g'J.
wv's
HACKED
Q'TETS,M*levoices,SU.
had wick's CJE.U «EE\!M Ε
Κ, ... 91.
arker'a CHURCH CO
tIPOSITIONK,8'.i.
Emerson's BOOK OF ANTHEMS, Perkin»' ANHEM HARP, and Johnson, Tenney and Abbey's
MERICAN ANTHEM BOOK, (each Sl.25) are
mong the best collections ever published.
Dltson & Co'e
>1 Ο> I H1.V BIIMCU
ÎKCORD, 91.00 per year, 1. much larger than
ie Weekly,
greatly improved, ami most valuable
> all students and
purchasers of music. Appear·
ov. 1.
eing,

ILIVËR DITSOX & CO., BostoL.
nov3
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doing for export

and a moderate demand from jobbore; sales 21,200 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2
25@3 25; Superline
Western aud State at'3
00@3 50; common to good
extra Western and State 3
TUESDAY HORNING, ΝΟΥ. «.
30; good to choice
70@4
do at 4 35@6 76; common to choice white Wheat
Western extra at 6 26@6 75; fancy do 7 10@7 25;
common to good extra Ohio at 3 5υ@6 50; common
Wit and Wisdom.
to choice extra St. Louis at 3 60f®6 75: Paten
Minnesota extra good to prime 5 60i®6 50: choic
to double extra too 6
The peanut crop is said to be a failure.
80@7 00, including 5400 bbls
were careless
City Mill extra 5 25@5 30; 800 bble No 2 at 2 25@
Most
farmers
likely the
3
25; 1900 bbls Superflue at 3 00{a}3 60: 1300 bbls
about
their
seed, and
planted circus low
extra at 3 50Φ4 00 3400 bbls Winter Wheat
that have been kept a
Peanuts
peanuts
extra at ό 60@β 76; 5,500 bbls Minnesota extra at
hundred years or so won't sprout.
3 ϋ0@7 00. Southern iiou is steady icommon to fair
3 90@5 05; good t· choice at 5 10fS-6 62V2. Wheat
—receipts 15 *,700 bush; exports 105,940 buslijepot
Josh Billings has made his success by throwWinter about x/zc better; Spring fully 2 higher, oping a peculiar spell over the public.
1 tions %@1 higher, closing strong at best figures;
I exp'ort demand quite; spoculative business fairly
active; sales 0,048,000 bush futures, 196,000 bush
All owners of cattle should know that Giles'
on spot ; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 07; No 4 Red at
93c.;
Liniment Iodide Ammonia acts with wonderNo 3 Red at 1 03@l 03% elev. 1 06@ΙΌ6% delv;
No 2 at 1 13Va in elev, 111%@112 afloat; 1 09%
The hardest
ful rapidity and never fails.
f ο b; No 1 Red State at 1 18% ; No 2 White do at
bunches are removed, abscesses healed, lame- I 14. Cere-spot %@l%c higher; options l@2c
corns
and
higher,
closing unsettled with reaction of %®$fec;
ness disappears,
contracted hoofs a
light export demand and fairly active speculative
specialty. Sprung knees, shoe boils, ringbone; business; receipts 46,400 bush; exports 208,899
Send for pamphlet, box
bush; sales 1,712,000 bush futures. 220,000 on
cure guaranteed.
spot, No 3 at 68%@59%c; No 2 at GO « 61c; No 2
3,482, New York Post Office. Trial bottles 25
White at 59%@60c; "Sellow 69V2C. Oai
and fairly active, closing firm; recaipt? 90,000 Dush;
cents; sold by all druggists, whoioeale. W.
sales 755,000 bush; futures 127,000 Dush on spot:
F. Phillips & Co.
No 3 at 34%@35c; White at 87%c: No 2 at 85% &
36c; White at 38%@38%ο; No 1 at 36c; White at
Mixed Western 34% @3 7c; White 38%@
43140;
A phenomenal Georgia rooster has crowed
43c; White State 38%@43y3c; No 2 Chicago 37 %.
two night) in succession just twelve times beNugardull; refining 6 11-16(<£6 13-16; reiined is
fore the village clock struck 12. His owner
steady; C 63/8(£6 c; Ex C at 6<jfe@7c; .White do at
thinks he must have swallowed a Waterbury
7Ve@71j4; oif À at 7%@7%c; standard A at 7%@
7%c; powdered 8%@8yec; granulated at 8 5-16c;
watch.
Confectioners A at 8c; cut loaf and crushed 9%@
WiO. Petroleum—united at 109%. Tallow
Success is certain when the Congress Yeast weak; sales 100,000 lbs at73/s. Pork somewhat
stronger; mess spotjat 11 76@11 90; family mess at
Powder is usod in making biscuits, cakes, etc.
15 60. Beef is farm, ffjnrd 6®9 points higher, but
trade very quietjfales 331 contract grade spot 7 85;
220 city steam 7 60; reflnpd for continent at 8 20;
5 A at 8 40. Butter is firm; State at 18@30c;Wesv
tern 10@3Cc; Penn. gCreainery 29@30c. Cheese ia

PRESS.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Oaily Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND, NOV. 5.
Flour is firmer and more aetive.
Wheat, Corn
and Oats are strong and advancing. Sugar was in
better tone to-day in sympathy with a slight rise in
New York, but prices here are without quotable
change; refiners stock in New York is 8964 tons,
against 7102 tons last year; and refiners' stock in
Boston is 9703 tons, against 6473 tons last year;
total stock in four ports in all hands is 78,536
tons,
against 82,637 tons la-t week and 70,133 tons last

weak: State at 9@ll%c; Western flat 10@ll%c.
Freights to Liverpool steady; Wheat stm 5d.

Portland

year.

The following are to-day's closing quotations of
Flour, Grain, Provisions, &c.
Flour.
Oraiu>
Superfine and
.H.M.Corn, car lots.67
low grades. .3 50@4 601 Mix Corn,car lots @66
X Spring and
I Corn, bag lots... @70
XX Spring. .6 00@6 00}Oats, car lots
40 Vi»
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots
45
7<
Wheats
7 60@3 00iMeal
67
Michigan Winter etraightaB
Do roller...,β
8t. Louis Winte^straight. β
1)0 Toller.. .β

CottonSftA/l.oar lnte 9.R

on

25®5 76;CottonSeed,bag lots3<) 00
25^/6 50SackedBran «vu-lot·,
1U 00@10 DO
22 60
OOge 25! do bag lots
50&6 761 Midi, car lote.
1

Winter Wheat

!
!

$24%@26ya

atents
6 76,2 7 26
do bag lots
20 60
Produce.
ProvÎNioUH.
I Pork—
Cranberries, I> bbl—
Malno ...U 00^12 001 Backs. ..180031050
Cane Cod,12
601 Clear
16 50ί®1« 00
Pea Beans
S a5®3 40
Mesa
13 60^14 00
Mediums....3 OOS3 lO.Mess Beef..11 00ft 11 6n
Gernianmed2 36®2 60| Ex Mess..12 00ftl2 60
Yellow Eyes3 40â3 50
Plate
12 76@13 25
Onions i»bbl. 2 60ft2 76' Ex Plate.13 76S14 00
Irish Potatoes
13 Υί@14ο
45^50 Hams

60#13

SwoetPotatoee3 00£3 76ι Hams, covered 16

Eggs ffdoz
Turkeys, p lb

®29o'Lard—
00c I Tub, Ϊ» lb

;15®17c|

Chickens
Fowl

Pail

Β utter·

Creamery
31(®32ο
Gilt Edge Ver... .29ά.'30c

Choice
Good.
Store

Red

Top

C>n

.10

V.

nnra

«T\.

J

W1

44@4434c cash;45Vfec November; 42% December;
42@42yec January. Oats easier at 2 β Vé @26^0
for cash. Pork higher at 11 00@11 10.
Lard is
higher at 7 25 asked.
Receipts—Flour 9,000 bbls,' wheat 66,000 bush;
oorn 50,000 bush, oats 36,000 bush, rye 4000 bush,

barley 16,000

Shipments—Flour 18,000 bbls, wheat 15,000 bu,
82,000 bush, oats 23,000 bush,rye 48.000 bu,
barley 1000 bush.
σ Detroit, Nov. 5.—Wheat dull; Nol "White fall
cash at 1 04%; December at 1 05 Ve; January 1 07;

VaÎ..10y2@llV3

lands 9

Nov.

15-16c.

Charleston, Nov. 5.—Cotton dull; Middling
Memphis,

up-

5.—Cotton Is dull; Middling up-

Nov.

lands 10c.

....

Receipts

Portland, Nov. 5.
Receivod by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
miscellaneous merchandise : for

roads, 106

MATANZAS. Schr Clara Leavitt—-3178 shooks
and heads 6000 box shook?.
HALiP^X, NS. Schr Silver Cloud—000 qtls.
Dry <4oo«f* Wholesale Market.
The following quotations are wholesale prices of
Woolens and Fancy Goods, corrected dally by Deer
ing, Mllliken & Co., 158 Middle street:
UNBLKACHKD COTTON#*·

Med.
Light
Fine

@

in. 7$
in.
in.
in. 7

8

7Vi
6

@

{Fine 7-4·... 13'£^18

18^21

Fine 8-4
! Fine 0-4
22 <§27%
10-4....25
®?0

SVfc'Fine

ΟΟΓΤΟΚβ.
.Fine 6-4
16
@18
:Finc 7-4
18
@22Μ»
8-4
20
@25
Fine 9-4
£2y2f27Vfc
Fine 10-4 ..25
@32^

BLEAOHKD

Beet 4-4
10^.®12Μι
Med.4-4.... 7y2110Va
Lljht 4-4... β ^ 7
...

-pinir

{Fine
I

vna

T.ekinge,

/

^

.6%

·*

&

5$

8%
5

Μι

10%Cq&18
@13% .Cotton Flannel?.Brown
"
7,® 14%
11%
$14 |
Fan07
"
Bleached, 8® 16%
Bat. tin#
». .8,g9i|10gl0%@ll% «*12%
17S25
Warpe....
»

Hides and Tallow.
The following are Portland quotations on Hides
and Tallow:
Ox and Steer Hidoe over 90 lbs weight.. 7c
^ lb
Ox and Steer Hides between 80@90 ibs.. 6c
ψ lb
Steer Η ides under 90 lbs
bVzcty lb
6
lb
Cow Hides, all weights
4c
lb
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights
10c
CalfSkins
ψ lb
26 to 40c each
Light and Deacon Skins

%άφ>

Rendered Tallow

7%c$> ft

Stock market.
quotations oU stocks are

The following
daily by telegraph:

BOSTON

city.

Nov. 5. Fannie

Ba&ton, aged 43 years 2 months.

received

ScythJa

Polynesian
Newport
Wisconsin
Carascaa

Flatnborough
Normandie....
Qaliia
City Washington
Saratoga
Parisian
Germanic

Abyssinia..

Bermuda
Arizona
Toronto
City of Merida

common

.NOVEMBE
6 44 I High water, (p m

ALMANAC

riRo

28
102

......

PORT

31

Λ

25
96%
46%
33%
64%
29V2
98%
49%

21|

24V2

(By Telegraph.)

New Yobk, Nov. 5.—Money very easy 1@2: near
close rate advanced to 2%@3; prime mercanile paper at 6 α7. Exchange is firm at 48 % for long and
482% for short. Governments strong. State bonds
are dull. Railroad bonds strong.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggreat
ed 254.900 shares.
The following are to-day'e closing quotations ou
Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s
100%
do
do
do
113%
4V2S, reg
do
114%
do
do|| 4V28,coup
do
do
do
121%
4s, reg
do
do
do
121%
4s, coup
130
Pacific 6s. *96.
The following are the closing quotations Stocke:
132ya
Chicago & Alton..»**
145
Chicogo & Alton pref
1263/8
Chicago, Burr& Quincy

ErieTr...

29
73

—

130 V2
99*4

Illinois .Central
Lake Shore
Michigan Central

·..

92

841/2
l24Vfa

Central

Northwestern
Northwestern pref
New York Central

145

llGVfc

12 1

Rock Island

98^4

St. Paul
St. Paul pref
Union Pacific Stock
Western Union Tel

117
88 Y2

798/e

California Mining Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)

San Francisco, Nov. 5.—The following are the
closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:
IVa
Alta
Best & Belcher
3%
Eureka
4V2
1%
Gould & JCurry
2

Hale & Norcross
Mexican

3*4
534
38/s

Ophir

Yellow Jacket
Β osto a Market.

Boston, Nov. 5.—The following wore to-dayΊ
quotations ο Butter, Cheese, Eggs, &c:
Butter—We quote Western creameries at 28(a
80c for choice, 22@27c ior fair and good: Northeri
creameries at VS@80e for choice, 22[g;27cfor faiJ
and good; New York *nd Vermont dairies 24@28·
tb for choice, 18@22e for fair and good; Westeri
dairy at 20@21c and Western ladle packed 15@17<
^ tb: demand fair.
Cheese tirm at 12@13c for choice, UXQllVz io.
fair and good; <s@9c for common.
1
Eggs have been selling at 30^31 c for Eastern, 21
@3uc for New York and Verm ont. 28@29c for Νονέ
Sootia and Ρ Ε Island and 26@27 for Western.
Potatoes—Aroostook Rose at 50@5t>c φ1 busb
Eastern Rose at 50@53c, Northern Rose 50c, Eas
tern Prolilics 50@5 -cjmarket steady.
Beans—Large hand-picked pea beans are quotec
at 3 053/3 10 ψ bush; choice New York State smal
hand-picked do at 3 10@3 15; do Vermont at 3 11
@3 20, and choice screened do at 2 90@3 00: hand
picked medium at 3 00 α 3 10, and choice screene*
do at S 80@2 90; common beans at 2 20@2 40
choice improved yellow-eves at 3 36@ —; oia-fash
ioned yellow-eyes at 3 2h(ti)3 30, and red kidney
nominal at 3 25 ά.3 50.
Apple·—We quote No 1 Baldwins at $3 2δ@3 50
bbl cooking ai
No 2 do 2 25: Western $3(«3 50
plee at 82 50@$3 00, and $1 75g$2 25 φ> bbl.
llay—Choice prime hay is quoted at $16&$17 }
ton; medium to good at $14@$l5; choice Toaster:

$13@$14; poor at $U@$13,
Rye straw at $14@$15

swale at $9.
ton.
f9

*

with Easter
andoatetra^

Chicago Lire Stock iTlurket.
(By Telegraph.}
Chicago. Nov. 5—Hogs—Receipts 24 000 heat »
shipments 3000 head; opened 5@10c lower, closin1 S
tirm; packing 4 40^4 40; packing and shipping 1
4 5CK®5 00; light 4 40@4 80; skips at 3 00(®4 00.
b< :
Cattle—Receipts 7,500 head; shipments
steady; exports at 6 00@6 75; good to choice sb] h
at
00.
5
ping
40@6
8heep—Receipts 3000 head; shipments hea« »
25c lower; inferior to fair at 2 U0@3 00; good 3 21 ï
choice 3 50.
—

Domestic Market*.

vor

iBy Telegraph.)

York, Nov. 5.—Flour market—Receiρ s
bbls ; exports 4145 bbls; still in buvers fj
but prices not quotably changed with little moi e

vkw

24,033

:

sets

Fresco Painters,
NO.

Powder never varies. A marvel of purity
strength and wholesomeness. More economical than
the ordinary kim's, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans.
Royal Baking Powdeb Co., 106 Wall St., Ν. Y.

mch6

dlyr

H

Eh
H

·

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL
Portland Me·

deodtl1

mhSS
»» ô
g

h η ®

-cd

Else

than Ater's Sarsafarilla. Numerous
crude mixtures are offered to the public
as "blood purifiers," which only allure
the patient with the pretense of many
cheap doses, and with which it is folly to

experiment while disease is steadily becoming more deep-seated and difficult of

lasting harm.

Ayer's Sarsaparilla,
Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
fSold by all druggists ; price §1,

Dr. J. C.

.NEWS,

six bottles for $5.

5.

STEPBIEÛ BERRY,
Book, Card and Job Printer.
No. 37 Plum Street.

TRUSSES,
SHOULDER,

mm,
TRUSSES.

si

"

M M

Wholesale
prices.
Persons in want of
such goods should call

at

MERCHAÎÎT'SEXCHANGE.I

MfCmOKAiyjDA.
Seh Bedabedec, of Kockland, before reportec
ashore at Lewes, Del, waa partly discharged ant
floated 2d inst, but soon tilled and sunk. She bai
been sold as she lay for $600.
DOMESTIC PORT».
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 3d, sch Edward O'Brion
Lib by. Liverpool.
ASTORIA—Cld 25th, ship Chccsebrougli. Bart
Queenstown.
GALVESTON—Ar 3d, sch Nellie Τ Morse, Haw
ley. New York.
Sid 2'Jth, ech Geo L Drake, Parris, Pascagonla.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 1st, sch Ada A Kennedy
Pillsbury, Bath.
APALACBICOLA— Cld 23d, brig Shasta, Nichols
Boston.
Cld 24th, brig R W Measer, Brewster, New York
JACKSON VILLE-Sid 30th, sch Minnie A Bon
sail, Bonsall. Brunswick.
JACKSONVILLE
Ar 1st, echs Hattie Card
Moore. Boston; Andie L McKeen, Paterson,Belfast
—

Flora Condon, French, do.
SAVANNAH—Ar 2d, brig Morancy, Wass, fron
Gibara.
SATlLLA RIVER—Sid 29th, sch C H Fabsns
Curtis, Belfast.
CHARLESTON—Cld 3d, ech Stephen Bennett
Douglass Rockport.
GEORGETOWN. DC-Ar 2d. sch Β W Morse
Gilchrist. Washington; F Ο Dame, Rogers, do.
BALTIMORE-Cld 3d, seh Eleanor, Poole, Pen
saeola.
Sid 4tli,

ship Snow & Burgess.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 3d, ech Wallace J Boyd
Lake, Bath.
Ar 4th. scbs St John, Gilmore, Brunswick; Cha
L Mitchell, Frosj, Kennebec.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 5th, brig Fidelia
Dow, Turks Island.
NEW YuRK-Ar 3d, barque MaryC Halo, Hig
gins, Progreeso 21 days; scbs Jas W Ponder, Quir
lau. Jacksonville; Maud Brigge, Barbour, Bangc
for Philadelphia; Sarah Eaton, Dix, Calais; Odel

as wa a.rA
7

of all the pa-

tent flours in America.

OFFICE

OF

D. AMES,

W.

This flour is made from Selected
Hard Spring Wheat by the miller
who first introduced it to the public, and is without a superior in
the market. Ask your grocer for
it and take no other.
Verify the Brand by the Above Cut.
octlS

eodlm

22 Market Square,
PORTLAND,

MAINE

CHEW
BOSS LUMP
TOBACCO.

furnaoe I beg to direct your
attention to the Kohler Hot Air Furnace.
Its superiority ove' all others I will demonstrate if you
will call at η y store. The following well known
persons hay e the Kohler:
If iu want of

a new

W. T. Sargent,
J. F. Sherry,

148

Spring Street.
457 Congress Street.
23 Pine Street.
160 Park Street.
14 Mellen Street.
212 State Street.
98 State Street.
256 State Street.

C.C.Eaton,
J. S. Libby,
J. F. Clark,
Ο. K. Gerrish,
Samuel Rolfe
Wm. G. Hart,...

74 Deering Street.

Sidney Thaxter,

31
G4

Joseph Russell,

High

sep26

Street.
Street.

Addison Libby,
Clark
Alfred Staples,
175 Neal Street.
H. P. S Gould,
387 Congress
l'hoe. Edwards, (Berlin Mills Co.) 117 Franklin St.
H. B. Brown, (Artist,)
400 Danforth Street.
Β. B. Fame worth
.357 Spring Street.
Charles Goodridge,
A..
Deering
C. H. Gilbert.....
Canton Steam Mills Co.
Y. E. Gilbert,
Canton Steam Mills Co,
J. B. Vance,.
Alfred, Mo.
W. G. Spring,
Fryebu»*g, Mo.
J. S. Spring,
Fryeburg, Me.
Β. B. Murry,
Pembroke, Me.
F. 0. Johnston
409 Cumberland St.
A. B. Hoi-Jen,
84 Lincoln Street.
A. L. Merry,
144 Pine Street.
S. W. Thaxter,
22 Deering Street.
F. W. McKenney,
152 Spring Street.
Mrs. David Keazcr
83 State Street.
Zenas Thompson, Jr
124 Pearl Street.
C. E. Snow,
280Brackett Street
C. E. Barrett,
5 Deering Street.
Dr. Gardner Ludwig,
604Congres3 ζ Street
Η. T. Blackstone
Canal Bank.

sep8

COdlf

^one^^'3' ^MÏTthout^^î·
'They Kegulate the Circulation of
1
the ENTIRE BODY.

ancfa^roublesnriHing

from imperfect circulât ion,
kindred
cure RHEUMATISM of the feet and all
Colds.
troubles, absolutely prevent Coughs and
Insoles for Ladles are very thin. Made to lit any
or sent
and
elioe
dealers
shoe. Sold by Druggists
bv mail post-paid. Price 50 cts. per pn.tr.

WlLSOSli MAGNETIC

APPLIANCE CO.,
Proadway, New York, N. Y·

oc!9

d&w3m

Dr. KENI»

ter, Mass., that she is hereby declared an obstrue
tion to navigable waters as contemplated by sectior
4, Act of June 14,1880, and that unless removet
within thirty days from date, ehe will be remove*
by order of the secretary of War, and sold at pub
lie auction and the proceeds deposited in the Treas
ury of the United States.
CHAS. W. KAYMOND, Major of Engineers.
d9t
uov5

Boarding House For

OFFICE;
276 Middle St., open from >'ov. 5th t<
Nov. 26th.

feitle

Will accommodate 2<
within five mii.utes walk ο
the mill*, stable attached. Price $3200, one-hal
Cash and the balance on easy terms, lot goes with it
Address or apply to J. H. Moody, on the premises

Cumberland Mills.
is

dim*

dtf

ang28

I
i

JVollce.
hereby cautioned against liarbor
ing
trusting any of the crew of the Germai
Bark Farewell, Neumann, master from Pillau, a
no bills of their contracting will be paid by Captaii
or Consignees.
CttASE, LEA.VITT & CO.

ALL
nor5

person

Railroad,

PAtlOENGBRTRAINKWILL I.KAVK
PORTLAND far BONTON
β.15, 8.46 a. m., 1.00 and 3.30
E£'-'rw3P-m·. MriTl ngat Boston at 10.45,
and 7.15 p. m.
E3~*a. m., 1.16
ROdTON F Ο Κ PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m.
at Portland
aoJ
7.00
arriving
3™30,
p.m.,
12.30,
8.05 and 11.00
at
6.00,
1.00,
f m.
PORTLAND S OU Ml:ARRORO, PINE
POINT AND OLD OKCRARD HEACH
at 6.15, 8,45, a. m.. 3.00, 5.45 p. m. (See note.)
FOR HAIO AND RIDDIiVOHV at 6.15,
8.46». in., 1.00, 3.00, 8 30 and 6.45 p. m. FOR
It ENN Ε HI'If Κ at 0.16,8 45 a.m., 1.00,3.00
and5.45 p. m. FOR WELLN at 6.13, 8.46 a.
FOR NORTH
m. and!) 00 p.m. (See note)
BIKWICIi AN D DOVER, at 0.15, 8.45 a.
in., 1.00, 3.00 aad »j.m. FOB ΗΛΙ. ηοη
FAI.I.M and GKË %T FAI.f.M. a 6.16,8.45
FOR NE WJ1 \ κa. m., 1.00 and 3.00 p. m.
SET at 6.15, 8.45 a.m., 3.30» p.m. FOR EXETER, nnVERHlM., LAWRENCE

*5.10,

Lowell

AND

β.15,

at

8.45

a.

n„

1.00

and 3.30 p, m. FOR ROCHEKTER. FAR
MINÎÏTON. N. a., AND ALTON κ A » αϊ
FOR MAN8.45a.m., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m.
CHESTER AND CONCORD. Ν. II.. (via
a.
at
0.16
3.SU
Market
New
Jet.)
m.,
p. in., (Tia
Lawrence) at 8.46 a. m.
MORNINO TRAINN FOR PORTLAND
LEAVE KENNEBCNK at 7.25, and DOVKRn.tK.00 ARRIIIVf!
at 8.30 and 10.05.

at

PARTI.AIV

η

B.

are

or

nects with Mound Line Steamer* for New
York and all Kail Lines for the West, and the 3.30
p. in., train with all Rail Lines for New York
and tne South and West.

Eastern Railroad.

Portland
At
'J a. m. Dally (Night Pullman) for Saeo,
Biddoforil, Kennebunk, Conway Junct., Kittery,
Portsmouth. Newbury port. Salem, Lynn and
Boston, arriving at 6.30 a. m.
At S,45 a. m. for Oape Elizabeth. Soarboro, Saoo,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Welle, North and South

Berwick,Conway Junction, connecting for all
on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Kockjort,
and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p. m.
Lynn,
stations

Newburyport.
Chelsea

At l.OO p.

d3t·

Southern and Western poLits.

nu. (Express), for Boston and
principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 9.30 p. m.,

At 6.00 p.

connecting with Kail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p. m. Express for Boston

and

principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 6.30
i>. in., connccting with Fall River Line
for New
York.

drains Leave Boston
7.SO, 9.00 a. m., and arrive in Portland

a. m.

j'ullman Parlor Cars

SAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD,
On au«l after MONDAY, Oct.
15tli, Passenger Trains will run
Leave Ροκϋηϋό tar Dexter, Bangor
and
Vauceboro, St John, fKalffax
the Province*, St.
isdiews, St. Stephen.
Aroostook
and
all
Frederictoi#,
County,
«tations on N· A Piscutaqul* R. R., 1.25
1.30
in.,
ill.15
P.
p.
m.,
p.
m.j
for
nu<d
Belîaet
1.25
Skowheigan
1.30
m.:
m„
ill.15
p.
p.
p.
m.,
WatervSlle, 7.00 a. m. 1.25 p. in., 1.30
p. m. 11.15 p.m and on Saturdays at 5.15 p. m.
·-

Au £uato. U alio well. C»Hr*}Laerand fir unswicU
a.
7.C0
1.30
in.,
p. m.,
5.16,
*11.15 p. m.; SSaih 7.00 a. m. 1.30 p. m„ 6.16
on
and
m.
p.
Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m.
Rockland, and Knox & ff^incoln R. K.,
7.00 a. ni., 1.30 p. m. Auburn and Lewieton, 8.15 a. m. 1.25 p. m., 5,05 p. ra. LfwiMen Tia Sîruchwick 7.00&.m., +11.15p.m.;

Faririiui(ton,
MoDmonth,
Winthrop,
Oakland and North Antion, 1,25 p.m. Farmington, via Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.
τ'ΓΙιβ 11.16 p. m. train is the night exprews -with
Bleeping ear attached and runs every niglit Sundays included hut not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or
beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND AND BOSTON

BruoMwick, 7.25 and 11.30 a. m.. 4,30
p. m. 12.35 a. m.. (night.)Rockland.8.16 a.m.,
1.16pm. Biewieton, 7.20 a.m. 11.10a.m..
4.15p. m. 11.20 pm.; Phillip*. 6.55 a. m.
Fai'mlneton. 8.20 a. m.; Wintnrop, 10.13 a.
as follows :The mornm. being due in Portland
ing trains from Augusta and Bath 8.35 a. m.
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m. The day trains from
Bangor, and all intermediate stations and connecting roads at 12.40 and 12.45 p. m. The
afternoon trains from Watorville, Augusta, Bath,
5.40 p.m.
Rockland and Lewie ton at
The
Night Pullman Exproes train at 1.50 a. m.

Went.
Oct. 14,1883
D. W. SANBORN,
Master of Trans.
octl3dtf

PAYSON TUCKER,
General Manager.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Gen'l Pass'r Agent

Portland & Ogdeiisburg R. R.
ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.

KuMford Falls & Buck''eld

BIRUNCTON

FT.,
OGDSXSBÛKG, J*. V.,
AND MONTREAL.
Itionilay Oct. 8th,
further notice PaMenger

On mid uflcr

1HSJ, until
Train m ten re Portland

Burlington, Ogdensburg

as

follow·**

and all

C.

Trains arrive

in

10.45 a.m.—from Bartlett

m.—Express
Ogdonsburg &c.

10 00 p.

from

points

RAXtiR.OAI>„

on

Portland

O. A L.

WilMii Railroad,

ABRAN GrE MKNT.

WINTER

TAKES EFFECT

WM. V.PERRV,
BENNETT,

Bridgton—Leave
Sandy Creek,

Ingall's lioad,

East Denmark (Perley's
Se«u£6 ÇWUliam*8,)

Α. M.

P. M.

7.45
7.52

2.66
3.02
t3 17

t8.07
t8.13

Mills.)

t3.23

18.17

Rankin's,

18.27

t8.45

t3.55

8.50

4.00
10 00

Bridgton Junction—Arrive
Portland—Arrive

10.45
TRAINS FOR BRIDGTON.
A. M.
8.25
10.00

Bridgton

Junction—Leave

Rankin's
Sebaio (Witham's,)
EastDenmaik (Perley's

Ingall's Road,
Sandy Creek,
Bridgton—Arrive
tFlag Stations,

Mills,)

P. M.
3.00
4.45

tl0.17
110.41
tl0.47
tl0.63

t4.52
tô.16
t5.22
t5.28

11,08

6.43
5.50

11.16

oct2dtf

W.

A.

S.

WOLFE'S

Scliiedaiu Aromatic
SCHNAPPS.
As

a

general beverage and necessary

vegetable decomposition

or

other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

saitr of

Schnapps

over

is superior to every

Stations in Philadelphia
NINTH AND GBfiEN STREETS,

the medieal faculty and

A public

insured for it the

sale uuequale.

reputation of salnbrit]

For sale by all Druggist

Udolpho life's M Co..
18 BEAVER

buy ticket* (at an; railroad

or

STREET,

NEW YORK-

Express Trains, Ooutile Track, Stone Ballas
la

a

by any other alcoholic distillation hav<

THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Drawing Room Cars on all day trains
and Sleeping Cars on night trains.

ta*

%t

Company.

ARRANGEMENT

Commciicliij;

Oci. 2d.

Steamer CITY OF RICHMON»,
iCapt. Wm.E. Dennleon.will leave
Railroad Wharf, Portland, erery
rTUESDAY Evening, at 11.16
arrival of Steamboat Exprees Train·

_

o'clock or on
from Boston, for

at ROCKLAND with Steamer for BLUB
HILL, SURREY and ELLSWORTH.
At BAB
HARBOR with steamer for GOULDSBORO", LAMOINE, HANCOCK, SULLIVAN and ELLSWORTH each trip.
Also with B. ft B. Steamers at
Rockland, goin|
East, for River Landings.
RETURN IN<4. will leaveMacliiasport at 4.8<
a. m.
Monday, and Mlllbridge every Monday and
Thursday at 8.00 a. m., touching at intermediate
landings,and connecting at Portland with Pullman
and early morning train for Boston.
Connect with Boston and Bangor Steamer· at
Rockland, (coming West, and receive passengers and
freight from Bangor and River Landings for Port-

GEORGE L. DAY,
Treas. and General Ticket Ages!
E. CCSHING, General Agent
Portland, Oct. 1,1883.
octZdtf

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For I¥ew YorkSteamers leave Franklin Wharf, on Wednesday»

Saturdays at G p.

and

Returning

38,
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and Satur
J. B. COYLE, JR., Qen'l 4g't.
daye at 4p.m.
sep21
dtf
m..

leave Pier

s\
Steamers !
FARE $1.00.
The elegant new steamer TREMONT and favorite
steamer
FOREST CITY will alternately leave
FRANKLIN WHARF,«Portland, at 7 o'clock p. m.
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, at 6 o'eloek i>. m.

(Sundays excepted).
Passuugers by tbU· line

are tcmlnded that tbey ■·aoomfortable nisbt's rest and avoid the ezpense and inconvenience of arming in Bo·ton late
at night.
er*Tickeu and Staterooms for sale at D. H.

cure

jTOUNG'S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New rt>rk, via the varient
Bail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
JT. S. tOYLfi, Sr.y

95RTM

FniTTflN

dly

PRIP.F

£1

steam

CiSeneral

Agent.
dtl

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO.
TO

CALIFORNIA,

J»PA«, CHINJI,
■)«xd vi<

liiaad·,

'/ r » 1a a d
wad
Λ u. trail··
Steamer? sail from New Tork for Aspinwall an
the lit, 10th, and 20th. of each month,
carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named

ports.
Steamer of 10th docs not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly foi
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists ami fortie
information, apply to or address the General Km
tern
1

Agents,

C. I- B.VBTLBTTΛ CO.,
IS Slate Street, Car. Brand Kit., Ββ·ιβ·
or to W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
febSdtf
SI Exchange St., Portland.

narpsivell Steamboat Co.
Change of Time.
after Sept. 17, 1883, the steamer Gordoa
ON will leave
Harpswell daily, Sunday's excepted
at 8
at
and

a. m., arriving
Portland at 10 a. m. Itetaraleave Custom House Wharf, Portland at 3 p. m.
arriving at Harpswell at 5 p. m.
For Freight or Passage apply on board to

ing

CAP1. SCOTT OLIVER.

seplS

30 vears duration in ever]

and Grocers.

STATION JN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.

FALL

corrective of water rendered impure bj

claimed for it.

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

DM

TRAINS FROM BRIDGTON.

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement b]

BETWEEN

De

if,

»>

And Maefaias Steamboat

President.
Oen. Pass. Agi.

J. A.

section of our country of Udolpho Wolfed

Bound Brook Route.

m»y

Λa

North Bridgton.

'STAGE CONNECTIONS

HEADING IR.

tue B»m«

the World.

connection at Bridgton ior
Harrison and Water ford.

Stage

m. train for Turner, Chase Mills, West
Sumner, Britton's Mills, Peru, DlxHeU*, Mexico
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
and Rumford Falls.

dtf

loeiwuiiip

office of tho Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulais, with Eienrsioc Routes, Tickets
State Room* and farther Information apply a
Company's Office, *o Eiebansre St.
Τ ο. »K SET TriwMent aDt Van·ίΛ«·*

Only Urst-class 2-feet gruage Railroad in

as

with p.

iji

■

October 1st, 1380.
Connects with Portland & Ogdensburg B. R. at Bridgton Junction.

other alcoholic preparation.

sure

on AND tVTEk noK.
ρ DAT, JIAlf I tlh funn
er.
.f
,hia Liu will
■
li Leave Knilronrt WUrt,
foot of State street, erery Monday, Wedneeday
and Friday at β p. m., lor Eaatport and 81
John, with eenneetfon» for Calai», RobMmton, Bt.
Andrews, Petnbroko, Hoolton, Woodrtoek, dranrf
Menan, Campebello, Dlgby, Annapolie. Yarmouth
Windsor, Halifax, wonoton, Neweuitle, Amhent
Piéton, Shedlae, Bathnrst, Palhenile, Char
lottetown Fort Fairfield, Grand Fall*, and othni
•tatlon» OS tnc New Ilrnuswiok and Canada, Intercolonial, Wlndfor, and Annapoll·, Weetern Connue., Rail Hood:, »«d Stage Boutée.
received np to é p. m. and any In6*"Fre>Kht
II

;,;-Λ

land.)

:

JT. HA1VIIJLTOIY. Superintendent.
€11 AS. II. FO YE, G. T. A.
dtf
oct2

Connections Tia Grand Trunk Rail :
leave Portland for Buckiield and
m.
a. m., 1.30
* -^-é^^SSCanton, 7.40
"Leave Janton for Portland 4.15 and
9.45 a. m.

Be

1BREE

Montreal, Burlington,

Aromatic

A DA IVI SO Ν S
BOTANIC COUCH
BALSASVS than of all othei
Cough Remedies United.

taken

«uiÛNGKineNTÎt.
TRIPS*PEK WEEK.

si-king

and local stations.

Fail Arrangement in Effect Oct. 15, >8:î.

AND

route

Rockland, Castine, Deer
Sedgwick, (Stage from Sedgwtek to Bine Hill onI»!·.
arrival of Steamer), Sooth Went and Bar
Harbors,
Mllbridge. Will leave same wharf every FRIDAY
Evening lor Machiaaport via all landings.
Connect

—TO—

clans for
reduced

PAYSON TUCKER, Gcn'l Manager.
F. Ε. BOOTHBY, Gen'l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
octl2dtf
Portland. Oct. 12.1883

has the endorsement of Jas. 0.
Blaine, Esq. Rev. C. F. Penny,
Col. Thomas Lombard, Rev. Ε. H.
W. Smith, (all ot Augusta.

any

Me.,
Calais, IHe., <*u
W. B„ Halifax, N. S., Ac.

Boston at 7.00 p. m., and Port-

Portland—Leave

Halifax, 8.10 a. m.,6.15 p. m.; St. John,
8.30 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; llonlton. 9.30 a. m.,
8.30 p. m.; St.
Stephen. 10.15 a. in.,
9.30 p. m.; Vauccboro, 1.35 a. m. 1.30
p. m,; fiSnck**oort, 5.40 a. m. 1.30 p> m.j
Bauijor, 7.15 a. m., 7.45 p. m.; Dexter, 7.00
a.m,5.10p. m. Bella*:, 6.30 a. m., 3.05p.m.;
Skowbeean, 8.20 a. m. 3.15 p. m.; Waterrille, 9.15 a. m. 1.65 ar.d 10.00 p.m.; and on
Mondays at 5.15 a. m. Augnata. 6.00 a.
m. 10.00 a.
10.55 p. ra.;
m., 2.45, and
Oardiner* 8.17 a. m., 10.18 a. m., 3.07,
and 11.14 p. m.; Bath, 6.55 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.;
4.00 p. m., and Saturdays only at 11.55 p. m.

From

New

on

Eastpurt,

Through Pullman Sleeping Cars
On Traîne leaving
land 2.00 a. ra.

follows

octl5

m«ke

can

ul'"^

R. R., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
point* on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
3.00 p.Hi. For Bartlett and Intermediate stations.

Limited Tickets firm and «econd
β>· John and Halifax on β ale at
rates.

they

which

Ou Traîne leaving Boston 9 a.m., 12.30 and 7.00 p.
m. and Portland 8.45 a. in., 1.00 and 6.00 p. m.

All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshmeats. First class Dining iCooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston

as

trips,

by the Company's Steamers at the extreme low
price of £5 per day, which includes all privilege·
and living on board the whole time, or passengers
desiring to change their rout* may transfer to any
other passenger steamer of tb line they may meet
on the voyage.
For passage apply to
PI1T1, FOU WOOD Ac CO., Agtnl·,
oet5d3m
22, 24 State Street, New York.

miuianuu

at 11.66
At 12.30 p. m. and arrive
and 1.00 t>. «η.
At 7.00 ρ
m.
in Portland 6.00 p. m
ΉΗ*,
and arrive in Portland at 11.00 p.m.

At

8.2Λ A. M.—For Fabvan's. Littleton, Lancaster,
and all points on B. C. M. R. R., St. Johnsbttnr,

PLACE.

dtf

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office»
passage tickets by the White Star,
FORCanard, Anchor,
State, American. Red Star,
North German
sale of

Lloyd, Hamburg, American, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all first elass
fast passage steamers, to and from all pointe In
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin and steerage outward and
prepaid tickets from Portland at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid tickets from inland places in Europe' to inland places in the United States. Sterling

and Scandinavian

exchange

at

lowest rates

Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing scheme·
Ac. and other information apply to J. L. FARMER
Ajjent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. Box 97D.

WHITE ST ai: linf
V. β. and Royal Mail Steamer»
to Liverpool Via Queenstown.
Kate· reduced for Fall aiul Winter. The·®steamer» tale the ex·
treme southerly route·,avoiding
all danger» from Iceberg·. Cabin (60, |80 and 100:
Keturn ticket· Ï120, J144 »nd 180; Excursion· 120
and £144 ; Steerage at lov rates,
lilt, sailing· Me
aa

follows :

Britannic
Celtio

Sept 22 I Republic...... .Sept. 27
Oct. β I Germanie
Oct. 13
For sailing lift·, cabin plans, passage rates and
drafts, apply to J. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange St.
del»

dl y

BOUND BROOK ROUTE

C. H.
GUPPY
& CO.

New fork and Philadelphia,

f One Way} $2.50

{Excursion,

4.0<1

JKNGLANDAGEIVCY,
Washington Street, Boston

NKW

911

J. E. WOOTTKN,
GeD. Manager.
H. P. BALDWIN.

C.G. HANCOCK,
Gen. Pass. & Tick. Agt.
Gen. Eastern Pass. Agt.

Lioe.
asdJorcester
EOCHESTER R.

Portland

PORTLAND &

R

Arrangement of

Trains.

iTBoixtay, June

ίS
Paweairtu· Traîne will leav
at T.SO η. nr.,
nu
''
1.05 p.m., arriving at \Voroest«
at3.1 Bp, m. and 7.30 p. m. Retnrning lean
Colon Depot, Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.16 ι
m., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 5.40 |

NERVED BRAIN.

—

m.

AWARRANTED CURE.

Vol Clinton,

Ajer

Jiau.,

Fltcbburj

Kaniina, Lowell, Windhiin, and li»
pica at t .SO ». αι. and 1 .OS p. m.
Per lautiiniltr, Concord and pointa North.
I.0.1 p. m,

Dr. 12. C. West's Kfrys λ wo Bràtn Treat·
MENT, aguarantecd spec ficlo» Ilystcia. Dizziness
Convulsions Fits, Kervous Jicura'gia, IXe-vîache.
Nervous Prostration crowd by the u*e cf a!vohoi
or tobacco,
'Y'akèiiiTft&s, Msnul D-prca ioT', Softof the Brain resuiur g in I nsiirniy &nd leading
ening
to misery, d-*cay and death, Premature Old Age,
Impotencv, Weakness in either sex, Involuntary
Losses and Spermatorrbceac used by ovt-r-exertien
of the braiM, self-abuse or over-indulgence. Each
box contains oné month's treatment. $1. a box, cr
6 boves for $5.t'0 ; sent by mail p.epaid on receipt o*
price. Weguarantte 6 boxes to cure any case.. " nh
each order received frr 6 boxes accompanied with $Γ>.
we will send the purchaser our written guarantee
to refund the mo** ~τ if the treatment does not efiect
a cur-. J. C. Wkrt & Co.,
Proprietors, issue guarantees through Η. Π. ΙΪΑΥ <fc CO., Druggists, ohly
agents, Portland,Me.,junction Middle and Free Sis-

Cor Rochriler, NprinjTale, Alfred, Wai
erboroaud Nace liircr.},:tO ». m., l.O
m., and (mixed) at 0.3O p. m. Returnln

S.

Roohootor at (mixed) 6.45 a. In.. 11.1
a.m., and 3.35 p.m.; arriving at Portias
(mixed) 9,40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 5.40 p. m.
rtr Cwham, Haccarappa. Cumbtrlau
we.tbrook
and
Mill»,
Woodford*
at,T.:JO a. st.,
I.OS, «.'JO and (mixei
•«.JO 9· ta.
The 1.03 p. in. tialn from Portland oonnects I
Aye- June. with Hoosae Tunnel Roait f<
t be West, and at Union Denet, Worceater, (i
Krvrïorhiia IVorvricb Line, and all rai
vll*prinBfleId, also with Ν. V. Λ !*. Ii. Β
β .("Steamer Maryland Ronte") for Pbilade
bin, Haltimore, Washington, and tt
ouih and with Ronton Λ- Albany R. R. f<
the WmI. Parlor Cars on train leaving |Portlau
at 1.05 p.m. and train leaving Woroester jat 8.0
lava

g

Did You Ever

a. m.

Glose connections made at Weaibrook Jnn<
lion with through trains of Me. Central R. R., ai
at GrandTrnuh
Transfer. Portland, with throni
trains of Grand Trnnk R. R.
Through tickets to all points Soath and West,
Depot offices and at Rollins A Adams' No. 22 É

see sucli

d&wtnov22

Biddeford,

St. John and Halifax. Also oonnect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk StaAlpn, and Maine
Central and Portland & OgdenburgYrains at Transfer Station.

AdaiïMi's Botanic
Cough Balsam

octl8

for Scarboro. Saco,

m.

Kennebunk, Wells. No. Berwick,
Conway
Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
at
6.10
and
Salem, Lynn,
Boston, arriving
p. m..
connecting with Sound and Rail Lines for all

traire.
Seats
Parlor Car» on all through
secured in advance at Depot Ticket Office.

Cor. Congress & Preble Sts.

products as shown b y
tlte
Missouri Pacific
Kailwa L'
from Arkansas and Texas at tli e
American Exposition, Boston.

Alia* Line of M»H Steamers.
For BAHAMAS, JAMAICA,HAYTI, PORTO RICO, COLOMBIA, ISTHMUS OF PANAMA and
NICARAGUA- Tourists are invited to avail of

Through Ticket* ta all Points South and

Noth—The 3.30 p. m. train from Portland will
stop at Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard or
Wells, and the 1.00 p. m. train will stop at these
stations only to take passengers for Boston.
*
Change at Dover and take next train following.
flgpTbe 1.00 p.m. train from Portland con-

out Trusses and Shoulβ

d2in

Hcsorte

«RAN» EXCCKMiONg.

iTrKXSATJONAL STEAMSHIP <«.

On and after Meiiday, Oct. IS, 1883,

g»T!?î!Kîf!?|t8S3,

I.1 parties interested in the wreck of the sehoon
"Sunbeam," now lying in S. E. Harbor, Glouces

octze

Boston & Maine

plnsinp·

der Braces. Do not
forget the Name and
Place.

Winter·

these

On and after

er

AT boarders and

oct20

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manazer.
STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.

oodtf

United States Engineer Office, 1
No. 86 State St. Boston, Mass., Nov. 1, 1883. J
"]\T OTICE is given to the owner or owners or othe:

rates

BOSTON

m.
arriving Forllandjl I.OO
Tlicsi· Trains will be continued
through the coining: season.
PATSON TUCKKR, General Manager.
LUCIUS TUTTLE. General l'aaeenger Agent.

7.00 p. m.,

Train· leave

Air! Ati

Public Notice.

portland~for

4 LL desiring to lid for friend» in the Old ConnΛ try will save money by buying their prepaid
steerage ticket· at the General Ocean Steamship
Office, No. 22 Exchange Street,(don't mistake; hf
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at pre
sent reduced rates by tbeCunard and other last fir*,
class mail steamers coming direct across tbe
ocean,
on the warm Gulf Stream
route, thus avoiding all
dangers from ice and icebergs. I can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Oueenstown, Londonderry and Belfast for $21.00; Dublin, $22.00; Toodon, Bristol, Cardirt and (ialway, $24.00; Uaui·
burg, Antwerp, Havre, Manbeim, Amsterdam, Ro
terdam, Paris, Bremen and liar mgen, $27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Christii isand, Berge»
Trondhjem, Goteborg. Maiino, $28 JO; children tm
derl2 half faro. Sterling ami Scandinavian exJ. L. FARMER, Agent,
change at low rates.
jan 24dti
22 Exchange St.

J.

Successors to tJuppy, Kinsman S

dtf

«1.60

and all points in the

We sell more

TO THE PUBLIC,

The 2.00 a. m. train has Special Portland and
Boston Sleeping Car which is ready for occupancy
in Portlaud Station Saturday at 9.00 p. m. Berths

Northwest, West and Southwest.

C7

REMEMSERJTHE

"ARCHIBALD'S EXTRA"

Nov

ÂFredlced

Cnuno'a, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, Ht. Louis, Ouiaha Hagiuaw, 8t. Paul, Halt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco

once,

snld

SIMILE Oi

Brave, Stratton, Phila-

Depot

—TO—

examine our
stock, and secure the
best at bottom prices.
Prices that will astonish you,
Do not
forget they must be

The above cut is an EXACT FAC

CORRESPONDENT.

Exchange Street, and
Foot of India Street.

74

ij.OO a. ui. and 9.00 p. in., urrivinj; in
Itosloa 6.JO a. in. and 3.,'iO p. qi.

:

THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
may bo had of M. L. William*. Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at ITnion
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBEK, Gen. Supt.
S .H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
octll
dtf

α η. «y & co.

Sch Silver Cloud, Coggins, Halifax—master.

TICKET OFFICES

PORTLAND for BOSTON

South

500 Dollars worth
of Trusses and Shoulder Braces of all descriptions, sizes &c.,
from the best Manufacturers in America,
to be sold at once at

Flour, the pioneer

treal.

LEAVE

m.,

SUNDAY TRAINS.
PORTLAND FOR BOSTON and WAY
STATIONS at 1.00 p, m. BOSTON FOB
PORTLAND at 6.00 p. m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macbias, Eastport, Calais.

Also an
Oval TJpright Truss
and Shoulder Brace
Case for Sale.

Hunt & Co.
Sch Daylight, Hodgdon, Baltimore—J Nickereon
& Son.
Sch Wm Τ Donnell, Bassett, Kennebec, to load for
Philadelphia—J Nickerson & Son.

FROM

eodly

■

ο
«
FLOUR.

Cleared·
Sch Clara Leavitt, Lombord, Matanzas—George S

Ar at Liverpool 3d inst, ship Leonora, Park, San
Francisco.
Ar at Cardiff Nov 3, barque John F Rotbman,
Nash, Bristol. E.
Paseed Scilly Nov 3t barque Saml H Nickerson,
Eaton, Iquique for Channel.

MTKMPLESTREKX.

Ν.

load for Buenos Avree.
Soh Helen McLeod, Coggswell, Calais for Boston.
Sch L Snow, Jr. Griffin, St George for Kockport.
Sch Hnme, Calderwood, Rockland for Salem.
Schs Gertie May, Jewett, Boston bay, with 260
bbla mackerel; DGeyer do30 do.

Howard, do; Oak Grove, Closson, do for Eastport;
Exchange, Pinkham, Gloucester for do.
Sailed, sobs Mary Jane, Granville, Dolphin, L L
Mille, Sebago, A W Ellif, Sarnl W Brown, Diudem,
Willis Putnam, Astoria, "and Flora King, (from the
east bound west.)
Nov 4—Ar, sohs Jas Pool, Nickerson, Gloucester;
Ambrose Knight, Farmer, do; Cynosure, Nicberson,
Well fleet; Cora Louise, Nickerson, Provincetown;
Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Portland; Tivano, Confins, Kockland for Boston; Geo W Collins,Joy, Sullivan for Providence; Annie Gus Newman, Dennysville for Providence; Reaper, Smith, JMonhegan for
Portland.

MÛLHALL·,

iff*"1·1 -*iinnMr

w's
£mm
t=
Ο

Some of these mixtures do much
Bear in mind that the only
medicine that can radically purify the
vitiated blood is

cure.

3.39

Janâ

3bE«
!§ss
S
g
gS^

Myriads of Cures

or Every Description, exLettering
ecuted in an Artistic

Μ, Ί.\

a.

not

Manner
and at short notice.

&3«S

Achieved by Ayer's Sarsaparilla, in
the past forty years, are attested, and there
is no blood disease, at all possible of cure,

Trust Nothing

and

^

can be relied upon,
in all cases, to eradicate the taint of hereditary disease and the special corruptions
of the blood. It is the only alterative
that is sufficiently powerful to thoroughly
cleanse the system of Scrofulous and
Mercurial impurities and the pollution
of Contagious Diseases. It also neutralizes the poisons left by Diphtheria
and Scarlet Fever, and enables rapid
recuperation from the enfeeblement and
debility caused by these diseases.

that will not yield to it. Whatever the
ailments of this class, and wherever found,
from the scurvy of the Arctic circle to the
"veldt-sores" of'South Africa, this remedy has afforded health to tue sunerers
by whom it was employed. Druggists
everywhere can cite numerous cases, within their personal knowledge, of remarkable cures wrought by it, where all other
People
treatment had been unavailing.
will do well to

■

~8Ϊβ· PAINTING

WW Ο.g
î>»

Is the only remedy that

6.

6—Ar, ecbs Teaser, Mclntire, Perth Aoibov;
Wm Duren, Gove, do; Sardinian, Holbrook, Eliza·
bethport.
WISCASSET, Nov 3—Ar, schs Douglass Haynes,
Dunton, Portland; Ira D Sturgis, Hodgdon, Boston.
Sid, schs Lawrence Hainee. Lewis, Bridgeport;
Suean Stetson, Frisbie, and Isabella, Lewis, Boston;
Superior, Adams, Portland.
Nov 14—Ar, sohs War Eagle, Frisbie, and Pearl,
Foster, Boston; Niger, Merry, do; Buena Vista,
Merriman, Portland.
BOOTHBAY, Nov 2—Ar, schs Molly Porter, Jor-

(land, Me
d&wtf43

Fine Portraits aJSpecialty.S

Sch Commander, Carver, New York—coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sch Ε G Willard, Doughty, New York—coal to W
H Spear.
Sen Wm H Fredson, Hallett, Boston, in tow. to

sch

Poi

Photographer,

H Rounds.

SACO, Nov 4—Ar,
delphia.

...

oct20

H

,,ϋ

Ayers Sarsaparilla

OF PORTLAND.

OUR

Attoroey,

CENTENNIAL BLOCK,
93 Exchange Sl.

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.

a:

3.15 and 5.50 p. m.
From Oorhau, 0.45,8.35 a. m. and 5.15 p. m.
From Chicngo, Montreal and Que bee,
12.35 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Care on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and Mon-

oetl5tf

ME.

kThahiios.

Pension

SUNDAY TRAINS
Eastern Railroad.

ARRIVAIS:
From Lewidton and Auburn, 8.35

STREET,

C. S. AUSTIN.
J. NAYLOK.
Churches, Halls and Private Dwellings Decorated
in a first-cl aas manner, and at short notice. Repairing old frescoing a specialty.
my30eoutf

m

«

FEKB

FOBTLAND,

z.

Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, wew York—mdee to
J Β Coyle, Jr.
Sch A J Fabens, Peck, Rondout—cement to L C
Cumminge & Co.
Sch Nettie CushiDg, Robinson, Rondont—cement
to C W Belknap & Son.
Schlzetta, Hincks, New York—coal to George Η
Rounds.
Sch Perseverance, Willard, New York—coal to G

FROM

11

Tbie

Is not always enjoyed by those who seem
to possess it. The tamt of corrupted
blood may be secretly undermining the
constitution. In time, the poison will certainly show its effects, and with all the more
virulence the longer it has been allowed
to permeate the system. Each pimple, sto.
boil, skin disorder and sense or luinatuml
lassitude, or languor, is one of Nature's
warnings of the consequences of neglect.

10.18

MONDAY, Nov

Exchange St, Portland, Me.

AUSTIN & lAYLOR,

Absolutely Pur©.

STEAHtSBS·

DEPABTVBÛ9:
For Auburn nntl I^ewistou, 7.20 a. m.( 1.16
and 5.15 p. m.
For Qorham, 7.40 a. m., 4.00 and 5.15 p. m.
For Cvorhnnij Montreal, Quebec nud Chicago, 1.30 p. m.

tickets soli*

Bp-All business relating to Patenta promptly and
faithfully executed.
Jul2dtf

17, barque Joshua Lorln.',

Arrived.

New York Htock and Money market.

fine at

I Moon

28%
69Va

Northern Pacific common
Omaha preferred
Louis Si Nash
Texas Pacific
Mo. K. & Texas

Jersey

4.43

Μ^ϊΙΓΝΈ

26
.......

Wabash preferred
Northern Pacflc prefe led

New

..

..

sere...,

NEW YORK STOCKS.

pref

No. 93

TIME.

—

Bailey, ManSnow, Perth

PREPARED BT

82%

161

Mexican Central 7s

Erie

..

OF

American A Foreign Fa terns,

Robust Health

STOCKS.

Marquette, Hugh ton & Ont.
New York & New Eng...

—

■

..

Peruvian

San
Sas

York. .Cienfuegos .Nov
Nov
York..Havre
York. .Liverpool.. ..Nov

6
7
7
fork,.Liverpool....Nov 8
Nov 8
York.. Vera Cruz
Nov 10
Quebec
Liverpool
New York..Havana
Nov 10
13
..Nov
New York..Liverpool..
New York..Laguayra
Nov 14
New York. .Barbadoes.. Nov 14
Nov 14
New York. .Havre..
New York. Liverpool.. .Nov 14
.New York..Hav&V Oruz.Nov 15
New York. .Havana......Nov 17
Quebec
Liverpool—Nov 17
New York. .Liverpool.. ..Nov 17
New York..Liverpool... .Nov 18
.Nov 20
New York. .St Kitts
New York. .Liverpool
Nov 20
Nov 21
Liverpool
Quebec
New York. .Hav&VCruz Nov 22
24
.Nov
Quebec.. ...Liverpool...

New
New
France
New
Celtic
New
City of A lexandria New

KB

FOR

d3m*

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

SPOKfiN

of Levi L.

HAîLBJVn OaVA OS' STEAlflëHIPe.

MAINE.

Herbert G. Brigp,

Nov 1, lat 38 56, lpu 66 25, ship Eclipse, Shillaber, from New York for San Francisco.

[Funeral

MINJAI

A.T.&S. F
Boston &, Maine.
Flint Λ Pere Marquette common
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred....
L. R. & Ft Smith.

Denver & R. G
Missouri Pef
Omaha common

M., \*ife

on Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
at No. 20 Spruce street.
Burial at convenience of
the family.
In Bridgton, Oct. 29, Mrs. Abagail, wifeof Wm.
Allen, aged 60 years.
In Hiram, Sept. 23, Aaarou Williams, aged 83
years 2 months.
In Kennebunkport
Lower Village, Nov. 4th,
Fred, only eon of Chas. W. Ci'ley, formerly of
Suncook, Ν. H., aged 16 years.

Cienfuegos

U

i>onims,best ltt% «16 Μι I Stiesla3
!>uoke

PORTLAND
octl7

Martinique previous to let inat, brig Wm
Mason, Hardy, Portland.
At Mayaguez Oct 17, sch Eilen Crusoe,Mountfort,
for Boston, ldg.
At at Bridgwater, NS, 1st inst, barque John J
Marsh, Norton, Portland.
Ar at St John, NB, 3d inst, eche Bertha Maud,
Barton, and Riverdale, Ferris, Bockport; Weetfield,
Perry, and Uranus, Cottle, Kockland; Mary B, Colwell, Camden.

DEATHS·

FROM

.14
Bast
.'§16%1 Corset Jeans.
Medium... 10% eâ1 3%1 Satteeus
7
Cambrics
@9
Light

356 Itrackcti St.,

At at

Kennebunkport.
In Paris, Oct. 13, Geo. W. Bidlon and Miss Gertie
E. Owen, both of Woodetock.

In this

the corner of Preble and Kennethe Portland and Rochau4dtf

«.sum, ID.

OHirtii, AI'ctlUCUlUUlH.

In Gray, Nov. 3, by Rev. E. Bean, Cbas F. Everett
of Poland and Miss Eliza E. Davis of Gray.
In Kennebuukport, Nov. 3, by Rev. S. F. Wetherbee, Alden Wildes and Mrs. Phebe B. Starks, all of

wtw

; Drills...

Savannah.
Sid fm Aspinwall Oct

HIABBIACE8.

Foreign Export·.

36
36
36
40

(By Telegraph.)

Liverpool, Nov. 5—12.80 P. M—Cotton market
easier; uplands at 6d; Orleans 6Ved; sales 12,000
bales; speculation and export 1,000 bales.

miscellaneous merchandise.

cars

I.

oV

CHANGE

RAILROADS·

Ou nuil aile·· MONDAV,OCT. 15th, 1SS3,
Traill** will rnu a· follows :

BUILDER,

connecting

Foreign import».
SYDNEY.CB. Steamship Nutford -1332 tons of
coal to G Τ Railroad.

Eleavy

Enropeau markets.

ItUKROWES,

directly opposite

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at London Oct 23, ship Jairus Β Lincoln, BartLoboe
via
Falmouth.
lett,
Sid fm Montevideo Sept 29, barque Bonny Doon,
Buenos
Cole,
Ayres.
In port Oct 5, barques $aml Ε Spring, Rose, une;
SkobelefT, Tucker, do.
Sid 23d, barque Bertha. Crickett, Havana.
Ar at Rio Janeiro Oct 8, barque Mendota, Nash,

o.—Cotton easy; Middling up-

lands ioy8c.

Graud Trunk Railway of Canada.

Amboy.
Sid 3d, ech Mary Augusta, Holt, Calais.

lands 10e.

Savannah,

TELEPHONE lift.

lias removed to
bec etreet,
ester Depot.

PLYMOUTH—Ar 2d, schs Flora A Sawyer, Freethy, Bangor.
Ar 3d, sch Τ Η Livingston, Stinson, New York.
SAU5M—Ar 3d, schs Leonessa, Gray, Port Johnson; Izetta, Hinks, Amboy for Portland; Elva Ε
Pettengill, Dodge, Port Johnson; Billow, Rhodes,
Rondout; EMzaB Ooffin, Farrar. Port Johnson.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 2d, sch Clinton, Rice, Boston

for Portland.
PORTSMOUTH— Ar 3d, sch Julia S
Ellen Morrison,
son, Philadelphia;

ΒΛΗ.ΚΘΛΟ».

W1ÎI.

Planter, Smith, Bangor.

uplands 10V4c.
Mobile, Nov. 5.—Cotton is easy; Middling up-

j

cars

soe, Leigbton, Millbridge; Presto, L-ibby, Machias;
Grace, Alley, Ellsworth; Belle, Hodgdon, Damariscotta; Sea Queen, Moon, and Eagle, Grant, Franklin; Alfred Chase, Robinson, Camden; Sandy Point,
Grant, and Omaha, Hanson, Orland; Minstrel, Colby, Wiscasset; Granville, Brown, Rockland.
Cld 3d, schs A W Parker, Dean, and Β G Beach,
Croseley, Kennebec.
Cld 5th. brig Addie Todd, Crowley, New York.
LYNN—Ar 3d, schs Gen Seott, Uicb, from Calais;

95Vac; No 2 Red Winter at 1 04Vo.
Wheat—Receipts 25,000 bu; shipments 8,000 bu.
New Orleans, Nov. 5—Cotton weak; Middling

...

41

land for Newark.
Sid 2d, sobs AltfTVela, Β J Fellows, A Richardson, Μ Β Maboney, Fannie Mitchell, Ida L Howard,
Marceline, Storm Petrell, Mattie J Ailes, Lunet,
Percy, and Mindoro.
BOSTON —Ar 4th, barque St Lucie, Exekina, Pisagua 135 days; brig L Staples, Stowers, Mayagnez;
schs Stephen G Hart, Rivers, Brunswick,
Ga; Lucinda G Potter, Potter, and Annie Τ Bailev, Bearse,
Philadelphia; Four Sisters, Bunker; J Β Knowles,
Lawson, and Μ Β Mahoney, Perkins, do; S Ρ Adams, Greenlaw, and Loduskia, Potter. Elizabethport; Centurion, Blodgett, Amboy; A II Hodgman,
Frye, and L D Wentworth, Kimball, Weehawken;
Gen Bauks, Norton do; Ν J Miller,Arey, Hoboken;
Henry S Bridge?, Landrick, and Dolly Varden,
Smith, Hoboken; Olive Branch, Farrell, Rondout;
Spartel, HaUowell, New York; Python. Grant, and
Forest City, do; Willis Putnam, Pottle, Calais; Cru-

BUSINESS «ARBS.

niHCELLANEVre.

No 2 White at

KuisiiiM.
Muscatel
1 90<ffi2 60
London Lay'r 2 10@2 65
Γ YFact'y..lO% tfl4
Ondura
Oraucee
Applet*.
Eatingψ bbl..M 00@4 50 Valencia
M
Evaporated $tlb 18@20 Florida..
Dried Apples
9 Vb @10} Messina
@
"
Sliced
5 60@6 00
10@10l<i Palermo
LeiHOiiH.
Muvai·.
Granulated p lb
4 50@6 00
8% Messina
Extra C
4 50@6
8^41 Palermo
ISaiiroad

Alaska, McMahon, Kennebec;
Harvest Home, Stratton, Lamoine; Addie Wessele,
Tborndike, Rockland; J L Newtoa, Grover, Boston;
Navarino, Fobs, do.
Ar 4tb, ship Jolin Ε Kolley, (new, 2,254 tone]
Gibbons, Bath, to load for Safe Francisco; eobe Allie
Oakes, Pillebury, and Win Penn, Dexter, Bath; Ada
S AlleD, Dudley, Eastport; Wm Doming, Dodge,
Frankfort; Mark Gray, Pendleton, Kennebec; Emerson Rokes, M are ton, Portland;
Maggie Bell, Torrey, and Mary, Magee, Rockland.
Cld 8d, ship Nancy Pendleten, Pendleton, Shanghae; brig Ο C Robinson, Sinnett. StJago; ech Geo
W Jewett, McKown, Palatka; Fair Wind, Maddox,
New Bedferd.
Sid 3d, ship Paramita, for Melbourne; barque
Grace Deering, for Valparaiso.
Passed the Gate 3d, schs Wesley Abbott, Rondout
for Boston; Η Ο Higginson, do for Boston; Maggie
Ellen, Amboy for Portland.
PERTH AMBOY-Sld 3d, scb Maggie Ellen, Lit·
tlejobn, Portland.
FALL RIYEJft—Ar 3d, sell G M Porter, Johnson,
Calais.
Sid 3d, sch Rival, Oxton, New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 2d, schs Ida L Howard,
from Newport for Bath;
Lunet, Richmond, Me, for
New York, (foretopma^t gone); Congress, Young,
Gardiner for do; Willie Martin, Portland for do; Δ.
L Palmer, Wiscasset for do; Matties J Allés, Port-

bush.

corn

(f

...12@14c

Τ

C

No 2 Red Fall at 1 008/s@l 00% for cash; 1 01 for
November; 1 02% for December; 1 05 for January;
1 07 February: No 3 at 95@96c,
Corn higher at

(ίίβο

€he««r.

ermont..,.10^@14

December and advanced yec for January. Oats
advanced %c for November and January and yec
December. Pork firm at 10 75 for November;10 80
December; 11 52ya for January; 11 66@11 67%
for February. Lard advanced 2% for November,
January and February, and 5c December.
Receipts—Flour 16,000 bbls wheat 61,000 bush,
corn 116.000 bush, oats 126,000 bu, rye 17,000 bu,
barley 63,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 17,000 bbls, wheat 11,000 bu,
corn 302,400 bush, oats 143,000 bu, rye 53,000 bm
barley 68.000 bush.

8eed*.
3 00/S
1 65(a

22a,23<; Timothy
Clover....

15(^16c

48c for December; 47%e for January.
Oats firm
at 288/ec cash and November; 28%c for December;
for
is
28%@28%c
January. Rye
steady at 66c.
Barley steady at 6OV2C. Pork higher at 10 62ya@
10 76 cash; 10 62%@10 65 November; 10 72%@
10 75 for December; 11 47ya@ll 50 for January;
II 60@11 62ys for February.
Lard stronger 7 35
cash; 7 32%@7 38 for November and December;
7 42 y*@7 45 for January; 7 52%@7 65 February.
Bulk Meats ste-idy; shoulders at 4 76; short ribs at
6 65; short clear 6 75.
At the closing call of the Board this afternoon
Wheat, advanced yec for November and declined %
for December and January. Corn declined %c for

8Vi@ 8%
SMi® HV*
9g 9V4

Tieroee..

12@14o|

Chicago, Nov. 5.—Flour steady. Wheat—regular
opened dull but closed higher; 95c for November;
96%@96%c December; 97%@97%c for January:
98% c February,No 2 Chicago Spring at 947/». c;No 3
at 82ya@83c; No 2 Red Winter at 1 00Va@l 02%.
Corn stronger at 48%@49c cash; 49c November;

WiDslow, Frankfort;

I

ohange Street.
· Doe» not
stop at Woodford'·.
J. W. PETERS, Sept.

]αθ

PHILADELPHIA

KNOW THYSELF..
A

GREAT

MEDICAL·

WOIIH

ON MANHOODExhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debill
ty, Premature Decline in Man, Errors of Youth
and the untold miseries resulting from indiscu
tions or excesses. A book for every man, youn(
It contains 125 prescrij
mid Ale-aged, and old.
tiooB for all acute and chronic diseases, eacn one c
■which is invaluable.
So found by the Authoi
whose experience for 23 years is such as. probabl
never before fell to the lot of any physician.
30
pages, bound in beautiful French muslin, embosse
full
to
be
a
tiner
covers,
work, i
gilt, guaranteed
every sense.—mechanical, literary and professlona
—than any other work sold in this country for $2.5<
or the money will be refunded in every instanc·
Price only §1.00 by mail, post-paid,
lllustrath
sample 6 cents. Send now. Gold medal awarde
the author by the National Medical Association, t
the officers of which ho relers.
This book should be road by the young for instm<
tion, ami by the afflicted for relief. It will benef
all .—London Lancet.
Address the Peabotly Medical Institute, or Dr. \\
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulfincu Street, Boston, Mass
who may be consulted On all diseases requiring ski
and experience.
Chronic and obstinaie diseiKi
A
that have baffled the skill of all Otb-ΪΓ
f ee
a
physicians specialty. Such treat--**successfully without an

Direct Steamship Line.
Prom BO t M

Every Wednesday and Sat·
arday,

Prom PHILADELPHIA

Every Tuesday and Friday.

d&wly

WIIBO&'S COMPOUHD OP

! PITRE

COD LIVEHj
OIL AND LIME.

Wilbor'N Cod (.iverOiland rime-Pemei

who have been taking Cod Liver Oil will be pleasi
to learn that Dr. Wilbor has succeeded, from dire
tions of several professional gentlemen, in combi
ing the pure Oil and Lime in such a manner that
is pleasant to the taste, and its effects In
Vung coi
plaints are truly wonderful.
Very
perso
whose cases were pronounced hopeless,many
and who hi
taken the clear Oil for a long time without mark-

effect, have been entirely cured by using this pi
paration. Be sure and get the genuine. Mantua
tured only by A. B. Wilbob,
Chemist, Boeto
Sold by all druggUta.
ootl6eodJfcwlin

Long Wharf, Boston,

8

From Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
1 nsarance one-half the rat· of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the Weet by the Penn. B. R.. and
8outh1>y connecting line·, forwarded free of comp.

ni.

mission.

Dollar·. RmwI Trip SIM
Meals and Room included.
Froightor Passage applv to
Κ. H.
Altai,
JO l ong Whirl. Motion.
deSltf

Pnma«r Ten
For

NAltlPMON,

IMPORTED

WINES k
oî

LIQU011S

all liiudN, iu the

ORIGINAL

instance^ J.J Yjjj JjJJjJ

may30

From

,γλ

PACKAGES,

FOB SALE BY

R. STANLEY & SON,

Importers,

4(1) NEW NO. CORE NTBKKT, PORTLAND, HAINE.
Also, General Managers for New England,
FOR THE CEI.ERRATED

Sam mit

Mineral Spring Water,

OFRO.VI llARRIMOlV, ITIAINE.
auil

FISTULA AND PILES
Cured withont tlie Use of the Knife.

WirTl.IAM HEAD<M. 1)., llarvird, 1842), and
ROBERT M*. HEAD (Μ.Γ»., HiU »Rriî, 187β). ο flic».
Evan· Il ou·**, I7S Tremonl «trcrl, («β«ιβ·,
live uneclal attention to the treatment of Fl ST ΓΙ.Λ,ΙΡΜ'Κ»

AND

11,1.

DIMCAMEM

OF

1<·· Κ RECTUM, without detention from busiAbundant reference· given.
Pamphlet sent

ness.
on

application.

Ottioe Hour·*—11

feblO

a.m.;to 4|p.m.(

c*<

rft Sui daxi).

dly

Ml'MIC AND DRAMA.

PRESS

THE

TUESDAÏ ΜΟΚΛΊΝβ, HOT. 6.

CITY ANDVIC WITyT
IVûW ADVERTUBillENTM TO BAY,
ENTERTAINMENTS.
Portland Theatre—Hen! z-Santley Company.
Y. M, C. A. Singing School.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Sheriff's Sale.
New Dress Goods Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Special Owen, Mooro & Co.'
Exhibit—Merchants' Electric Light Co.
Notice 1» Hereby Given.»
Freedom Notice—F. II. Dunn.
Caution—W m. H. Clark.
In Insolvency.
The Ladd Watch Cases.
Call at 199 Middle street and try the Health
Lift, and see the only Pure Fine Hygienic
Mattress. The heaitb-lift will do you good, and
you will buy no other mattress after you have
seen the one manufactured by J. H. Gaubert.
oct23
dtf
_

United States Circuit Court.
BEFOBE JUDGE WEBB.

Mohday.—On motion of Hon. J. H. Dromniond,
Fred V. Chase and John O. P. Wheelwright were
admitted to practice in the United States Circuit
Court.
Brief

«lolling».

Election returns will be

bulletined to-night

at the Pbess office as fast as received.

Prob-

ably the result in Massachusetts will be definitely ascertained before nine o'clock.
Fine day yesterday. Mercury 32° at sunrise,
63s at noon, 19s at sunset; wind west.
Mr. Frank Curtis is in town for a few days.
Col. B. L. Littler, formerly provest marshal
of Maine 1b at the Falmouth hotel.
Mr. Franklin Simmons, the well known
sculptor, is visiting Portland.
It was officer Hanson, not officer Harmon
who arreeted Mussey, the alleged burglar.
Jndge Gould and Marshal Andrews went to

yesterday, and Mayor Deering
Chairman Winalow go today.
Boston

and

Δ large number of our citizens left for Boston lait night, and more will today, to observe
the incidents of election day in that city.
Mr. W. G. Twombly has a woman's shoe,
brought to this city from the West by a Portland lady, which measures 15& inches long by 6

inches broad.
A man named

Joseph

Sinclair

arrested

was

yesterday for stealing a lantern, lot of rope and
other property from Mr. Jenks at Great Che-

beagoe

Island.
Edward Mathews, the Hoosick Falls correspondent of the Troy, (Ν. Y.) Northern
Budget, is spending a few days In the city at
the City Hotel.
Yesterday forenoon the tag C. A. Belknap
ran into the Eastern Bailroad bridge, and damaged it so that the trains were unable to cross

while repairs

lor several hours,

being

were

made,
The Tucker

printing hofpe

has printed the
Grattans some neat programmes and order of
dances, which are got np very handsomely in
a unique style. The covers are indented with
designs in bronze.
Munjoy Lodge, Knights of Pythias, of this
city, entertained Wecustogo Lodge of Yarmouth last evening. About fifty visitors were
present, coming and returning by special train
over the Grand Trunk.
Portland Teachcr·' Amociation.
The regular monthly meeting of the Portland Teachers' Association was held last

evening in Beception Hall. The President,
Mr. Tash, presented the following statistics:
Whole number admitted to the schools:
325
High School
Grammar schools
1,264
Primary schools
3,847
Total

6,436

AVEBAGE NOMBEB ΒΕΙΛΚβΓΝΟ.

High School
Grammar schools
Primary echoole.

1,214

Total

6,014

321
3,479

AVERAGE NUMBEB ATTENDING.

High school.
Grammar schools
Primary schools

310 with 96.5 per cent
1,176 with 97.7 per cent
3,345 with 96.2 per cent

Total
4,831 with 86.3 per cent
The following letter, received by the Superintendent of Schools, was read to the associa-

tion:
Kahsas Cur, Mo., Oct. 15,1883.
Dear

Sir,—Will you, at your earliest conanswer the following questions, and
the same to my address? By bo doing
yon will confer a great favor npon the undersigned.
Very
truly yours,
τ tf
η
venience,
retnrn

—

τ»

~

«

1. What percent of the teachers under your control do you regard as "well read?"
2. What per cent pursue, each year, a systematic
course

of

reading?

3. What por cent do you regard as being well
qualified to direct the miscellaneous reading of
school children?
4. What per cent are close students of educatlonalpsychology and educational methods?
5. What per cent are original investigators in the
work of education?
An invitation was then received by the

teachers to attend the Stoddard illustrated lecture, and the association adjourned {or that
purpose.

Hociety of

History.
The regular business meeting was held last

evening.

A

Natural

large number

of donations

were

lew of which we notice.
From Dr. Shackford; a piece of maple bored
by larva of insects.
H. H. Neyes, Dendretic rock.
Charles T. Peters, alcoholic specimens; four

announced,

a

bottles.
Capt. B. F. Woodbury, specimens from artesian well, Cuba.
Thomas Foden, tooth of cetacean.
John N. Reynolds, of Turks Island, crabs
and sponges.
J. Marston & Sons, rare crab and salve bug.
Thomas O. Winslow, 50 ores, minerals and

polished agates.
Mrs. Dr. Daveie, woods,

eggs, nuts, pottery,
etc.
J. H. Hedge, of Wauhon, Iowa; Bird skins.
Capt. Charles A. Plummer, sand stone, Valencia.
A. A. Kendall, large collections of birds'
eggs.
Admiral Preble, 18 packages of paper cut-

tings.
Mrs. J. K. King, Flourite, Chatham, Ν. H.
Dr. 11. H. Simmons, U. S. N., skins of the
spoonbill, Florida.
Samuel Chadwick, a living bittern.
Also a large number of government publications.
The next meeting will be held Nov. 19 when
Rev. Mr. Soutbworth will give an account of
the search at Ragged Island for bones supposed
to be hidden there.
The Consolidated

Electric

.Light

Com-

The Consolidated Electric Light Company
bare been notified that the two 25 light dynamos, recently ordered by them are on the way,
also fifty new lamps. This increases the capacity ο 1 the Portland station fifty per cent,
and enables the company to fill orders already
in hand, amounting to twenty-five lights in

addition to those

in nse.
This increase of the plant
now

will also result
to the lights already in use, inasmuch as the station is now running to its fullest possible capacity, and in fact a few more
lights have been run than Is ordinarily used in
connection with a station the size of Portland's.

beneficially

Tbe company immediately ordered two more
machines believing their Portland business will
reauire this additional
order can be filled.

plant by the

time

their

Fire on Cumberland Mtreei.
The alarm from box 13 yesterday afternoon
was caused by a fire in a two-story wooden

building,
on

need fer a store and tenement house,
Cumberland
street, above Washington

street.

The

building

is owned by John McMenamin, and occupied by himself and throe
other families—John McBride, William Lack-

l.y and Michael Conley.

The cause of tbe
Are was a defective chimney. The roof was
badly burned and several holes made in the
plastering of the attic. The second story suffered somewhat from water, but the lower

story was not so much damaged. Tbe goods
in the store were hurt very little. Nearly all
the furniture was removed from the tenements.
The loss on the building will amount to S150
or 8200, covered by insurance.
Iriah Anirricnn Belief Association.

This society is in a flourishing condition,
socially and financially. The following officers
were elected last night for the ensuing year:
President—Peter O'Connor.
Vice President—James O'Brien.
Recording Secretary—Patrick Halpin.

Corresponding Secretary—Chas. McCarthy.
Bookkeeper—Michael McCann.

Assistant Bookkeeper—James White.
Trustees—Daniel Gallagher, chairman; EdLogue, Philip B. Hughes, Thomas McGuinness, James Melaugb, William Jefferds.
ward

Rev. Mr Aunenr.

The above gentleman delivered

veçy instructive and interesting lecture on "Reminiscences of Mission Life in Africa," in tbe Congress Street M. E. Church, on Sabbath evening, and is to lecture in the same place
this evening
at 7.30 on "Talk and Talk-

•n."

All should hear the lectnre.

a

The Stoddard I.cctnre.
The usual large and fashionable audience
MCSORLEY'S INFLATION.
I were present at
Hall on the occasion of
McSoriey's Inflation drew a good sized aud- ! Mr. Stoddard's City
lecture last evening on the
ience at Portland Theatre last evenin?.
The
! Prussian capital.
The lecturer gave u deplay is full of (an, and contains all the comof humorous incideut and
lightful
mingling
the
Chinaman. The
edy elements, even to
historical reminiscence as in fane; his auditors
principal characters are Alderman McSorley etrolled with
him through the grand avenue of
and his wife Bridget, these parts being as
Berlin, Cuter der Linden, or from her statue
sumed by Messrs. Jamea Kearney and J. H.
crowned bridges gazed down upon the placid
Ryan. All tho members of the company are and miasmatic waters of the
Spree, or the still
good, and are fair singers. Interspersed more odorous waters of
its tributary canals.
throughout the play are the songs: "The
Berlin is pre-eminently the city of military
Market on Saturday Night," "I Never Drink
statues, the first to engage our attention being
Behind the Bar," '.The Old Feather Bed,"
that of the equostrian statue of Frederick the
"The Muddy Day," "The Golden Choir,"
Great. At every turn one comes upon this
"Tho Baceli of
"The Salvation

Berries,"
The
Army," and "The Charleston Blues."
two latter we re especially "well rendered, and
received Eoveral oncores.' The play drags a

little in carta, but there is considerable in it to
laugh at. The music by the orchestra, under
the direction of Mr. Geo. F. Eraham, was very
fine, and the xylophone solojby Master Fddie
King was one of the features of the evening.
Tho play will be repeated this evening.
FRANK IIAYO.

Tc-night the eminent actor,

Frank Mayo,

will appear at City Hall for the benefit of the
Brown's Light Artillery, in his famous creation of "Davy Crockett." The drama itself is
rich ia beauty, sentiment and noble inspirations. Its central figure is that of tho honest,
courageous and chivalric Crockett, and its outlines in substance have in them everything to

admire; nothing

to condemn. Mr. Mayo has
allied himself to the part with that consummate
art which baffles the endeavor of the critic to
discover a flaw, and his admirers continually
find new beauties in the character which he so
admirably assumes. His support is said to be
in every respect commendable. The members
of the company will officiate as ushers.
LYCEUM THEATRE.

There was a good bill presented at the Lycelast night. John F. Fenton and Johnnie
Mack remain from last week, and the new
comers are Miss Kittie Sharp in her specialty,
entitled "The Active Girl ;" and Misa Annie
Hindie, the male impersonator in her brilliant
changes. Mr. Tony Williams also appeared as
end man in the first part and as Pat O'Brion in
the lauehable after niece. "Onr New Handi*
dite,"|aud Johnnie Mack pleased the audience
as "Jake" in the negro aot "Bless the Baby."
Mr. Ulric J. Kionx is now leader oi the orohes»
tra.
um

The concert and reading to be given at Pine
Street Church, Thursday evening, should be
well patronized. Miss Caroline Itoach will be
the elocntionist, and the Boston Advertiser
says of hei : "The lecture was prefaced by a
character reading by Miss Caroline Roach of
Maiden, entitled 'How Samantha Allen went
to the Election.' The personation was well
taken, there was no attempt at caricature or
burlesque, but the whole conception and readering was in fine taste."
IMPERIAL DRESDEN BAND.

The Imperial Dresden Band, will form the
attraction of the Stockbridge coarse, to-morrow evening at City Hall. Their playing is
highly commended by the Boston papers where
they have been giving concerts in the foreign
exposition building. A few seats remain at

Stockbridge's.

OPERA IN NEW YORK.

The Boston Journal correspondent thus sums
np the first week of the opera in New York:
On Monday night, when the curtain at last fell
upon that unfortunate performance of "Faust,"
of which so much had been expected, Mme.
NilssoD, 1 am told upon excellent authority,
cried bitterly and said that she had experienced the bitterest disappointment of her artistic
life. She had failed to establish any kind of

influence upon the audience, and she felt that
the failure of the performance was due to her
shortcomings. There had been gleams of
brightness about the performance, as when, for
instance, she sang the "Jewel song," but upon
the whole the enthusiasm which followed that
test piece was more a tribute to the popular
woman than,to the singer. The performance
after the first two acts was a failure, comparatively, and acknowledged as such. Down at
the Academy the honse was crowded, to be
sure, but a glance at the audience was enough
to convince an expert that free tickets had
been scattered where they would do moet good.
I doubt if .the first night at the old house, not-

withstanding Gerster's popularity, was a
factory one from the box-office point of

satisview.
Thus at one house there was an audience which
paid its money more to be present at the opening of the house than because of the music,
and at the other an audience largely of invited
gu ests.

Wednesday Mme. Marcella Sembricb,
of Mr. Abbey's new stars, appeared as
Lucia, and carried the house by storm. Not
withiu the last geuer&tiou ban such bravura
singing as that of Bembrich in the mad scene
of "Lucia" been heard in this country. She
has all the range and facility of Gerster's
voice, with more power, better quality and
dramatic instinct.
She achieved a veritable
triumph, but, as she naively remarked to a reporter, she had never sung to so empty a bouse
On

one

hfifnrft

Thft
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dwindled on Wednesday to half a bouse or
less. No one wanted to eit in the gallery or
balcony, because it was impossible to bear, and
the parquette seats at six dollars were but
scantily filled. At the Academy, Mr. Mapleson's policy of going into the highways and byways for au audience rather than have empty
rows of seats to dishearten the singers, was
faithfully carried out, and the sign "standing
room only," displayed at nine o'clock, notwithstanding which it is doubtful if the performance paid expenses.
Mme. Gerster sang in
"Rigoletto," aud the evening was a pleasant
one in spite of the break down of an unfortunate tenor.
On Friday night, at the Metropolitan, Mr.
Abbey's company gave what ia generally admitted to be the best performance of "II Trovatore" heard here since the days when Lagrange, Badiali, Brlgnoli and Amoaio sang together, that is to say, nearly thirty years ago.
The cast comprised Mme. Yalleria, who comes
back with a more powerful voice, and more of
the Patti timbre than ever; Mme. Trebelli,
who, as Azucene, achieved a tremendous success: Stagno, a new tenor, who carried the
house by storm with the 'beauty and power of
his high notes in the "ΟΙ quelle fira," and
Kaehmann, a German baritone of great excellence, who had already distinguished himself
in "Lucia." I have seldom seen such enthusiasm as the exploeion which followed "Di quelia
fira." The audience roared for minutes at a
time. All this must have been pleasant for
Mr. Abbey, but his treasurer's sheet was not
encouraging; the house was not more than
half full. At the Academy Bellini's venerable
"Norma" was brought forth for the inspection
of the younger generation, and, as interpreted
by Mme. Pappenheim and a new tenor named
Folletti, the younger generation win have
none of it. The performance was a failure,
although the good qualities of Signor Folletti,
who really has a fine voice, were recognized.
Again the house was filled to the doors by
Mr. Mapleson's invited guests
On Saturday
afternoon Mme. Nilsson sang in "Faust" to a
fair sized audience at the new house, and
Mme. Gerster, as Amina, trilled to a great
crowd who may or may not have paid for their
seats.
Such is the record of the first week of New
York's attempt to support two Italian opera
companies, or rather of the attempts of rival
managers to induce New York to do so.
XToitViA..
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Staple-

Abbey gave

the best performances, Mr.
son bad the largest audiences.
As some one
says in the play, worse remains behind.
It
the first week went badly, what is to happen
this week, and after that? Mapleson does not
expect Patti to sing until the middle of November, and in the meantime he announces,
among other works,
"Faust,'* with Signor
Perugini in the title rolel Signor Perugini
is a young American» who was barely able to
sing acceptably in the lightest of English comic
Mr. Abbey announces "I Puritani" for
opera.
tonight, with a strong cast, including Stagns
and Mme. Sembriph, and on Wednesday he
will hring out "Mignuu," in which Nilsson has
no rival.
The pieas has spoken in the most
enthusiastic manner of Mr. Abbey's performif
the
ances;
public-does not crowd the new
house this week it may be considered as settled
that no singers, no matter what they are, can
make the speculation pay.
The present prospect looks like disaster for both houses. If
matters do not mend before the end of another
week it inay be that some sort of coalition can
be made oy which Mapleson would cede to Abbey Maies. Patti and Gerster and Galassi, the
three really valuable members of his present
company, and give the academy back to its
stockholders with his compliments.
Upon the
other hand, while Abbey has the better company, bis salary list is proportionately great,
and in a long contest of endurance he might
be forced to capitulate because of the excellence and consequently enormous salaries paid
to his singers.
As to the new house itself, it may now safely
be said, after four public performances, that
the Bingerp can be satisfactorily heard from any
part of the parquette and from the best of the
boxes, but that the balcony and gallery seats
never be filled unless
are worthless and will
changes are made to improve the acoustics of
the house.
Α. Ο. V. «.
Deering Lodge, No. 17, Ancient Order of
United WorkmeD, was instituted last night at
Woodfords, with twenty-two charter members,

by Deputy Grand Master W. H. Vose. Following is the list of officers elected:
Past Master—W. H. Nevens.
Master—Wm. H. Scott.
Foreman—Frederick Whyley.
Overseer—Chas. I. Rigge.
Recorder—Chas. S. Foes.
Financier—Daniel S. Warren.
Receiver—H. Frank Farnham.
Guide—Heury H. Tokey.
I· W.—Frederick A. Pollock.
O. W—Edward I. Ohenerv.
Trustees—Wm. H. Scott, H. H. Nevens,
Luther Bradford.
Medical Examiner—Dr. C. W. Foster.
The lodge starts oft favorably, and bide fair
to be a

leading institution

in our

community·

parks.

The foremost impressiou
is this
upon the visitors
perpetuation in
chiseled stone of the martial spirit of the empire. A particularly fine ((roup typifies the
time when Germane beaten and dismembered,
learned of the god of war, new lessons of
patience and valor. One of these imposing
numerous

groups beiug opposite the imperial palace,
presents a droli phase of life among this people.
As the lecturer recalled It oa one occasion it
was alive with persons desiroo? of an audience
with the Emperor, and who moved from this
point of vantage their pe titions until the attention of officials within the palace was obtained and they were admitted to the presence
of his majesty.
A feature of much interest was the glimpse
the domestic life of the Kaiser Bismarck and Yon Moltke, together with portraits of these remarkable men, the fruit of
whose combined labors is a mighty military
nation, and a united Germany.
Berlin can show but few elegant reminders
of the past in architecture, but great interest
attaches to the old royal palace, hoary with the
associations of two centuries of eventful German history.
Among the places visited were
the mausoleums of Frederick the Groat, and
of William the Third, and his lovely spouse.
An impressive scene is that representing the
Tisit ui

tug

j^apoieon Bonaparte,
to the tomb o( Frederick, when he remarked
to the accompanying officer?, "Gentlemen,
that

uuuqueror,

might; military genius living, I

should not be here."
The lecture ended with views and a description of the modern Panthenon, which, from its
terraced elevation, overlooks the Black Forest.
Here are the busts of men and women whom
Germany delights to honor, in every walk of
life, the military, the artistic, poet and philos-

opher.
Parmi Literary Society.
Last evening the Payson Literary Society
held its annual meeting and dinner at the
Preble House. The dinner was prepared by the

proprietor, Mr.

M. S. Gibson in his usual

good

style. Mr. John Coleman officiated, with bis
aids most admirably. The table was decorated
with elegant bouquets and delicious
fruit.
There were thirty plates set for the members
present.
After doing justice to the bill of fare, they
proceeded to the literary exercises, Mr. James
E. Marrett acting as toast master. Mr. Marrett gave an interesting account of the organization of the society and of the defenders of
its constitution.
%
Mr. J. M. Stevenson, their first president,
spoke of its early life, and Mr. Chas. It. Lewis
of its later prosperity. Other toasts were given
and responded to as follows:
Politics

Chas. F. Holden

Our Nation (with poem)
The Ladies
Our Merchants and Professors

D.

]
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SHOWING THE ANNUAL INCOME,
COST AND PROFIT OF THE 1000-L1GHT
STATION OF THE MERCHANTS' ELECTRIC

LIGHT

hearty approval of and gratitude for the late
announcement of President Jackson, of the M. C.
R. B.f that no more Sunday excursion trains will be
allowed on that ioad while under the present management, and that we earnestly pray anl reoommeno that the executive officers of all other
corporations furnishing facilities for public travel, follow
his noble and Christian endeavor to preserve to our
commenities tli3 sanctity of tbe Christian Sabbath.
Whereas, we believe tnat Sabbath desecration is a
growing evil among ourselves as practiced by many
Christian families, especially in
to attend
campmoetinw; and to return to }places of business,
and to schools of
That we hereby express our most earnest
of such practice as tending to loose
in tbe minds of the
young the sacredness of the

$ I NO ,ΟΟΟ

30,OOO

learning,

Dedaot ten per cent, of gross receipts ($180,000) for lights not bnrning
tinuously
Less eaviDg in Carbons on such Lights, ten per cent, of $80,000

Com.

FINANCIAL N0TI6E !

ON
As

General Offices

figured.

Consolidated Electric Light Co. οΓ Maine,

3,OOO

Tea Per Cell.

$600,000.

This company baa now an ttrabliahrd buainexa, and adopts a
policy of prompt and vigorous enIn order to carry on the propoeed
enlargement to the fullest extent, a second block of the
is
Treasury Stock offered at 81Ï.50 PER SHARE,

IN

AMOUNTS

TO SUIT PURCHASERS.

Certificates delivered immediately upon payment.
Upon subscriptions for blocks of five hundred or

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the
sale of tbe Treasary Stock of this Company, now being offered to the public at
par value of $10.00 per share, will be

more

shares,payment will be accepted

after which date it WILL BE ADVANCED
TO A PRICE COMMENSURATE WITH
THE GENERAL INCREASE AND IM-

Company's

Those who have written for or engaged
stock veibdlly, at the Company's office or
from any of the Directors, will take notice and govern themselves accordingly.

CLARENCE BALE, Scc'y & Att'y.
nov3
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NEW DRESS GOODS.

ΐΟΜΟΝ SENSE COMPRESSED.
IT IS DIFFICULT TO GIVE IN A DOZEN
LINES THE REASONS WHY TABBAPfTe
SEI/r/EIt ΛΡΕΗΙΕΚΤ SHOULD BE PREFERRED AS A CORRECTIVE AND ALTERATIVE TO EVERY OTHER MEDICINE IN USE.
FIRSTLY. IT ALLAYS FEVER: SECONDLY. IT
CLEANSES THE BOWELS WITHOUT VIOLENCE
OR PAIN; THIRDLY, 1TTONFS THE STOMACH:
FOURTHLY, IT REGULATES THE FLOW OF
BILE; FIFTHLY, IT PROMOTES HEALTHY PER
SPIRATION; SIXTHLY, IT RELIEVES THE SYSTEM FROM UNWHOLESOME HUMORS;
SEVENTHLY

IT

TRANQU1LIZES

NERVES;

THE

EIGHTHLY IT ACTS UPON THE BLOOD AS i.
DEPUR-ENT; AND LASTLY, IT FORMS ONE
OF
THE
MSST
DELICIOUS
COOLING
DRAUGHTS THAT EVER PASSED DOWN THE
THROAT OF AN INVALID.
SOLD BY ALL
DRUGGISTS.
nov3STu&Th2w

Page Perkins
C. F. Morse

—

ALSO

—

BL4NKETS!
AT

—

PORTLAND

MAS

members

Mtroudwater Yarn.
In a Stroudwater store the other day an old
gentleman was telling about the business done
in one of the back towns in York county in the
old horseback days. Said he:' "Out back of
the store there was a pile of stones they had
thrown from their saddle-bags, where they had
need 'em to balance the butter they brought to
sell. Every spring those stones had to be
hauled away, and there were eight cartloads of
A

'em!"
Real Vetate Traunferw.
The following transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the Registry ef

Deeds:
Portland—Diamond Island Association to
Frank L. Shaw,land on Diamond Island. $105.
Edward B. and Charles Cook to Portland
Savings Bank, land and buildings on Neal
street. SI.
Raymond—Arthur H. Churchill to Walter

Churchill,

land and

buildings.

$1000.

Several persons were admitted to memberin the Congregational church last Sun-

ship
day.

Bev. C. Λ. Hayden preached a very able and
interesting discourse at the Cniversalist
church last Sunday.'
The highway from Saccarappa to Cumberland Mills is receiving the long needed covering of crushed stone.
Professor George Quimby, the organist at the

ARB

Arizona Cattle Go.

church is one of the finest in town, and

is rapidly approaching completion.
An effort is being made to revive the Westbrook Social Library in connection wilh the
new movement to

Saccarappa.

establish

This

library

a

public library in

is

thought

to be the

oldest in Maine.

The first subscription for
shares bears date of Nov. 1,1802, and is beaded
by Timothy Pike, Esq., grandfather of the
Hon. F. Â. and the late J. S. Pike of Calais.

IN

The fall term of the Limington Academy
last week, according to the following

programme:
Burial of the Minnesink
Samuel G. Sawyer.
Press On
Edward T. S. Lord
Edward T. Emmons.
Angels of Buena Vista
A Legend of Bregenz
NellieS. Purinton.
The Stranger—An Eastern Legend. .Mary E. Chase.
Warren's Address
Eugene Allen.
Spartactis
Pitt E. Eatery.
The Death Bridge of the Tay.... Mary G. Braekett.
Touchstone
Harry C. Moulton.
Be Sure You are Eight, then Go
Ahead,
Fred, P. Strout.
The Picket Guard
George E. Davis.
Liberty
Ivory E. Smith.
Out of the Fire
Cora L. Braekett.
The Burial of Moses
Albert A. Strout.
The Blacksmith's Story
Herbert H. Purinton.
The Hermit's Crown
Emma F. Haskell.
The American Forest Girl
Nellie M. Lucas.
The Baron's Last Banquet
Howard L. Harmon.
The Indian
J. H. Hill.
Gunlberto's Victory
Fannie A. Meserve.
Our National Banner
Ira C. Strout.

Kegulus
'... Ira F. Libby.
Lady Wentworth
Florence W. Sawyer.
Note the Bright Hours Only ...Lizzie B. Bradbury.
Jane Conquest
Inez C. Lord.
Crime Its Own Detecter
The prize for composition

F. A. Braekett.
Tbnrsday afternoon was awarded to Miss Fannie Meserve of
North Limington, and honorable mention is
also made of both Mary E. Chase and Inez C.
Lord.
The prize for declamation was given to
George E. Davie of Standish, and
all

although

good

and rendered with more than average ability, mention must be made of Ira F.
Libby of Buxton, F. A. Braekett and Herbert
were

H. Purinton.
supper

The net proceeds of the library
than $13,00.
The school
doing more successful work than at

were

was never

Qnitc

more

present, continuing under the same management mostly for one-third of a centsry.
The

following aro chceen by the trustees as examIng committee for the ensuing year: S. M,
Bradbury, M. D., Leonard J. Strout, Esq.,
John F. Moulton, Μ. ΐ>., Lewis Clark,
Esq.,
and James F. Pilsbury.

town. Apply lat No. 3 Cenaddress W. VV. M., BOX 1998.
dl w*

Girl Wanted.
T^OR geMNH housework, References required.
Γ Apply at No. 8 FAKRINGTON PLACE.
dtf

to call and examine the Franco American Form, a perfect instrument and
system
for Dress cutting and fitting. Paten ted
July 1883.
Gives perfect fit.
French Dart and Adjustable
Sleeve learned
easily. Dress cutting and tilting
a specialty.
MDLLE. Ε. E. WOOD, No. 2 Tolman
Place, Portland, Maine.
oct4dtf

LADIES

Wanted.
S^tiLNVÀSSEBS to aell Eagle Wringers on In* tallVv menu. Good salary or coinmlslon paid. Aim
Agents to sell Wildes, Patent Button. Apply
Β. B. MAKT1S, Manager,
35 Temple Street.
ang30dtf

To Let.

large sunny front rooms.
TWO
418 CUMBERLAND ST.
no2

TO LET.
Pleas&st room with board for sln<le
gentleman. Address or bddIt P. 0. Box.
dtf

sunny rooms, with
86 STATE, COB. OKAY St.
LARGE
oct27

26 in. Black Velvets

oc2B

itt

will sell them at

prices,

cost to us.

or

Parties intending to buy wedding
presents will do well to call at the
"Art Room" TO-DAY.

Elegant and very cheap

CHAMBERUN & HOISTED.

we

the wholesale

FOR A SHORT TîflB.

These Velvets are

New York

to

'

Owen, Moore

<fc Co.

ηοτ6

...

OUR VARIETY
—OF—

The LADD

LADIES' WALKIfO
Improved Patent Stiffened Gold
BOOTS.
top.
Straight Goat Button, Dongoia top, tip

toe.
Pebble Goat Button, common sense last.
Pebble Goat Bntton, ι/iand made (Burt's)
French Calf Button, cork sole.
GENUINE HONGOLA Button.
Curaioa Kid Button, patent leather top.
Curacoa Kid Button, common sense.
Curacoa Kid ulfon, cloth top.
Straight Goat Front Lace, mat kid top.
Curacoa Kid Front Lace, mat kid top.
Curacoa Kid Front Lace; cloth top.
A FULL· LINE OF

DRESS

BOOTS

in French and Mat Kid, and Patent
Leather ; also all the Latent Styles
in Evening Slippers.

M. G. PALMER,
No. 230 MIDDLE ST.
octl3

eod4w

WATCH CASES.

PIANO COVERS,

at

astonlsliinclr

low

the

prices

at

PIANO and ORGAN
Warcrooms of

Samuel Thurston
S Free St. Block, PORTLAND.

(Ho. 8.

WILL· YOU CALL

front—the standard—and above all competition.
The Ladd is the only case that has, or
has ever had, any patent upon it. It is the
only stiffened or filled case made that has
nickel composition for a base, or stiffening,
and to distinguish it from ail others (in
which the common soft red plating metal is
used) it was designated "stiffened."
The pateats granted to the Ladd are
for most valuable improvements, whereby a stout, heavy centre rim gives perfect
protection to the movement, and thick
plates of gold are added to those parts most
subject to wear. All exposed surfaces are
covered with, or are entirely of solid gold,
making it by far the most durable, the best
wearing, the most satisfactory to the wearer, and the cheapest case for the price in

THE MAR-

KET.

Ask your jeweler for the Ladd Case. If
he has not got it, go to one who has and
compare it with any similar case—in fact,
we challenge comparison for mechanical
construction, workmanship, artistic design,
engraving, turning, style, finish, aud appearance, with the finest heavy, high karat, solid

gold cases.
Boy the Ladd, and you will buy the best
and cheapest in the end.
All genuine Cases of our manufacture
have Ladd's patents, with dates, stamped on
the side-band, underneath the glass bezel.
Refuse all others. Send for full descriptive
circular to the

GROCERY MOLASSES

ηονβ

LADD WATCH CASE CO.,
11 Maiden Lane, New York.
I»

Ex

Molasses,
Sophia, from Barbaioes, is offered for sale by the
cargo or in lots. Apply to

J. β. Brown & Sons.
oct2U

dU

FLOWER POT
at low

BRACKETS

prices.

of Administrator of

the estate of
CHAULES Β. STAPLES, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given bonds as the law direets.
All persons having
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same and all persons indebted
to said estate are called upon to make payment to
GEORGE S. STAPLES, Adm'r
no6dlaw3wT*
Portland, Nov. 3, 1883.

FREEDOM NOTICE.
«
Ν"™»,;
DTI NTΝ their
and shall
time,

Kendall & Whitnev.

octal

diw

jadgment rendered by the Superior Court

for laid county, at the term thereof
and held
on the first Tuesday of
Oetober, A. D. 1883, to
wit: on the lGth day of October, A. D. 1883, in faTor of William W.
Ormsby, of Scarborough, in said
Connty, against Theophllus Stover of
In said County, for (148.64, debt or
damage and
|19.37 costs of suit, and will fee sold at publio auction to the highest bidder, at the Sheriff's
Office, in
Portland, in said County, on the eighth day of December, A. D. 1883, at three o'clock in the afternoon, the following described real estate situated in
Scarborough, in said County, aad all the right, title,
and interest which the said
TheophllusStover has or
had on the 23rd day of Mareh, A. D.
1883, at Kh.
30m. p. m., the time when the same was attached
on the original suit in the
wit:
te
A certain
same,
lot or parcel of land with the
building· thereon, situated on the county^oad, on Oak Hill, In the town of

Scarborough.

oct24d2w

TO

—

$200,000.

Scarborough in said County, bouaded and described
follows ylzt Beginning at a stake at the southwest corner of a lot of land owned
by Smith Bwset•ir and running northerly thirty-live rods and seventeen links to a stake, thence
westerly
by said
8weetsir'u land twelve rods and three link·,
thence,
southerly thirty-five rods and seventeen links to the
county road, thence easterly by the county road
twelve rods and three links to the stake
begun at,
containing three acres more or less and being the
same premises conveyed
by Joseph Sturtevant to
said Stover by deed bearing date May
20th, 1879,
and recorded in Cumberland
Registry of Deeds,
Book 456, Page 439.
KLISHA N. JORDAN, Deputy Sheriff.
Dated at Portland this fifth day of November, A.
D., 1883.
noedlawTSw
In

Insolvency.

EATON,

or

claim

any of

thS^appa,hor.6,1883.

pay

SsvSis'S:
bills
their

no

of

thel^ earm^after
ηοβαΐ*·

mm mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

117jfcll9 kiddle St.

η STIMW1V

«#"—»

to be an insolvents
debtor, on petition of said debtor, which petition was filed on
the
fifth day of November, A. D. 1883, to which date
interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or
by said debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property
by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said
debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency
to be holden at Probate Court
Room in said
Portland, on the nineteenth day of November. A. D.
1883, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.

Qiven under my hand the date first above written.
H. R. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for eftid County oi Cumberland.
noG&13

Caution.
A.

Clark, having left my
without just cause 1 will pay

after this date.

Portland,

Nov.

6,1883.

WILLIAM H. CLARK.
no6d3t*

CHAS. H. O'BRION,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

COAL.
Domestic

Prie·.

Coals

a

Specialty,

at

322 Commercial

All

Street,

Brown's Wharf, Portland,:*".
aug7

Occupation.

Residence)

Policies Non-Forfeitable under

THE MAINE NON-FORFEITURE LAW.
The Union Mntnal Non-Forfeiture InThese policies require the payment of twenty-five
annual premiums. At the end of the twenty-fifth
year, the insured is entitled to one of three options,
—an annuity during life, a
definite and stated cash
ra/ue(independent entirely or dividend earnings],
or, if insurable, a paid-up policy. These policies
are subject to the Λ/aine
Non-forfeiture Σόλο, contain no restrictions upon travel and
residence, and,
after three years, none upon
employment, and are
incontestable. They are entitled to dividends in reduction of the fifth and subsequent annual premi-

Middle street, by 120, containing about
11,000 square, on the corner of Middle and Chatham streets. A 2Vj story brick building with
stores and tenement over stores. This lot Is 35 feet
by 82, next on Middle street, three wooden stores
and stable In rear, this lot is 66 feet by 120. A 2
story brick house on Chatham street. No. 9, lot 36
by 40. This property Is suie to increase in value
as it Is In the center of the
city and ran be used for
houses or stores; This property will be sold at a
bargain, as the owner is about to leave the
on

freat
tate.

Terms to suit purchaser. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTOR,
No. t'3 Exchange Street.
sep3eod3m

For Sale

or

Rent.

The house and lot ceriier of Deerlug
and State streets, for sale at $9,000, or
pat in thorough repair and rent for $800
per annum. Inqaire of JOHN C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange St.
oct27

eod3w

House For Sale.
Ho. 70 Franklin St., (oor. Federal.) Estate of Mrs. Sarah Tnkey.
For particulars,
apply to Ε. H. TROWBRIDGE, 21 Mechanic St.

HOUSE
o«t23

dtf

For Sale.
In houses, lots and lands.
Property
parts of the city auil In Deering. Pur-

In all
BARGAINS

chasers will find it for their Interest to call and examine our large list ol desirable properties.
Money
loaned on mortgages. N. S. GARDINER, real estate broker, 93 Exchange Street.
octlSdlm
llmiGA ffnr kinln

Knightville, near Portland bridge, on the main
road, nice two story House and Eli, with large
Stable, corner lot, Bunny exposure. Price reasonable, part on mortgage. Apply to W. H. WAUJBON,

IN

18U Middle street.

noySeodSw

SEE HERE
/^aN show any

one

in want of

a

nice

residence

Vy great bargains at Uorliam Tillage.
One 2 story house, "L," and stable, acre

60 frnit trees, nice water.
One 2 story house, new,

has

never

of

land,

been oo·

cnpied, very nice lot 60x115, frolt trees, carrant*
4c., nice water. Send for plans and descriptions to
G. V. WEEKS, Auc. and Real Estate Agent.
Uorham. Me.
OTHouse lots for Sa
fy31dtf
_

DIAMOND ISLAND.
lots bougtit and sold by
W. KWALDKON, 180 Middle St.

Bollding
aug21

dtf

DO SOT HESITATE !
If you want

Jewelry

or

Watches, Clocks,

Silverware go to

MENNEY THE JEWELER
And he will

sell you at bottom

prices.

Watches cleaned and warranted
for one year only $1.00
Mainspring, the best only $1.00,
warranted for one year.
All work strictly first*clase.

MENNEY 1HE JEWELER,
547 CONGRESS
STREET,

Next above Brown's New Block.
Mtlfk

,Η.ΙηηΟΚ

OPENING.
Saturday,

Nov. β

shall open a fall line of

LINEN

GOODS,

consisting

of

D'Oyley's Tray Cloths, Tablecovers, Table Mat, Lnnchcloth, Napkins, Fishcloths.
SDlashers, Commode,
Sideboard and Dressing Case
Covers, Towel, I'illow and
Sheet Shams, Tidies
and all kind of Lin*
en

by the yard

These goods are all
ihown in this city.

E.

M.

new

and have never been

FAIR WEATHER,

Ko. 8 Elm

Street.
dtf

nov2

GREAT BARGAINS

ILLUSTRATIONS.
On Table No. 1, at age 20, the premium is $44.86.
Twenty-five premiums entitle the insured to a lifeannuity of $100; a cash value of $1.385.70, or, if
insurable, a paid-up life-policy of $3,230.
On Table No. 2, the premium for same age is
$79.43. Twenty-five premiums entitle the insured
to a life-annuity of $200, a cash value of $2,771.40
or a

paid-up

Table No.
results of a payment of
twenty-five annual premiums of $60 each, at all
ages. At age 20, the results would be a life-annuity of $144, a cash value of $1,902.50, or a paid:up

$4,650.
plan is fully and and clearly described In the
Company's publications, which will be furnished
ηροα application to the home office, or any of its
Agencies. It will be found, upon examination, that
Lt possesses especially advantageous
features, and
covers all desirable forms of insurance
being particularly adapted to meet the precise wants of the in-

policy
This

ALGERNON 8TUBB8' Art Store
86

for $6,470.
3 gives the

Temple St,

The Largest Assortment of

Engravings, Photos,

dividual insurer.
J5r~In the hands of active, energetic, industrious
agents, it cannot fail to be productive of a large and
profitable business.
The Company is ready to negotiate
and will
oiake liberal contracts for good with,'
territory with
igents who will energetically

OCtlS

Framing

East of Boston.

Fine Gold

andjiïonze Frames

1 large and new assortment οΓ

Pottery

for decoration. Artists' Materials,
Cabinet Frames and all the
novelties in my
line.

OLD STAND OK

Ρϋβπ FOB BUSIXE8S.

J. F.

and

Material,

for

Manager
du

desirable real estate
Middle street, for
sale at
VERY
great bargain. The lot being 90

feet

ums,

Lowest Market

Orders received by Telephone, No. 644.

Gluteal.

vestment Plan.

adjudged

WHEREAS
bed and board
bills

Purely

No Restriction· Upon Travelt

Debtor,

vency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
the Court of Insolvency for said
County of Cumberland, against the estate of said

FOR âALE.

Assets Over Six Million Dollnm.

a

no

BELOW

PORTLAND, MAINE.

is

ITOTi ACT

Post Office where all the large
Wholesale Jobbing Houeea are located, in dry
goods, Fancy and other Classes of goods. Fitted np
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevator. Counters, Tabled, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all In perfect repair.
Heatedby
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON IM
Brackett St. where-the keys may]be found.
oct2
dtf
the

I

JOHN E. De WITT, President.

togive notice, That on the fifth day
of November, A. D. 1883,
THIS
Warrant in Insol-

let7

το

on

0ct22dlm4p

or

—

a

Incontestable Policies.

Oourt of Insolvency for the
Connty of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
Nov. 6th, A. D. 1883.
In case of HORACE O. STIMSON,Insolvent

OB

The reom* will be rented separately
This house Is In complete order throughout and la
one of the best In the city, and can not be surpassed
as regards location.
Inquire of L. D. M. Sweat, 225
Middle or 103 Spring St.
octBdtf

the firm of Geo. W. Trne & Co.

Thirty-four Yea?· Oil.

LET,

FOR SALE.

The property of the Company consists of 3,600
head of cattle, houses, six ranches, controlling
twenty miles of river front, which controls 200,000 acres of land, houses, corrals and other buildings necessary to conduct the business, located in
Ton to Basin, centre part of Arizona
Territory.
it has long been known that the
raising of Cattle
In Texas, NewMeiico, Arizona and other States and
Territories of the great west is, and for many years
has been Immensely profitable and the fame of tbe
Cattle King's is world wide. Starting with small
means, these men within a comparatively short
time, attained positions In the World of basinets
and finance rivalling the famons Bonanza Kings of
the Pacific Coast. Their success shows the results
of intelligent and persevering
efforts, and the short
time which has been necessary for the achievement
of that success proves
conclusively that investment
made i* the cattle business rarely falls of returning
a ratio of profit
fairly astonishing to those not familiar with the resources of the creafc «rent,
a n<i
the almost absolute certainty with which the profit
cad be relied upon, will at once commend this class
of investment to anyone who will take the trouble
to study the history of Stock in the western portions
of the United States, and more particularly
Texas,
New Mexioo and Arizona. Capital invested in cattle
will return a larger per centage of Interest than is
returned by any other legitimate investment, and at
the same time be free from the risks and uncertainties usuaUy attending a highly remunerative or
speculative business.
No safer investment could be offered.
The management of the Company's affairs is in
the hands of parties whose long experiences renders
them familiar with all details and are eminently fitted to conduct the enterprise with suocee?.
From the earnings each year after payment of
expenses, the holder* of the preferred Btock are to
receive a dividend of seven per cent, three per cent
to be placed In the contingent fund and the balance
to be divided among the holders of the common
stock.
4000 shares of the preferred stock, par value $26,
Is now offered for subscription at par. Each four
shares subscribed for entitles the subscriber to two
(2) shares of the common stock. Subscription book
will be opened Monday, Oct. 22d, and remain open
till Saturday, Dec. 8, 1883, at the ofiice of Woodbury ft Monlton, Bankers, cor. Middle & Exchange
streets, Portland.
Subscriptions will be called for Monday, Nov. 26.
Send to Woodbury & Monlton, or W. S. Eaton,
for prospectus giving full information. Those wishing to subscribe who reside out of the city can do so
by addressing Woodbury & Monlton.

as

dlaw&w4w

HEREBY GIVEN, that
NOTICK
the subscriber has been duly appointed and
himself the trust

Superior Grocery

es.

Fanny

taken upon

The cargo of

Cumberland,

this fifth day of November, A. D.
1883,
TAKENexecution
dated October 19, A. D.
1889, issued

begun

The continued improvements of the
last few years, with those recently added,
keep the Ladd Watch Cases to the fore-

ANY MAKE OF FILLED CASES IN

MAINE.

Sheriff's Sale.
on
on a

every respect, ever produced.
These improvements enable us to
WARRANT THE LADD CASES TO OUTWEAR
A large andi!elC(sant assortment
·
of

STATE OF

iltf

House No. 175 State Street,
FURNIMHED
OB
VHriBKIHHSD,

of Maine.

tern and Maine Central R. R's.
CHAS. S. MORRILL, of tbe firm of Burnham & Morrill.
W. J. KING, of the firm of Geo· W. Trne
& Co.
W. S. EATON, Gen'I Ft. Agt. Maine Cen·
tral R. R.
CLASK H. BARKER, of the firm of Geo.
W. Trne & Co.

a

without board.

To Lei.

Organized Under the Laws

Directors:

BROS. & BANCROFT.

LET.

TO

or

PAYS0N TUCKER, Gen'l Manager Eas·

number of articles which
were sent on memoranda for display at our exhibition remain unsold. Rather than send them back

—

Liuingtou Academy.
closed

or

change «treat.

Gen'l Ft. Agt. Maine Central R. B.

SPECIAL·.

HOISTED

BARGAINS
—

the Immaculate Conception,
Portland, was married last week at Saccarappa
to Miss Ida Griggs.

(Β. C.)

tral wharf
oct31

offices in Stanton Block, Exchang
ONEstreet.twoApply
to C. P. Mattock» 31 Vi Ex·

WOODMAN S.

OFFGBlIVe

OKE4T

of

The new episcopal residence lately erected
bv Rev. Mp. Dfiflfilhfl- ΠΛΗΙώγ nf Si·.- TTtraninth'a

A

dtf

Wanted.
COMPETENT çirl for general housework,
\y* miles out of

or

Treasurer:

dtf

French Goat Button, mat kid

Haccarappa.

Cathedral

li

CH1BEBLIN

Wanted.

To Let.

of

BLACK VELVETS.

26th

Probably the Han.
Marshal Andrews telegraphed Mr. G. W.
Brackets, of Canaan, Vt., a description of the
goods supposed to have been stolen from him,
and received an answer that the rings and
wctches were undoubtedly some of the goods,
and asked that the man be kept till an officer
could arrive here from Vermont to take him.
Murray, or Mussey, is about 20 years of age.

Bookkeeper

CLARK H. BARKER

eodtf

n»c

the

of January last, and to have over 160
on its roll.
Mr. George T. Huntley
was elected president, Mr. H. A. Hutchios
secretary, and Miss Helen P. Spear treasurer.
If there was any earlier one let it apeak now.
There ought to be a thousand later.

15.,

A fiint-eUen bookkeeper. SHAW« HAMMOND Λ CAUSEY, 308 Commercial St

President:

—

oct30

The f irst Baud ef Mercy.
Elizabeth files a protest against the
claim of the Preble Chapel Band of Mercy, of
Portland, to be the pioneer organization of the
kind in the State. The Ferry Village Band of
on

no2

Press

ηοτΐ

Cape

organized

A.

IK»».
AIKD

Divided into 8,000 Shares, of the
par value of $25 each.
4,00Ο
Shares
($100,000) rreferred,
with Seven per cent interest.
4,000 Shares ($100,000) com·
mon stock.

Horatio Staples'
Middle Street,
Portland.

present time.

make from S5 to $1(X
town, with a new biuineM
Office.
d2w

can

day" In your own

a

dtf

CAPITAL

We shall open to-day Fifty pes. 40 in. all wool
FI»E
CA€H MERE
FOULE GOODS, fn full
assortment of shades at
421-2c PER YD.
This Is actually less than
the goods cost to import,
and we are sure no such
bargain has ever been
shown in this market.

—

Horatio Staples'
Blanket Sale !
Blanket Bargains
Blankets White !
Blankets Colored!

J. H. Morse

have been

toed Agents

FEW

dU

Day !

Blanket

Edw. W. Kent
(with oration).. F. W- Thompson
The following are the officers:
President—CJhae. β. Lewie.
Vice President—Bichmodd P. Scales.
Secretary—Ε. H. Bice.
Treasurer—D. Page Perkins.
The society voted to annul their constitution
except Art. 1st, keeping up a name,and a committee of five were appointed to make preparation for an annual reunion a year from the

to

A

by addressing

Store Nos.

Absent Members
Kequiescat in Pace

Mercy appears

WANTS,

<>ct3i

By order,
GEO. A. THOMAS, Prest.
HENRY W. STAPLES, Treas.

oot3dtf

oct26

·

All such subscriptions will be entitled to dividends from date of firet
payment, but certificates will
not be issued until final payment is made.
Applications for stock may be made personally or by mall at the Company's office, 234 Devonshire
treet, Boston. All ehecks should be made payable to the order otH.E. Irvine, Treasurer.
Circulars giving full particulars sent to any address on application.
Intending Investors desiring further information may apply at the Company's Offices, or make personal application to either of the Directors.
By order of the Board,
JOHN O. WEBSTER,
)
WILLIAM A. HOVEY, President. 5 Executive Committee.
H. E. IRVINE, Treasurer.
)
DIRECTORS!
WILLIAM A. HOVEY", PRESIDENT*
II. E, IRVINE, Treasurer.
WILLIAM C. TALLMAN·
JOHN F. WOOD, VICE President.
M. LEE ROSS. General Manager. SILAS GURNEY,
W. W. GOOCH, Secretary.
JOHN G. WEBSTER.
EDWARD 0. ELLIS.
nov6d3t

THE 24th DAY OF NOV, INST.

DAVID TORREΥ,
Clerk pro tem.
dlw

follows:

as

One-fourth cash.
One-fourth Dec. 5th, 1883.
One-fourth Jan. 5th, 1884.
One-fourth Feb. 5th,(1884.

on

PROVED CONDITION of the
business.

$18,OOO

the capital is but $300,000, the per centage of profit and the actual value of the stock
is easily

Portland, Me., Nov. 2, 1883.

SATURDAY,

NEARLY

or

Coueitrumeuiï· solicited

Wanted.

largement.

93 Exchange Street.

{tsliscontlnued

NET PROFIT of 830,800,

a

before them.
Nov. 6, 1883.

874,800

con-

839.SOO

Showing

come

Portland,

nov5d3t

profit

IMPORTANT

the following articles:
1 st. To choœe a moderator.
2d. To choose directors for the ensuing year.
3d. To act on any other business that may proper-

S105,«uu

■

13,OOO
Net

ly

!*;*.

W.4IXI·.»

THE

NOTICE.

4J4,000
■ ■■■■

UkV,

Regular sale of Furniture and Genera Merc oau
Laturday, commencing at 10 o'clock j*.

The Auuual Meeting of the Portland
Widow's Wood Society stands adjourned to WEDNESDAY evening:, Nor. 7th, at
7.1-2 o'clock.
S. H. COLESWORTHY, Sec.

*

^«ICDt'OMOi IH ExcSuu^f
>3 Aj

W> Ο·

dise every

stockholders of the Centrtil Wharf Steam
Tow Boat Company are hereby notified that
the annual meeting will be held at office No. 8 Central wharf, Portland, on TUESDAY the thirteenth
day of November at 2 o'clock in the afternoon to act

15,OOO

30,OOO

Y. Ο. BAILEY Λ CO.,
&QCtiOB6ere Had (Joinmitelon ÏÏ-. rc-miit

m.

$6,iiOO

traveling

C. M. Plummer, No.
afternoon, Nov. 7th.
B. CHANDLER,
Secretary.

NOTICE.

ηονδ

Bent of Office and Station
Cool, 6 cents per night per light
Carbon
(The brightest minds are at work η η the Carbon problem, and we expect
to see this expense reduced at least one-half within a
year)
Wage· and Salarie»
Repaire, Depreciation and ftiiiicelianeou« ExpenMcs, including Insurance, Taxes and Royalties

Association will take

on

JLight·, at GO cents (much less than the average price) per night per
light, 30U nights
(A portion of our Lights burn on Sunday night, but we make no aocount
of those)

our

Sabbath day.

Ε Annual Meeting of this
place at tlie house of Mr»
Ill Middle St., on Wednesday
at three o'clock.
MISS L.
nov3d4t

Κ OOO

Resolved, That wo, the members of Union Conference of Congregational Churches hereby express

Resolved,
disapproval

COMPANY

POWER

AND

RASED ON PRESENT RUSINESS.

lowing resolutions passed by the conference.
We shall be grateful if yoc can give them publication.
J. S. R Scribe.
Waierford, Nov. 2,1883.

XCCTIOU RALE».

Samaiitan Association.

EXHIBIT

Relating to Sunday Trains.
To the Editor of the Press:
By a vote of Union Conference, at a late
meeting, held at North Bridgton, the £0th and
31at nit., I am requested to send you, and to
other papers of the county, a copy of the fol-

Frank S. Corey

Cottage Hearths

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

crushing the little toe, and injuring the other3

given of

were

CONCERT AMD KKADINQ.

THE

class of statuary—singly, in pairs, or in groups.
The inspiring figures line the streets, vivify
the roofs of public buildings and adorn the

Accident.
Αβ Engineer French was
etandiog at the
rear of his steamer, Casco No.
5, at the fire
yesterday, the steamer was backed and a
wheel passed oyer one of Kr. French's feet,

FERRIS, STUBBS BROS.,
for Me. & Ν. H.

A|tcci(·, Portland.

eodtf

TEMPLE
octlfi

STREET,

PORTLAND, ME.

oodtf

